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ii. Summary
This research has been aimed at identifying internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of
society’s response to climate change. Narratives are used to communicate the consequences of uncertainties
influencing society’s response to climate change. In this research, society’s response to climate change has
been interpreted as the emergence of climate change mitigation action by society. Studying society’s
response to climate change is hampered by two main factors. First, the dynamics of society’s response to
climate change are emergent and complex, as mitigation action arises out of the actions and interactions of
the many actors in society. Second, society’s response to climate change is subject to many uncertainties.
Agent-based modelling (ABM) has been identified as an appropriate method to get insight into the complexity
and emergence of society’s response to climate change. Exploratory Modelling and Analysis (EMA) has been
identified of a suitable approach to gain insight into the consequences of the uncertainties influencing
society’s response to climate change. Combining ABM and EMA resulted in the design of a scenario discovery
approach that supported answering the main research question of this thesis:
What internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate
change can be identified using a combined approach of ABM and EMA?
In order to answer the main research question, five sub research questions have been formulated:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What does a modelling process tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA look like?
How can society’s response to climate change be simulated using ABM?
What are the deep uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change?
What are the consequences of the uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change?
How can internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to
climate change be constructed?

EABMA process
A modelling process has been designed tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA, called the
exploratory agent-based modelling and analysis (EABMA) process. The EABMA process is aimed to enhance
the synergies between ABM and EMA when applied to identify internally consistent and plausible narratives of
the possible pathways of a complex adaptive system subject to many uncertainties. The EABMA process
stimulates the modeller to acknowledge and identify uncertainties and to explore their consequences by
incorporating them in the ABM. Furthermore, the EABMA process incorporates a method of validation that
lends itself well to the type of ABM’s that are subject to many uncertainties. The nature of the alternative
method is aimed at assessing the fitness for purpose of the modelling study. Elaboration on the design of the
EABMA process can be found in Chapter 2.
ABM representation of society’s response to climate change
An ABM has been constructed on society’s response to climate change. The model represents society as a
two-level game involving governments and individuals changing their emission behaviour in the face of
climate change through mitigation action. Governments and individuals are heterogeneous in their time
horizon of assessing future expected climate change impact, resulting in differences in climate change
awareness. The climate change awareness of governments and individuals determines the amount of
mitigation action they take, resulting in greenhouse gasses (GHG) emission reductions. Individuals influence
the mitigation policy of their governments through voting, whereas governments can enforce mitigation
action upon themselves and their individuals as a result of international negotiations on climate change
response. Elaboration on the conceptual description of society’s response to climate change can be found in
Chapter 3. The system conceptualisation can be found in Chapter 4, and the specification of the ABM on
society’s response to climate change can be found in Chapter 5.
Uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change
Within this research, uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change have been identified and
incorporated in the ABM, so that their consequences can be explored. The uncertainties have been identified
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using the various identification methods can be categorised into four categories: uncertainties related to
environment settings, agent settings, international negotiations on climate change response, and climate
disasters. The main uncertainties related to the environment settings are the climate sensitivity and economic
sensitivity of climate change, determining the relation between GHG emissions by society and the resulting
impact of climate change on society. Uncertainties from the agent settings category are related to the
adaptive traits governments and individuals apply in responding to climate change and factors influencing the
interaction between governments and individuals. Uncertainties related to international negotiations on
climate change response are factors influencing the internal mechanisms and frequency of these negotiations.
Uncertainties related to climate disasters are factors influencing the internal mechanisms and stochastic
factors behind the occurrence and effect of climate disasters.
The uncertainties have been represented in the ABM on society’s response to climate change. Some
uncertainties are represented by an uncertainty range, representing a range of possible values that an
uncertainty can have. An example is the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change, which
could have a range of possible values. Other uncertainties are represented as structural uncertainties, allowing
switching between different model structures or categorical values of an uncertainty. An example is the game
theoretic representation of international negotiations on climate change response, for which the model allows
switching between a cooperative and competitive game theoretic representation. By representing the
uncertainties in the ABM, their consequences can be explored. An overview of the uncertainties represented in
the model can be found in Chapter 7.
Exploring the consequences of uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change
EMA has been applied to explore the consequences of the uncertainties influencing society’s response to
climate change. By defining the uncertainty space of the model, an explicit representation of the set of
plausible models was made. This explicit representation of the set of plausible models is made by conducting a
large number of computational experiments. Subsequently, multiple types of analyses have been used to
explore this explicit representation of the set of plausible models. The aim of this research was to find
subspaces with particular characteristic outcomes that can be translated into internally consistent and
plausible narratives. A detailed description of the various analyses conducted to explore the consequences of
uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change can be found in Chapter 7.
Internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate change
Based on the insights gained from the analysis, two distinct narratives have been constructed. In this research,
these two narratives were sufficient to communicate the diverging possible pathways of society’s response to
climate change. The first narrative describes how society’s response to climate change is characterised by a
strong emergence of mitigation action. The second narrative describes how society’s response to climate
change is characterised by a weak emergence of mitigation action. Elaboration on the identification and
construction of the narratives can be found in Chapter 7.
Narrative 1: The emergence of strong mitigation action
Society can respond in two ways to climate change. It either adapts to the consequences of climate change, or
it aims to mitigate climate change. Society however consists of many heterogeneous members, each having
their own ideas about the required response to climate change. The emergence of mitigation action is a result
of the many action and interactions of those members, influenced by many factors subject to deep
uncertainty.
A strong emergence of mitigation action, measures by the amount of GHG emission reduction over the course
of the 21st century, is mainly determined by the climate sensitivity and the economic sensitivity of climate
change and the time horizon members of society apply in assessing their belief about required response. In the
case of a strong relation between cumulative GHG emissions and climate change, a strong relation between
climate change and the economic impact of climate change, and governments and individuals being able to
assess the future impact of climate change far ahead, society’s response to climate change will be
st
characterised by high annual GHG emission reductions in the start of the 21 century. Society is concerned
about the future impact of climate change which results in a high climate change awareness. Stimulated by
their citizens, governments are more willing to cooperate in tackling the problem of climate change in the
international arena. Furthermore, they intend to be cooperative in the negotiations with the aim of taking
collective responsibility for this global problem. International negotiations on climate change response will
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take place frequently and the mitigation agreements resulting from these negotiations consist of stronger
mitigation goals. Finally, the potential impact of climate change is becoming visible through the occurrence of
climate disasters. This results in an increase in climate change awareness highlighting the importance of
taking mitigation action. International negotiations on climate change response that happen to be right after
the occurrence of a climate disaster will even have an increased chance to be successful and result in stronger
mitigation goals. In conclusion, this narrative describes a scenario in which climate change is serious, but a
conscious society is aware of the future impact climate change can have and is prepared to respond with
strong mitigation action.
Narrative 2: The emergence of weak mitigation action
Weak mitigation action by society emerges under the circumstances of a low climate sensitivity and economic
sensitivity of climate change in combination with a short time horizon among members of society in assessing
the future impact of climate change. Because climate change only increases gradually and members of society
do not want to adapt their behaviour to the possible consequences climate change may have in the future,
little mitigation action is undertaken. International negotiations on climate change response are unsuccessful.
The failure of the negotiations is worsened by the fact that some governments are incentivised to free-ride in
these negotiations as they want other governments to respond to climate change without taking
responsibility themselves. Finally, climate disasters have an adverse effect on the demand of mitigation
action. Mitigation action plans are pushed to the future, because those struck by the climate disaster demand
to spend their resources on adaptation action. International negotiations on climate change response that are
held right after the occurrence of a climate disaster are therefore bound to be unsuccessful to result in
ambitious mitigation goals. In conclusion, little mitigation action by society emerges when the impact of
climate change is low, in combination with a society unwilling to act in advance to mitigate the future impact
of climate change.
Conclusion
It has been the aim of this research to identify internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of
society’s response to climate change. The narratives constructed in this research are based on a model-based
exploration of the consequences of uncertainties influencing the emergence of climate change mitigation
action. The large difference between the two narratives shows the large uncertainty pertaining to the CAS in
which society’s response to climate change takes place. The research therefore highlights the importance of
uncertainties and ambiguities such as the ones related to the time horizon members of society apply in
assessing the future impact of climate change, the internal mechanisms behind international negotiations on
climate change and the influences of climate disasters on climate change response. Constructing narratives in
such an open, objective and exploratory way can help in conveying the consequences of uncertainties
influencing society’s response to climate change. This research can therefore serve as a though-provoking
stimulus for analysts or decision makers to be aware of the many possible pathways of society’s response to
climate change and to take the consequences of uncertainties into account.
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1 Introduction
In the wake of the oil crisis in the seventies, it became evident that increased insight and long-term strategic
energy planning were essential to be able to better respond to the complex and uncertain environment of the
energy system. Debate on important and complex issues such as climate change, energy security, and other
global economic and energy related topics makes increased insight into the energy transition seem more
important than ever (Pfenninger, Hawkes, & Keirstead, 2014). In order to provide insight into the possible
pathways of the energy transition, analysts have to find ways to deal with the inherent complexity and
uncertainties of the system in which the energy transition takes place. In order to deal with the complexity of
the system, modelling and simulation can be used, as the complexity and long-term dynamics of the energy
system are too much for mental models to cope with (Sterman, 2002). The upcoming sections will further
introduce the research applied in this graduation project, resulting in the formulation of the research
objectives and research questions.

1.1 Dealing with the Complex Adaptive System in which the energy
transition takes place: Agent-based modelling
The system in which the energy transition takes place can be framed as a socio-technical system. This sociotechnical system consists of many technical subsystems, comprising of various energy technologies and
physical networks, governed and influenced by a complex network of many social systems, comprising of
producers, generators, suppliers, end users, environmental and economic regulators, and policy makers. The
actors in the system are adaptive in the sense that they learn and in response adapt their behaviour over time.
The many interactions between these social and technical subsystems therefore give rise to emergent and coevolutionary properties. In this sense, the energy system can be seen as a complex system, as this selforganising emergent system behaviour cannot be predicted by understanding these social and technical
subsystems separately. These properties of the energy system in which the energy transition takes place are
characteristics of Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) (Bale, Varga, & Foxon, 2015; Chappin, 2011; Desouza &
Yuan, 2013). A CAS is a complex and dynamic network of many agents acting in parallel, constantly acting and
reacting to their environment. The overall behaviour of CAS arises from the huge number of decisions made
every moment by the many individual agents in the system (van Dam, Nikolic, & Lukszo, 2013).
Most conventional models used to analyse the system in which the energy transition takes place are topdown, equilibrium based models that are driven by macroeconomic factors such as economic growth, interindustrial structural change, demographic development, price trends, and their underlying feedback loops
(Herbst, 2012; Hourcade, Jaccard, Bataille, & Ghersi, 2006). While these models do provide key insights into
the energy transition, they lend themselves less applicable in their ability to analyse systems perceived as
CAS. The models tend to neglect certain aspects of this complexity, for example regarding the heterogeneity
of actors and the bounded rationality in their behaviour; influential factors within the energy transition (Bale et
al., 2015; Gerst, Wang, & Borsuk, 2013; Giupponi, Borsuk, de Vries, & Hasselmann, 2013). To neglect human
behaviour is, according to Palmer and Smith (2014) “like designing a bridge without accounting for traffic”
(page 1).
J. M. Epstein (2007) states that the generativist’s perspective is particularly appropriate to study CAS.
Generativists study how the decentralised local interactions of heterogeneous autonomous agents can
generate macroscopic regularities. To do so, energy models should consider how the actors in a system act, at
any given time, according to their situation, their surrounding world, and the simple rules governing their
behaviour (Farmer & Foley, 2009). Any policies aimed at influencing the transition pathway should account for
the various ways in which the actors in the system are behaving and might behave in the future. A modelling
technique suitable for modelling the energy transition from a generativist perspective is agent-based
modelling (ABM) (Chappin, 2011). ABM can be used to model the actions of and interactions between agents
under influence of their state and the state of the environment. ABM allows simulating autonomous and
heterogeneous agents with bounded rationality and adaptive agent behaviour over local interactions. In this
way, the emergence of macroscopic regularities can be discovered from a bottom-up perspective (J. M.
Epstein, 2007). ABM can therefore be used to model socio-technical systems and explore the dynamics and
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structural change ensuing from the interactions within and between the social and the technological networks
that could evolve (van Dam et al., 2013).

1.2 Dealing with the uncertainties of the energy transition:
Exploratory Modelling and Analysis
In the CAS in which the energy transition takes place, many uncertainties are present. Examples of factors that
involve uncertainty are the pace of technological change, the availability of energy resources, the relation
between GHG emissions from society and climate change, and the way in which society responds to climate
change (Ackerman, DeCanio, Howarth, & Sheeran, 2009; Malik, Rothbaum, & Smith, 2010; van Vuuren et al.,
2011). These uncertainties, for example about the many possible ways of how society will respond to climate
change, results in a widespread lack of consensus, both within the scientific community and among policy
makers, on the essential facts and mechanisms governing the evolution of socioeconomic systems (Giupponi
et al., 2013; Moss et al., 2010; Weaver et al., 2013). In order to gain insight into the possible pathways of the
energy transition, analysts need to deal with these uncertainties.
The form of uncertainty present in the system in which the energy transition takes place can be called deep
uncertainty. Deep uncertainty refers to a situation in which analysts cannot agree on or do not know the
appropriate conceptual models that describe the relationships between the key driving forces in a system, the
probability distributions used to represent uncertainty in the mathematical representations of these
conceptual models and how to value the desirability of different outcomes of the modelling study (Robert J.
Lempert, Popper, & Bankes, 2003). Kwakkel, Walker, and Marchau (2010) summarise this by stating that from
a modeller’s perspective deep uncertainty pertains to situations in which a multiplicity of alternative models
can be developed for how (aspects of) systems may work, many plausible outcomes can be generated with
these models, and outcomes can be valued in different ways, but one is not able to rank order all these
alternatives in terms of how likely or plausible they are to be judged.
Developing scenarios is a widely used method for dealing with uncertainties by bounding the ways in which
the system under study could possibly evolve. Regarding the energy transition, scenarios play a major role,
with several well-known scenario studies (such as the World Energy Outlook Scenario (International Energy
Agency, 2014) and the scenarios developed by Shell (2013)) informing policy makers about the possible
pathways of the energy transition. Scenarios can provide guidance for decision making by exploring the
different possible futures under clearly defined assumptions (Giupponi et al., 2013; van Vuuren et al., 2012). A
conventional way of developing scenarios - following from the intuitive logics or scenario axis approach - aims
at bounding the space of all plausible futures by developing a limited set of plausible scenarios. The scenario
logic approach to scenario development relies on intuition and the use of mental models for developing the
scenarios. However, given that the system within which the energy transition is taking place is a CAS, intuition
and mental simulation are bound to fail. Therefore Gerst et al. (2013) argue that the conventional scenario
logic approach may yield narratives that do not align well with the capabilities of bottom-up modelling
technique. They suggest that rather than feeding scenarios to bottom up models, the scenarios should instead
be derived from the ensemble of model simulations. The characteristics of a CAS and ABM lead to a much
wider array of possible futures that can be generated. CAS can exhibit structural change and can show
surprising emergent behaviour (Gerst et al., 2013). The uncertainties resulting from the modellers choices
based upon the paradigmatic presuppositions of ABM, and the many uncertainties related to the CAS in which
the energy transition takes place need to be acknowledged and analysed in order to get proper insight into the
possible pathways of the energy transition.
An appropriate approach for handling deep uncertainty is by systematically exploring the consequences of
alternative realisations of the various uncertainties (Kwakkel & Pruyt, 2013a). When doing this in combination
with simulation models, this is known as Exploratory Modelling and Analysis (EMA) (Bankes, 1993). EMA aims
at systematically exploring this uncertainty on many levels (deep uncertainty), ranging from parametric
uncertainties, to structural uncertainties (e.g. different structures and models), and up to method
uncertainties (e.g. different modelling methods). This is done by conducting series of computational
experiments exploring the plausible set of models and model outcomes (Kwakkel & Pruyt, 2013a). In principle,
EMA can be compared with an extensive parameter sweep and sensitivity analysis, traditionally executed in
ABM studies. However, J. M. Epstein (2007) notes that conducting such a systematic practice has not been
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fully institutionalised in the world of ABM. It is here that EMA can add particular value; being a systematic
method aimed at exploring deep uncertainty. Another issue that J. M. Epstein (2007) notes is that an efficient
method for searching the space of micro-specifications, such as possible individual behavioural rules or
objective functions, is lacking in the world of ABM. Again, EMA offers data analysis techniques to be able to
also explore those micro-specifications. Research to uncertainties manifesting in these micro-specifications or
other paradigmatic presuppositions is required. Lastly, Gerst et al. (2013) argue that EMA can be of specific
added value in a combined application with ABM because ABMs typically generate a wider array of possible
futures than aggregate-scale models. It follows that there is need for a combined research approach using
ABM and EMA for studying the possible pathways of the energy transition. In this way, a systematic and
extensive uncertainty analysis can support the identification of internally consistent and plausible narratives of
the pathways of the energy transition.

1.3 Combined application of ABM and EMA
EMA has been applied in combination with other modelling approaches such as System Dynamics (SD), but so
far applications in combination with ABM are limited. Examples of projects that have used the combination of
EMA and ABM are Bellinga (2013), De Wildt (2014), Kwakkel and Pruyt (2013a), and Kwakkel and Yücel (2014).
In none of these applications however, has there been thorough methodological reflection on the
consequences of combining AMB and EMA. In contrast, Kwakkel and Pruyt (2013b) do offer such a
methodological reflection for the combination of SD and EMA. Traditionally, SD is used for modelling and
simulating dynamically complex issues and analysing their resulting non-linear behaviours over time. Whereas
the traditional SD approach generally assumed uncertainties as omnipresent, and tries to cope with these
uncertainties by means of sensitivity analysis aimed at validation, the modelling process for the combined
application of SD and EMA (ESDMA), explicitly aims at explores uncertainties within these dynamic and
complex systems. The ESDMA process is thus particularly appropriate for systematically exploring and
analysing dynamically complex issues under deep uncertainty. This has implications for the way in which SD
models are constructed. The SD models used in ESDMA should be constructed for easy exploration of possible
behaviours and plausible scenarios. Furthermore, the ESDMA methodology by Kwakkel and Pruyt (2013b)
shortly touches upon the identification of uncertainties by means of a methodological reflection on the
paradigmatic presuppositions of the System Dynamics method. Within the ESDMA method, the modeller is
urged to be aware of uncertainties related to specific paradigmatic presuppositions of SD, such as order of
time delays, non-linear functions, feedback loops and the sometimes excessive search for endogeneity. In the
same way, the ABM modeller can be urged to be aware of uncertainties related to the paradigmatic
presuppositions of the ABM method.
Following from the comparison with the combined application of SD and EMA, a provisional hypothesis in this
research is that the foreknowledge to apply EMA to an ABM study has several implications on the different
modelling steps of the modelling study, because the study changes to an explorative nature. A reflection on
these implications should result in a redesign of a conventional ABM process. This design of a modelling
process tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA will further in this research being framed as the
EABMA process. Research on this EABMA process should include a method for the identification and
classification of deep uncertainties, such that it can be integrated in this modelling process. Furthermore, a
reflection on the possible uncertainties manifesting in the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method
should be conducted.
An in-depth example of the impact of how the application of EMA impacts the conventional modelling process
is the changing role of validation. Validation becomes especially difficult for analysing CAS under deep
uncertainty. ABM, used to represent CAS, involves soft factors, difficult to quantify, calibrate and sometimes
to justify. Assumptions used to for statistical verification and validation, such as normality and linearity, can be
at odds with models designed to accommodate complex behaviours caused by sensitivity to initial conditions,
self-organised criticality, path dependency and non-linearity’s. ABM is not well suited to make deterministic
predictions about how a system will function in the future, or how to make the system function better in the
future. ABM is used to represent problems rather than systems, and the outcome of ABM’s should therefore
be interpreted at a more qualitative level, depending on the degree of accuracy and completeness in the input
to the model (Balbi & Giupponi, 2009; Bonabeau, 2002). Deep uncertainty increases the difficulty of a validity
assessment. Hofmann (2013) states that due to the unpredictable nature of complex social systems and their
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ever-changing context, validation becomes increasingly difficult. Deep uncertainty is in contrast with a valid
model: if the model is a valid representation of reality, it is proven that nothing structural is missing; a model
that is guessing about potential structures thus cannot be validated (Hodges, 1991). In this research, the
possibility for a changing role of validation, closer to an assessment of the fitness for purpose is investigated.
The EABMA process that will be designed in this research should be designed in a way that it constructs the
analysis of a CAS under deep uncertainty. Furthermore, the design should be tested for its added value on
gaining insight into the possible pathways of the energy transition. It will do so, by delineating the aim to gain
insight into the possible pathways of the energy transition, towards gaining insight into one of the main
drivers of the energy transition: society’s response to climate change. Society’s response to climate change
will be introduced in the next section, after which an extensive conceptual description of this issue will be
given in Chapter 3.

1.4 Society’s response to climate change
In order to get insight into the possible pathways of the energy transition, the key drivers of the energy
transition have to be examined. One of the key drivers behind the energy transition is the aim for future
energy security at an affordable price, influenced by fossil fuels depletion and technological innovations.
Another key driver behind the energy transition is society’s response to (the expected effects of) climate
change (European Commission, 2006). An assumption in this research is that society can respond to climate
change by means of adaptation, mitigation or doing nothing. Adaptation is the process of adjustment to
moderate or avoid harm from climate and its effects (IPCC, 2014a). Mitigation is the intention to reduce the
sources or enhance the sinks of greenhouse gas, in order to moderate or lower the future negative effects of
climate change (IPCC, 2014b). Mitigation action by society is therefore of special interest for this research, as
mitigation action directly influences the energy transition due to the fact that mitigation measures, or GHG
emission reduction measures, cause an alteration of the mix of energy technologies in the energy system
(IPCC, 2014b; N. H. Stern & Treasury, 2006).
The impact of human activities on climate change has been studied extensively over the last several decades
and is understood very well, however, society’s response to climate change has received substantially less
research attention and is much more poorly understood (Giupponi et al., 2013). Palmer and Smith (2014) state
that it is essential to explore how individual decisions combine across networks to produce macroscopic
behaviours in order to understand society’s response to climate change. This research follows the assumption
that society response, and with specific interest the emergence of mitigation action by society, is subject to
the climate change awareness of different heterogeneous actors in society. Further elaboration on the subject
of society’s response to climate change can be found in Chapter 3, including issues such as the effect of climate
disasters on climate change awareness, the effect of different game theories behind international
negotiations on climate change response and the potential of bottom-up mitigation initiatives.
There are many uncertainties influencing society’s response to changing climate. Within society, there is
uncertainty about the extent to which the changing climate is caused by human influence (the climate
sensitivity), and uncertainty about the severity of the future impact of climate change (the economic
sensitivity of climate change). These uncertainties, in combination with the long time frames of response
measures, result in ignorance and limitations of decision making (Tompkins & Neil Adger, 2005; van Vuuren et
al., 2011). There is therefore a need to gain insight in these uncertainties. However, next to the earlier
mentioned uncertainties, there is a large lack of uncertainty regarding the mechanisms underlying society’s
response to climate change. Such uncertainties result in a widespread lack of consensus, both within the
scientific community and among policy makers, on the essential facts and mechanisms governing the
evolution of socioeconomic systems (Giupponi et al., 2013; Moss et al., 2010; Weaver et al., 2013). A specific
example relates to the time preference of actors in society regarding the future costs and benefits of the
different alternatives of responding to climate change. One of the main issues within the research to this issue
of discounting future costs and benefits is related to the appropriate discount rate that should be used. This
issue even gives rise to different worldviews, even contrasting ideas about how society values future costs and
benefits of climate change adaptation vs. mitigation (Tol et al., 2013). The extremes of these different
worldviews can be ascribed to Stern on the one hand, applying a near zero pure rate of social time preference,
and Nordhaus on the other hand, who applied a market conform discount rate (Kraan, Kramer, Van Der Lei, &
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Huppes, 2014). The use of ABM can give interesting new insights into this discussion, as Kraan et al. (2014)
show. Using ABM, Kraan et al. (2014) give a new perspective is to applying discount rates in cost benefit
analysis, by spreading heterogeneous discount rates among agents. This research aims to contribute as well to
the ways of gaining insight into society’s response to climate change, by combining the expected advantages
of the application of ABM and EMA.
Currently, the issue of climate change in a socio-economic setting has been subject to only few ABM studies,
despite being acknowledged as a promising modelling approach in this area (Balbi & Giupponi, 2009).
Furthermore, describing society’s response to climate change as a collective action problem reveals certain
complex dilemmas that to date have not been investigated exhaustively by the use of computer models
(Brede & De Vries, 2013). It is the aim of this graduation project to explore the combined application of ABM
and EMA to a study on society’s response to climate change. A full problem analysis on the issue of society’s
response to climate change will be drawn in Chapter 3. This study will result in the identification of internally
consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate change.

1.5 Research formulation
Based upon the research introduction, potential research areas can be identified. Following from these
potential research areas, the research problem is recapitulated in a problem statement, research objectives
and research questions.
1.5.1
Potential research areas
Based upon the knowledge gaps identified in the description of the research problem, the identified potential
research areas for are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary of potential research areas
A combined approach of ABM and EMA

Society’s response to climate change

Research on a tailored modelling process for the combined
application of ABM and EMA
Research on a method for the identification of deep
uncertainties

Research on the consequences of deep uncertainties
influencing society’s response to climate change
Identification of internally consistent and plausible
narratives on the possible pathways of society’s response
to climate change

Research on an adequate way of validating a modelling study
with the combined application of ABM and EMA
Research on a way of identifying internally consistent and
plausible narratives on the pathways of a CAS subject to deep
uncertainty

The problem description reveals two main research elements: methodological research on the combined
approach of ABM and EMA and the execution of this proposed methodology to get insight into the possible
pathways of society’s response to climate change. The research is a tentative approach both methodologically
as applied.
1.5.2
Problem statement
In order to get better insight into the possible pathways of the energy transition, the system in which the
energy transition takes place should be considered as a CAS and uncertainties should be acknowledged and
their consequences explored. ABM is an appropriate method to get insight into the complexity, non-linearity
and human aspects of the energy transition. EMA can be applied to gain insight into the consequences of the
deep uncertainties pertaining to the system in which the energy transition takes place. The combined
application of ABM and EMA requires further research. The research problem of this modelling study is
delineated to society’s response to climate change, one of the main drivers of the energy transition.
1.5.3
Research objectives
It is the aim of this graduation project to explore the combined application of ABM and EMA to a study on
society’s response to climate change. The research objectives of this graduation project are therefore twofold.
The first research objective of this graduation project is to design a modelling process tailored for the
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combined approach of ABM and EMA. The second research objective relates to the application of this
approach to society’s response to climate change. The overarching purpose of the modelling study is to
identify internally consistent and plausible narratives on the emergence of climate change mitigation action
by society. This is achieved by means of an exploratory modelling approach to scenario development in which
the emergence of mitigation action from the interactions and individual decisions of heterogeneous members
of society in the face of climate change is explored. Therefore, the consequences of deep uncertainties
influencing the emergence of climate change mitigation action by society are be explored.
Given the overarching aim of producing internally consistent and plausible narratives on the emergence of
climate change mitigation action by society, the model should possess two main abilities:

1.6 Research questions
The main research question of this graduation project is as follows:
What internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate
change can be identified using a combined approach of ABM and EMA?
The main research question is divided into five sub research questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What does a modelling process tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA look like?
How can society’s response to climate change be simulated using ABM?
What are the deep uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change?
What are the consequences of the uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change?
How can internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to
climate change be constructed?

Combining the insights gained from these four sub research questions will contribute to answering the main
research question.

1.7 Research methodology
This graduation project will consist of two main elements: methodological research on the combined
application of ABM and EMA and the application of this methodology to get insight into the pathways of
society’s response to climate change. The methodological research will serve as a foundation for
systematically conducting the research needed to answer the applied sub questions. A reflection on the
dichotomy of this research can be found in 9.
In Chapter 2, a design for modelling process tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA is proposed.
Further information on the research methodology can thus be found in that Chapter.

1.8 Structure of the report
This report is structured in three parts. The first part is the research design, including the introduction to the
research, the formulation of research questions and the methodological design. The second part is the
modelling study, following the modelling process designed in Chapter 2. The third part contains the
conclusions, using the outcomes of the modelling study to reflect on the research questions. Figure 1 displays
the structure of the report, with the Chapters belonging to the different parts.
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Figure 1: Structure of report
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Chapter 2
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2.2
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2. A combined approach of ABM and EMA
In this Chapter the following sub research question will be answered:
1. What does a modelling process tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA look like?
In this research a modelling process is proposed that serves the purpose of identifying internally consistent
and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate change. In Chapter 1, it is revealed
that the modelling process should be a combined approach of ABM and EMA. Combining ABM and EMA
supports gaining insight into the consequences of uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate
change. This Chapter will describe how the design of the combined approach of ABM and EMA. How these
consequences can be translated into internally consistent and plausible narratives will be further treated in
Chapter 7.
A provisional hypothesis in this research is that the foreknowledge to use EMA in a modelling study impacts a
conventional ABM modelling process. The different modelling steps in a conventional ABM process alter due
to the explorative nature of an EMA modelling study. The problem formulation phase should more explicitly
acknowledge deep uncertainty, the conceptualisation phase should include the identification of these
uncertainties, the specification phase should include the incorporation of these uncertainties in the model, and
experiments and analyses on should be conducted on the consequences of these uncertainties. Overall, the
acknowledgment, identification of uncertainties and the exploration over their consequences get a more
prominent character in the modelling process. By exploring the consequences of these uncertainties, the
modelling process should support the construction of internally consistent and plausible narratives on the
pathways of society’s response to climate change.
In Chapter 0 it has been concluded that this combined approach of ABM and EMA should incorporate a
systematic method of identifying uncertainties. Furthermore, a reflection on uncertainties relating to
paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method will tailor the combination approach of ABM and EMA.
Finally, it has been concluded that the nature of validation of a study in which EMA is applied may change of
nature to an assessment of the fitness of purpose of the modelling study. Combining these elements results in
the design of an ABM process adapted to the application of EMA, which will be further named as an
Exploratory Agent Based Modelling and Analysis (EABMA) modelling process.
The conventional ABM process that will serve as a starting point for the design of the modelling process is the
ABM process proposed by van Dam et al. (2013), displayed in Figure 2, since it has proven to the author in
earlier work to be a useful systematic way of going through an ABM process.

Figure 2: ABM process (van Dam et al., 2013)

A detailed elaboration on the design approach used to construct the combined approach of ABM and EMA can
be found in Appendix A. This Chapter will describe the final design of the EABMA process and the most
important elements of the design.

2.1 A design for an EABMA process
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The starting point for the design of the EABMA process is the ABM process developed by van Dam et al.
(2013). The EABMA process differentiates itself from the modelling process by van Dam et al. (2013) in a few
ways. Firstly, a choice was made to comprise the amount of steps in the process, to increase the conciseness
of the process. Secondly, verification and validation are merged into a single step, which will be further treated
in section 2.1.2 of this Chapter. This implies that the validation of the model is placed before using the model
for experimentation and data analysis, as proposed by van Dam et al. (2013). Thirdly, the modelling process
supports the acknowledgment, identification and exploration of uncertainties. Therefore, a systematic
method for the identification of uncertainties is integrated in the different modelling steps as an overarching
way of treating uncertainty. The last step of the model is called Scenario Discovery. In this step, the
consequences of uncertainties are explored and the insights are communicated through narratives. An
overview of the modifications to the ABM process developed by van Dam et al. (2013) can be found below:







Step 1 is renamed to Conceptual description of the problem
Step 2 ‘System Identification and Decomposition’ and step 3 ‘Concept Formalisation’ are renamed to
System Conceptualisation
Step 4 ‘Model Formalisation’ and Step 5 ‘Software Implementation’ are merged into one step called
Model Specification
An extra modelling step is added called ‘Uncertainty Overview’
Step 6 ‘Model Verification’ and Step 9 ‘Model Validation’ are merged into one step called
‘Evaludation’
Step 7 ‘Experimentation’, Step 8 ‘Data Analysis’ and Step 10 ‘Model Use’ are merged into one step
called ‘Scenario Discovery’

The modelling process of van Dam et al. (2013) is thus comprised and altered to a six step modelling process,
displayed in Figure 3. Figure 3 also explicitly illustrates how uncertainty is treated in the EABMA process.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the proposed design for an EABMA process

Step 1: Conceptual description of the problem
In the first step of the EABMA process the problem has to be described. Since the aim of the modelling
process is to turn the conceptual perception of the modeller of the problem into a computer model, the name
is more specifically framed towards this purpose.
As the modelling process is aimed at the simulation of CAS under deep uncertainty, the conceptual description
of the problem has to mention explicitly how deep uncertainty is inherent to the nature of the problem and
how an explorative ABM study can contribute to gaining insight in the system. During the conceptual
description of the problem, uncertainties should be acknowledged and identified. To do so, the XLRM
framework should be applied. Further explanation of this framework can be found in section 0 of this Chapter.
Since the system is perceived as a CAS, the emergent pattern of interest has to be identified (van Dam et al.,
2013). This step concludes in the formulation of modelling research questions.
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Step 2: System Conceptualisation
The second step is comprised of the steps ‘System Identification and Decomposition’ and ‘Concept
Formalisation. The reason for merging the steps is to increase the comprehensibility of the modelling process.
System conceptualisation is a known concept in modelling and it still contains the steps that need to be
conducted in order to derive at a proper and formalised system conceptualisation.
In the System Conceptualisation step, the internal structure of the system under analysis should be identified.
Since a generativist perception is operated, the system is considered as a collection of agents, and a
description of how they act under influence of their states, the states of other agents and the state of the
environment. In the next step, the conceptual model has to be translated into a computer model. It is
therefore important to start formalising the conceptual model.
Since the consequences of uncertainties should be explored, uncertainties need to be incorporated in the
model. This starts in the system conceptualisations step, and the conceptualisation should be done in such a
way that uncertainties identified through the use of the XLRM framework are incorporated in the system
conceptualisation.
Step 3: Model Specification
Translating the conceptual model into an ABM requires the modeller to start developing a model narrative.
This model narrative is an informal description of the generative theory of the system under study, leading to
emergent patterns that have to be explored. It clearly states in chronologic order which agent does with whom
and when. Following from this model narrative, pseudo code can be developed, bridging the gap between the
informal model narrative and the formal computer code. By conducting these steps carefully, the modeller is
expected to face fewer difficulties when arriving at the final software implementation (van Dam et al., 2013).
Following from the system conceptualisation, the model has to be constructed in such a way that the
uncertainties identified through the XLRM framework are concluded in the model design.
During the construction of the model, the modeller may be affected by paradigmatic presuppositions of the
ABM method that may relate to specific sources of uncertainty. In order to be aware of this possible source of
uncertainty, an ABM uncertainty checklist has been constructed, that supports the identification of
uncertainties relating to paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method. Further elaboration on this issue
and the ABM uncertainty checklist can be found in section 0 of this research. At the end of this modelling step,
the modeller should apply this ABM uncertainty checklist, so that possible identified uncertainties can still be
incorporated in the model and their consequences can be explored.
Step 4: Evaludation
In this step the traditional verification and validation steps are replaced by the evaludation process proposed
by Augusiak, Van den Brink, and Grimm (2014). The evaludation step is aimed at assessing the fitness for
purpose of the model. The evaludation step still contains most elements from the traditional verification and
validation steps.
Step 5: Scenario discovery
The scenario discovery approach has been put forward as a technique that can be used for developing
scenarios for problems that involve many uncertainties (Kwakkel, Auping, & Pruyt, 2013). The goal of scenario
discovery is to identify descriptions of the combinations of a small number of input parameters to a simulation
model that are most strongly predictive of certain model outcomes (Robert J Lempert, Groves, Popper, &
Bankes, 2006). Scenario discovery can be understood as a particular application of EMA. EMA is a way of
developing and using models in the presence of uncertainty. Using various EMA analyses, the behavioural
landscape resulting from the uncertainties is analysed and combinations of uncertainties from which regions
of interest in the behavioural landscape originate are identified. These regions of interest are then translated
into narratives, so that the results of the analysis can be easily communicated. Narratives that are identified
through the use of this scenario discovery approach employ assumptions and parameter values that are
fundamentally linked, thus providing a clear path to the development of internally consistent narratives (Gerst
et al., 2013).
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2.1.1
A systematic method for the identification of uncertainties
Analysis in Appendix A revealed that uncertainty manifests themselves on many different layers of a
modeller’s interpretation of a system, ranging from the system boundaries, to specific parameters, technical
implementation and methodological choices. A systematic method for the identification of uncertainties
should therefore be integrated into the different steps in the modelling process. Using existing ways of
identifying and classifying uncertainties, this systematic method for the identification and classification of
uncertainties has been designed.
Two specific uncertainty identification methods that are incorporated in the systematic method will be shortly
introduced, before providing an overview of the overall uncertainty identification method.
XLRM framework
Robert J Lempert (2003) has prescribed a framework for identifying uncertainties, called the “XLRM
framework”, displayed in Table 2. The framework can be used for systematically eliciting uncertainties in the
system under study.





Exogenous uncertainties (“X”) are factors outside the control of the decision makers. These factors
can nonetheless be seen as the key driving forces in a system.
Policy levers (“L”) are near-term actions that decision makers want to explore.
Relationships (“R”) describe how the factors relate each other, and so govern how the future may
evolve over time based on the decision makers’ choices of policy levers and the manifestation of the
uncertainties, particularly for performance indicators.
Measures (“M”) are the performance indicators that decision makers and other interested parties
would use to rank the desirability of the various modelling outcomes.

The framework requires analysts to classify uncertainties in a model into one of the four boxes. The framework
helps to distinguish between factors that are outside the control and those that can be influenced directly or
indirectly, and to develop useful performance metrics. The framework ensures that all uncertainties are
captured in the scoping dialogue while minimising redundancy of concepts that would occur if all uncertainties
were simply compiled into a list.
Table 2: XLRM framework; (Robert J Lempert, 2003)
XLRM framework
Exogenous uncertainties (“X”)
Relationships (“R”)

Policy levers (“L”)
Measures (“M”)

ABM uncertainty checklist
The design concepts and descriptions by (Grimm et al., 2006; Grimm et al., 2010) have been used to
brainstorm about possible choices a modeller has to make, and to check whether these choices can be subject
to uncertainty. This results in a checklist in Table 3, which contains triggering questions to reveal possible
sources of uncertainty.
The ESDMA methodology by Kwakkel and Pruyt (2013b) touches upon the identification of uncertainties by
means of a methodological reflection on the paradigmatic presuppositions of the System Dynamics method.
Within the ESDMA method, the modeller is urged to be aware of uncertainties related to specific paradigmatic
presuppositions of SD, such as order of time delays, non-linear functions, feedback loops and the sometimes
excessive search for endogeneity. In the same way, the ABM modeller can be urged to be aware of
uncertainties related to the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method.
Some of the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method may relate to specific sources of uncertainty.
The hypothesis does not state that the ABM method automatically induces uncertainty. However, a reflection
on the influence of these methodological paradigmatic presuppositions may help in the identification of deep
uncertainties of an ABM.
Table 3: Checklist of uncertainties manifesting in design choices resulting from paradigmatic presuppositions of ABM
Design concepts

Source of uncertainty
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Emergence

Adaptation
Objectives
Learning
Prediction

Sensing
Interaction
Stochasticity

Collectives
States

Rules

Social structure
Discrete time

Do system-level phenomena truly have to emergence from individual traits or can the system-level
phenomena directly be described? Is there uncertainty about the inner mechanisms or even the
existence of such emergence?
Are there different possible adaptive traits of agents? Is there uncertainty about the explicitness of
aiming at some measure of individual success?
Are the chosen objectives the only objectives, or can more possible objectives be identified? Can
there be different possible criteria that are used to measure the objective?
Are there other possible forms of learning? Is there uncertainty about the fact that and the extent to
which agents learn?
Are there different possible ways of how agents estimate future consequences of their decisions? Is
there uncertainty about the possible range of information availability and knowledge that agents
possess?
Is the social structure through which agents sense certain? Do agents have full information about
the internal and environmental state variables they sense?
Is there certainty about the forms of interaction that take place in the model? Are there other
possible forms of interaction?
Is stochasticity introduced to represent the real-world system adequately, or because of lack of
knowledge about the element subject to the stochasticity? If there are stochastic elements in the
model, does the stochasticity represent uncertainty properly?
Is there uncertainty about whether individuals form or belong to aggregations or collectives? Is
there uncertainty about the properties that describe the collective?
Are states heterogeneously or homogeneously distributed? Are the states static or dynamic? Are
the internal states public or private? Are these choices subject to uncertainties? Do the states
contain stochastic elements?
Are rules heterogeneously or homogeneously distributed? Are the rules static or dynamic? Are
these choices subject to uncertainties? Are the decision rules of agents subject to bounded
rationality? Is this level of rationality uncertain?
What network typology has been chosen? Is there uncertainty about the type of social structure? Is
the social structure subject to stochasticity?
Is the notion of time subject to uncertainty? Is the order of actions within a tick randomised or
controlled?

A systematic method for the identification of uncertainties
A multi-phase uncertainty location search is incorporated in the EABMA process, displayed in Figure 3. In the
conceptual description of the problem, the modeller should be aware of context uncertainty. Context
uncertainties call for EMA studies that specifically focus on this context uncertainty, as it becomes difficult to
compare different parameters in the different models resulting from context uncertainty. Structure
uncertainties and uncertainties related to assumptions and simplification need to be defined at the end of this
conceptual description of the problem phase. The modeller should the XLRM framework to identify the
uncertainties. The identified uncertainties should then be classified by their nature and level, using the
description of Kwakkel et al. (2010). This classification supports the modeller in determining the desired
treatment of the uncertainties. The modeller can then choose to incorporate several uncertainties in the ABM,
by allowing for different structures or different assumptions. This is displayed by the left red dotted arrow in
Figure 3.
After the implantation of the conceptual model to a computer model, the modeller should use the proposed
ABM uncertainty checklist to identify possible uncertainties that may be a result of modeller’s choices based
on paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method. These uncertainties can range from parameter
uncertainties to structure uncertainties. The model can then be revised to also incorporate different
assumptions related to these paradigmatic presuppositions. This is displayed in the middle red dotted arrow in
Figure 3.
In the verification and validation of the model, the modeller should reflect on model technical uncertainty and
methodological uncertainty. The modeller should be aware that the uncertainties as well as the different
uncertainty analysis should be communicated properly, using clear visualisation techniques and transparent
communication.
In summary, the treatment of uncertainties in this research will thus be done by applying the following steps:
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1.

At the end of the conceptual description of the problem phase the XLRM framework will be applied to
identify uncertainties pertaining to the system under study
2. The uncertainties identified using the XLRM framework will then be classified using the nature and
level description in order to determine which uncertainties should be incorporated in the model
3. After translating the conceptual model to the computer model, the proposed ABM checklist will be
used to check for uncertainties resulting from modeller’s choices based on the paradigmatic
presuppositions of the ABM method
4. The uncertainties identified using the ABM checklist will also be classified using the nature and level
description in order to determine which uncertainties should be incorporated in the revised model
2.1.2
Assessing the fitness for purpose of an EABMA study
Models of a system that is subject to deep uncertainty are inherently invalid. This makes validation
problematic. This section will further elaborate on this dilemma, and propose a fitting way to assess the fitness
for purpose of a modelling study with a combined application of ABM and EMA based on an assessment of
alternative ideas on validation.
Problems of conventional validation of models of CAS models under deep uncertainty
Validation can be described as non-falsification of provisional confirmation (Jakeman, Letcher, & Norton,
2006). A valid model means that there is a good correspondence between an artificial model and the real
system (Liu, 2011). The traditional way of validating is comparing model outcomes with observed reality by
means of experimentation (van Dam et al., 2013). However, this conventional validation becomes problematic
for modelling the possible future pathways of a CAS under deep uncertainty (Hofmann, 2013). The nature of
models that attempt to capture CAS is one reason for this problematic validation dilemma. Models that try to
capture CAS contain non-linearity’s and randomness in individual behaviours and interaction networks; micro
and macro variables, governed by complicated stochastic processes; and feedbacks between the micro and
macro levels (Windrum, Fagiolo, & Moneta, 2007). These characteristics, relating to the nature of CAS, make it
hard to find empirical data that can be used to validate the model (Liu, 2011).
Next to the unpredictable nature of complex social systems and their ever-changing context, deep uncertainty
makes validation problematic. Hodges (1991) states that deep uncertainty is in contrast with a valid model: a
model that is guessing about potential structures thus cannot be validated. It follows that for CAS under deep
uncertainty, a new perception of validation should be used.
Alternative ideas on validation
Rather than the following the conventional way of validation, there is a need for alternative ideas on validation
for models of CAS under deep uncertainty. van Dam et al. (2013) state that one of the main paths for
validation of ABM outcomes is scenario testing through expert consultations and modelling method
validation. van Dam et al. (2013) argue that this type of social validation not only aims to validate the model,
but also aims to provide insight and increased knowledge. The model is validated at the moment that
stakeholders believe they have increased their knowledge about evolutionary processes and the possible
states of the system. Liu (2011) argues that the focus of validation within ABM studies is increasingly shifting
from empirical validation towards thought experiments and theoretical validation, more aimed at assessing
the fitness for purpose of the modelling study. The idea that validation should more aim at assessing the
purpose of the modelling study is more widespread in literature. Barlas (1996) states that it is impossible to
define an absolute notion of model validity divorced from its purpose. Barlas (1996) argues that validity should
be seen as “usefulness of the purpose”. This notion of assessing the usefulness or fitness for purpose of a
modelling study gained more support and attention among scholars. Jakeman et al. (2006, p. 613) argue: “the
modelling process is about constructing or discovering purposeful, credible models from data and prior
knowledge, in consort with end-users, with every stage open to critical review and revision”. Jakeman et al.
(2006) argue that assessing fitness for purpose therefore should also include softer and more subjective
criteria, rather than solely using model accuracy as a criterion.
Proposing a method for assessing the fitness for purpose of an EABMA study
Models that aim to describe CAS need to find ways to incorporate the complexity of the system, but still be
able to understand and see the specific emergent pattern of interest. Reductionstic approaches aim to split up
problems and look at specific aspects of a problem, by making strict assumptions and a narrow scope.
However, such a narrow scope cannot contain the crucial mechanisms needed to describe the emergent
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properties of CAS. For this purpose, more abstract models are needed. Chappin (2011) states that ABM may
be a sensible way to combine a reductionstic and abstraction approach to handle complexity of systems.
The function of models with high levels of abstraction is that the outcomes of these models can be used to
calibrate more detailed models (Davis, 2000). Exploratory models and abstraction thus go hand in hand, with a
more specific purpose. Davis and Tolk (2007) state that the purpose of such abstract exploratory modelling
studies lays within gaining a broad understanding of a problem domain before going into details. Desouza and
Yuan (2013) state that these type of models balance between specification and generalisation, and should thus
aim for valid simplicity. The challenge is, according to Augusiak et al. (2014), to show that those abstract
exploratory models produce observations realistic enough to meet their intended purpose.
In this research an alternative is proposed to the conventional way of validating a modelling study by assessing
the correct correspondence of the model and the real world system. The nature of this alternative method
should be aimed at assessing the fitness for purpose of the modelling study. A method that is conducive for
this purpose is the evaludation method proposed by Augusiak et al. (2014). Augusiak et al. (2014) introduce
the term ‘evaludation’, combining the terms ‘evaluation’ and ‘validation’. The term evaludation describes the
entire process of assessing a model’s quality and reliability, combining both traditional verification and
validation elements, though subject to a more evaluative nature. The evaludation process contains six
essential steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Data evaluation - scrutinising the quality of numerical and qualitative data used for model
development and testing
Conceptual model evaluation - examining the simplifying assumptions underlying a model’s
design
Implementation verification - testing the model’s implementation in equations and as a
computer programme
Model output verification - comparing model output to data and patterns that guided model
design and were possibly used for calibration
Model analysis - exploring the model’s sensitivity to changes in parameters and process
formulations to make sure that the mechanistic basis of main behaviours of the model has
been well understood
Model output corroboration - comparing model output to new data and patterns that were
not used for model development and parameterisation.

A reflection on the outcomes of this evaludation process contributes to an assessment of the fitness for
purpose of the model.

2.2 Modelling environments
The ABM will be constructed in the ABM simulation environment Netlogo (Wilensky, 1999). There are multiple
reasons for choosing Netlogo as the ABM environment. First, Netlogo is open source software, supported by a
large amount of documentation. A second reason is previous modelling experience with Netlogo and
availability of expertise within the faculty of Technology, Policy and Management. Thirdly, a connection
between Netlogo and the EMA Workbench (Kwakkel, 2012) is established, allowing EMA to be performed on
ABMs developed in Netlogo.
EMA will be performed using the EMA workbench (Kwakkel, 2012). The EMA workbench is aimed at providing
support for doing EMA on models developed in various modelling packages and environments including
Vensim, Excel, Arena and Netlogo. The EMA workbench offers support for designing experiments, performing
the experiments - including support for parallel processing-, and analysing the results. The EMA workbench
allows EMA to be performed on normal computers. The EMA workbench is implemented in Python and relies
on Numpy and Scipy. The EMA Workbench is an evolving set of tools and methods, such as sampling
techniques, factorial methods, optimisation techniques and rule inductions methods. In this research, the
main tool used for analysis is the Patient Rule Induction Method (PRIM). PRIM is an algorithm designed to
identify parameter settings that are of significant influence for model runs ending in certain subspaces in the
uncertainty space.
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3. Conceptual description of the problem
In this step the research problem of the modelling study is described. In describing the research problem,
some conceptual scoping choices will already be made. The first section provides an analysis of background of
the problem. Uncertainties that are encountered while describing the problem background are then identified
and classified. The conceptual description of the problem will result in defining a lack of insight and an
emergent pattern of interest. By defining the emergent pattern of interest, the problem can be addressed
from a bottom-up perspective in the system conceptualisation and model specification phase in Chapters 4
and 5 (van Dam et al., 2013). Finally, the Chapter will end by formulating modelling research questions that will
serve as the basis for the experiments conducted in Chapter 7.

2. How can society’s response to climate change be simulated using ABM?

3.1 Understanding society’s response to climate change
The general context of society’s response to climate change is based upon three main assumptions: GHG
emitted by society have a certain impact on the climate; members of society can respond to climate change in
the form of mitigation, adaptation or by doing nothing; and this behavioural change or response is subject to
their awareness of the expected future impact of climate change. The focus of this research is placed on the
emergence of climate change mitigation action by society. Mitigation action influences the energy transition
in the form of GHG emission reduction measures that cause an alteration of the mix of energy technologies in
the energy system (IPCC, 2014b; N. H. Stern & Treasury, 2006). Society’s response to climate change is thus
assumed to be either mitigation action, in the form of GHG emission reduction, or the rest, including
adaptation action and doing nothing. This explicitly means that adaptation, and the interplay between
mitigation and adaptation is not taken into account. A reflection on this research assumption can be found in
Chapter 9. In this section of the Chapter, it is the aim to further describe how society’s response to climate
change is interpreted in this research.
There are certain elements that fall outside the scope of this problem analysis. The specifications of society’s
response to climate change, that is, the specific adaptation or mitigation measures fall out of the scope of this
research. Furthermore, the mere assumption is followed that actors within society emit GHG; the specific
design of the energy system and other aspects that influence GHG emissions by society fall out the scope of
this research. Finally, the general assumption is followed that climate change impact will increase with larger
cumulative GHG emissions (the specific relation is subject to uncertainty, further explained in section 3.2 of
this Chapter), without going into detail about the specific economic and social costs of climate change.
Following from the CAS perspective used in this research it is assumed that society’s response to climate
change, that is the mix of mitigation and adaptation measures, emerges from the actions and interactions of
the many different actors with society, performing adaptive behaviour under bounded rationality. In order to
structure the problem analysis, the following three questions will be answered in this Chapter:
1.
2.
3.

Which actors are involved in society’s response to climate change?
How do these actors determine their response to climate change?
How does society’s response to climate change emerge out of the interactions between these actors?

Answering the questions will be based on two types of questions. The analysis starts with questioning: what is
observed in the real world system? The second question addresses the interpretation of the observer that is
used for this research: how are these observations interpreted in this research? This structured analysis will
conclude in the definition of the lack of insight that is being addressed in this modelling study the definition of
the emergent pattern of interest. However, before elaborating on those questions, emphasis has to be given
to the exploratory nature of this research.
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3.1.1
Exploratory nature of research
In the proposed EABMA process in this research, it has been stated that the foreknowledge to use EMA in a
modelling study impacts the modelling process. The modelling process has an exploratory nature and
uncertainties are not neglected, but acknowledged, identified and their consequences are be explored.
Society’s response to climate change is subject to many uncertainties. Uncertainty has been proven in the
many different assumptions that are taken in climate change research regarding the way society weighs risk
and consumption overtime, how damages of climate change are determined, and the pace of technological
change (Ackerman et al., 2009). Ackerman et al. (2009, p. 305) state about the deep uncertainty pertaining
within society’s response to climate change: “The unpredictability of climate outcomes reflects, in part, what
we do not know, because the effects of climate change are quite likely to be non-marginal displacements that
put us outside the realm of historical human experience. Unpredictability is reflected in what we do know as
well. We know that the Earth’s climate is a strongly nonlinear system that may be characterized by threshold
effects and chaotic dynamics. Under such conditions, forecasts are necessarily indeterminate; it becomes
appropriate to say that within a broad range of possible outcomes, anything can happen.” Ackerman et al.
(2009) thus state that in order to understand society’s response to climate change, it is important to explore
the whole uncertainty space of the problem. With this in mind, the problem analysis is subject to this
exploratory observer dependence. While elaborating on the problem background in sections 3.1.2 - 3.1.4,
uncertainties will be explicitly appointed. After the problem background, the discovered uncertainties will be
classified using the XLRM framework in section 3.2. The identification and classification of uncertainties in this
Chapter will be used as input for the conceptualisation of the model in Chapter 4, so that the uncertainties can
be incorporated in the model after which their consequences can be explored.
3.1.2
Which actors are involved in society’s response to climate change?
This section describes which actors are involved in society’s response to climate change. Since the system
contains so many different types of actors, on different institutional levels, a rough scoping needs to be done
in defining the specific actors of interest and the general structure that describes how these actors are related
to each other. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of the actors is introduced.
A bi-level system of governments and individuals
Actors involved in society’s response to climate change are organised on many different levels in the system in
which society’s response to climate change takes place: households, environmental organisations, energy
producers, municipalities, governments, international institutions, and etcetera. Every individual actor
contributes partly to the cumulative GHG emissions, affecting climate change. Furthermore, every individual
in society is influenced in some way or another by climate change. Capturing society in a conceptual or a
computer model as observed in the real world is extremely difficult, and therefore simplifications need to be
made.
In this research, society will be simplified into a bi-level structure, comprising of governments and individuals.
Individuals can be any type of actors on a sub-national scale, companies, households and municipalities. The
choice for this simplified representation of the social structure of society is based upon several assumptions. It
is assumed that the GHG emissions of governments and individuals are exhaustive to the total GHG emissions.
The second assumption is that governments and individuals possess different properties, and are able to
influence each other in specific ways. How the two levels influence each other will be further treated in section
3.1.4 of this Chapter. Based upon what is observed in reality, an important aspect in this research is that the
actors are assumed to be heterogeneously in their ideas about climate change and required response to
climate change.
Heterogeneous governments and individuals
The different governments and individuals in society are of different nature with respect to their views on
climate change and the required response to climate change. Due to the global nature of the greenhouse
effect, climate change is an international, trans-boundary problem. This poses significant issues and
challenges across governments and the individuals related to the government, heterogeneous in terms of percapita GHG emission profiles, wealth and level of development. Differences in GHG emission history are not
only international, but also intergenerational. Ethical difficulties arise when current or future generations have
to bear to costs caused by the today’s and previous generation’s choices. Different generations have different
ideas on climate change and climate change response. Both aspects pose difficulties in deciding what can be
expected of the different actor groups given their (historical) GHG emission levels as well as the impacts that
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they will bear. Developing countries for example may feel that they should be allowed to emit as much as
developed countries have done over the years. This international and intergenerational problem influences the
choices in costs and benefits that often render policy-making methods and burdens decision making processes
(Cochran, 2012). Further discussion on these ethical matters will reflect in the governance of response to
climate change will be drawn in section 3.1.4.
In this research, these international and intergenerational aspects will be simplified to a few heterogeneous
attributes of governments and individuals. Governments and individuals are assumed to be different in nature
with respect to their views international on climate change and the required response to climate change. The
international heterogeneity of actors is reduced to the differences between the nested governments and
individuals in terms of time preference and democratic value, further explained in the sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4
of this Chapter. Heterogeneity in terms of per-capita GHG emission profiles, wealth and level of development
thus fall out of the scope of this research, and will only be implicitly incorporated in the differences in time
preference. Furthermore, the notion of time preference in a dynamic environment implies that the climate
change awareness and associated response can change over time, displaying the intergenerational
heterogeneity. Again, this will be further explained in the next section.
3.1.3
How do these actors determine their response to climate change?
This section describes how the proposed actors in the system under study, governments and individuals,
determine their response to climate change. The assumption is followed that response is subject to the
climate awareness of governments or individuals. How this response emerges from the actions and
interactions of governments and individuals will be treated in the next section, section 3.1.4. Two elements will
be discussed in this section. First, attention will be given to the way in which governments and individuals
determine their behavioural change as a result of their specific awareness of climate change. In this research,
behavioural change is interpreted as the direct and indirect forms of behaviour that lead to GHG emission
reduction. Secondly, the notion of time preference will be introduced, stating how future costs and benefits of
climate change response are discounted, and how these discounted values affect the behavioural change.
Thirdly, attention will be given to other factors influencing climate change awareness and associated
response. Finally, a specific focus will be given to the effect of climate disasters on climate change awareness
of governments and individuals.
Behavioural change as a result of climate change awareness
Society can respond to climate change through two distinct strategies: climate change adaptation and climate
change mitigation (IPCC, 2014b; Semenza et al., 2008). In this research, behavioural change is interpreted as
the latter: applying mitigation action in the face of the expected effects of climate change. Looking at the past
international negotiations on climate change (although not always successful), it appears that most
governments are aware of the fact that climate change is an urgent matter, and action is needed to mitigate
climate change or adapt to the expected impact of climate change. However, little is known about how
individual climate change response is affected by the expected effects of climate change (Leiserowitz, 2007).
Semenza et al. (2008) state that voluntary reduction in energy consumption by individuals is contingent on
their state of awareness and concern about climate change, their willingness to act, and their ability to
change. Literature seems to agree upon the fact that climate change awareness has some impact on the
behaviour of individuals, although the extent to which the behaviour is affected is uncertain.
Norton and Leaman (2004) conducted a research among 1004 citizens of the UK on their climate change
awareness and associated action. Although the research stems from 2004, it provides interesting conclusions
on behavioural change as a result of climate change awareness. They concluded that most of the respondents
are aware of climate change, and most regard climate change as an important environmental issue. The
survey showed an apparent willingness among respondents to take action to reduce domestic energy usage in
the face of climate change. However, the research reflected a widespread feeling among respondents that
trying to tackle climate change individually is a waste of time without international agreements. Semenza et
al. (2008) conducted a multivariate data analysis on significant predictors of GHG emission reducing behaviour
change among 1202 respondents in Portland and Houston. They concluded that a heightened concern about
climate change was one of the significant predictors of GHG emission reducing behaviour. Whitmarsh (2009)
did specific research to behavioural responses to climate change, making a distinction between ‘intentoriented’ and ‘impact-oriented’ action, a theory by P. C. Stern (2000). Intend-oriented action to climate
change implies that the intention of behavioural change is a direct cause of climate change awareness.
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Impact-oriented action is the type of action that can be subscribed to climate change adaptation or mitigation,
however, the behavioural change is a result of other determinants and motivations than climate change
awareness, such as costs or convenience. Whitmarsh (2009) concludes from a postal survey among 1771
residents in England that less than a third of the respondents, state they take, or have taken action explicitly
out of concern for climate change. When respondents were asked about the reason for taking energy
conservation measures, reasons other than climate change awareness were more prevalent, such as buying
energy-efficient light bulbs out of costs-saving motivation; using public transport for reasons of convenience
and using the bike for health-related reasons.
Despite the uncertainty on the matter, this research supports the assumption that behavioural change of
individual emission reductions is subject to the climate change awareness of the individual. The same
reasoning is applied to governments; a higher concern on climate change reflects in an increase in mitigation
action.
Time preference
There is a general consensus among scholars that the total climate change induced damages will increase with
larger cumulative GHG emissions (IPCC, 2014b). It is even believed that climate change will have increasingly
severe impacts, implying a non-linear economic sensitivity of climate change (Nordhaus, 2007). Furthermore,
despite the many uncertainties associated with climate change, it is believed that although delaying action
can reduce costs in the short run, delaying action to limit the effects of climate change is costly on the long run
(White House’s Council of Economic Advisors, 2014). This results in the fact that many individuals in society;
scientists, scholars, politicians, environmentalists and others, argue for urgent action as response to climate
change. This gives rise to the issue of how much people are willing to sacrifice today for the benefits that will
be enjoyed by future generations. This notion of time preference implies that future costs and benefits are
discounted, in other words, people value future costs and benefits less (Portney & Weyant, 1999). The fact
that humans place less weight on the future than on the present has been proven in empirical studies in
economics and behavioural ecology (Dasgupta & Maskin, 2005). Different worldviews exist on the issue of
time preference, with even contrasting ideas about how society values or should value future costs and
benefits of climate change adaptation vs. mitigation (Tol et al., 2013).
The time preference of actors within society is an important element in this research. In this research, the
notion of time preference will be translated into differences in climate change awareness of governments and
individuals, as a consequence of which behavioural differences emerge. This thus relates to the international
heterogeneity, earlier identified in section 3.1.2. Because of the fact that the environment changes over time,
intergenerational heterogeneity of time preference will occur as well.
Other factors influencing climate change response
The assumption is followed that behavioural change of governments and individuals is subject to the climate
change awareness. P. C. Stern (2000) classified causes of significant environmental behaviour into four types
of causal variables:





Attitudinal variables: general environmentalist predisposition, behaviour-specific norms and beliefs,
non-environmental attitudes and perceived costs and benefits of action
Personal capabilities: literacy, social status, financial resources and behaviour-specific knowledge and
skills
Contextual factors: material costs and rewards, laws and regulations, available technology, social
norms and expectations, supportive policies and advertising
Habit and routine

Tompkins and Neil Adger (2005) also opt for a division between factors influencing governments and factors
influencing individuals in their decision making regarding climate change response. They state that next to
individual choice and behaviour, governments and individuals are influenced by their institutional
environment. Governments are for example influenced by the length of voting cycles and demand for
response from society; whereas individuals are also influenced by means of top-down legislative, regulatory
and economic incentives. More elaboration about these this factors and the interaction between governments
and individuals can be found in the next section of this Chapter.
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In this research, the assumption will be followed that climate change awareness is a personal property of
governments and individuals. How governments and individuals can influence each with respect to climate
change awareness will be further treated in the following section 3.1.4. An external factor influencing climate
change awareness of governments and individuals, not identified by P. C. Stern (2000), is the occurrence of
climate disasters.
The effect of climate disasters on climate change awareness
An initial hypothesis on the effect of climate disasters on climate change awareness would say that individuals
that have direct experience of phenomena that may be linked to climate change, such as natural disasters,
would (temporarily) increase their climate change awareness, and as a result increase their (support for)
mitigation action. So far, surprisingly, scientific evidence on this matter is limited and in part contradictory
(Spence, Poortinga, Butler, & Pidgeon, 2011). In 2011 Hurricane Irene struck the East Coast of the United
States, costing $15.6 billion in damages. About a year later, the United States was struck by an even more
destructive hurricane, Hurricane Sandy, causing at least $63 billion in damages. These events prompted
President Obama to prioritise climate change policies in his elections (Rudman, McLean, & Bunzl, 2013). It thus
appears that natural disasters can cause politicians to embrace the reality of climate change and to increase
mitigation actions (Rudman et al., 2013). Rudman et al. (2013) conducted a research to investigate whether
climate disasters caused mitigation support to increase among as well. A naturalistic investigation was
conducted of New Jersey residents, both before and after they experienced the Irene and Sandy hurricanes,
examining their climate change beliefs and support for politicians committed to policies designed to combat
climate change. Rudman et al. (2013) concluded that participants showed an increase in climate change beliefs
and support for green politicians after experiencing hurricanes. Zahran, Brody, Grover, and Vedlitz (2006)
concluded in a research on spatial factors influencing risk perception and climate change response that
experiences of natural hazards among respondents significantly predict their willingness to pay the costs of
climate change prevention. Spence et al. (2011) conducted a research among 1822 individuals across the UK in
2010, to examine the links between direct flooding experience and perceptions of climate change and the
effect on preparedness to reduce energy use. Spence et al. (2011) concluded that individuals who experienced
flooding have an increased climate change awareness, see it as less uncertain and feel more confident that
their behaviour will have an effect on climate change. An important conclusion of this research also stated that
these perceptual differences also translate into a greater willingness to conduct climate change mitigation
measures. Another research on the relation between flooding experiences and climate change awareness
however concluded that flood-victims and non-victims did not significantly differ in their understanding of and
responses to climate change (Whitmarsh, 2008). Dessai and Sims (2010) conducted a research on the
perceptions of climate change of individuals that experienced water stress in the several southern areas of the
UK during 2004 – 2006. Dessai and Sims (2010) concluded that the majority of respondents claimed to change
their behaviour to conserve water and did have an increased awareness of climate change, but the latter did
not translate in actions to mitigate climate change.
The conclusions on the relation between climate disasters and climate change awareness and related
mitigation response among individuals are thus not consistent. There are also people that believe that climate
disasters may have an adverse effect on climate change awareness (Lemonick, 2012; Marshall, 2012).
Lemonick (2012) states that climate disasters such as the Sandy hurricane might negatively affect climate
change mitigation. Lemonick (2012) states individuals struck by climate disasters ask for adaptation measures,
such as building storm surge barriers, dikes and other protective measures, pushing GHG emission reduction
measures into some indefinite future, because there is a limited amount of social and financial resources. It is
thus interesting to conduct research to the effect of the change in climate change response as a result of
climate disasters, either being followed by a (temporal) increase in mitigation action versus a (temporal)
decrease in mitigation action. Another uncertainty relates to the relation between climate change and the
occurrence of climate disasters. There is dispute about whether the increase in climate disasters can be
credited to climate change (Weinkle, Maue, & Pielke Jr, 2012). It is also interesting to explore the
consequences of the relation between climate change and the occurrence of climate disasters.
3.1.4

How does society’s response to climate change emerge out of the interactions between these
actors?
It has been stated that society’s response to climate change can be perceived as the mix of adaptation and
mitigation measures. The specific forms of adaptation and mitigation measures (such as changes in energy
systems and land use (IPCC, 2014b)) fall out of the scope of this research. This section introduces society’s
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response to climate change as a collective action problem. The collective action problem of climate change
implies that collective action is needed to respond effectively to climate change, due to certain disincentives
for individual response to climate change. However, the notion that climate change can be solely tackled by
means of top-down enforcement is challenged by an alternative polycentric approach, stating that climate
change response can also be organised bottom-up.
Society’s response to climate change as a collective action problem
The atmosphere and its global climate can be framed as a common pool resource (CPR) (Hamilton, 2010). A
CPR can be defined as a resource system that is sufficiently large as to make it costly (but not impossible) to
exclude potential beneficiaries from obtaining benefits from its use (Ostrom, 1990). The atmosphere and its
global climate can be more specifically described as open access common pool resources since it is not nonexcludable. The atmosphere is considered as a sink only able to stock a certain flow of GHG emissions before
resulting in an increase in global temperature. The CPR is threatened when the flows of GHG emissions
exceeds these sustainable limits. Currently, much research and international efforts are being undertaken to
achieve the target of limiting the increase in mean global temperature to 2 °C in this century (Cochran, 2012).
Like many other CPR systems, society’s response to climate change is subject to a collective action problem
(Ostrom, 2012). A collective action problem implies that society faces the likelihood of extremely adverse
outcomes that could be reduced if many participants take expensive actions. A collective action problem also
implies that collective action is posed by disincentives that tend to discourage joint action in the pursuit of a
common goal (Ostrom, 2010). Through his work, Olsen laid the foundations for describing the collective action
problem by stating that “unless the number of individuals is quite small, or unless there is coercion or some
other special device to make individuals act in their common interest, rational self-interested individuals will
not act to achieve their common or group interests” (Olson, 2009). This idea has become known as the zerocontribution hypothesis, stating that without the means of excluding an individual from the collective benefit,
the individual has little incentive to contribute to the problem (Cochran, 2012). Three years later, Hardin (1968)
wrote the well-known article The Tragedy of the Commons. The tragedy of the commons arises when it is
difficult and costly to exclude potential users from common-pool resources, as a result of which those
resources will be exhausted by rational, utility-maximizing individuals rather than conserved for the benefit of
all (Ostrom, 2008). The tragedy of the commons applies to the climate change problem, as individuals actors
in society continue to pollute the atmosphere with GHG due to their individual utility maximising behaviour,
despite the detrimental effects it has on the global commons in the form of climate change (Hamilton, 2010).
Uncertainties about the extent to which the changing climate is caused by human influence, the severity of
climate change and the impacts of climate change do not help in aligning the individual against the group
interests.
Hardin concluded that the tragedy of the commons was inevitable since the rational, utility-maximizing
individuals lack the ability to self-organise for the benefit of all. As such, conventional theories of collective
action suggest that the participation of individual actors would remain minimal (Cochran, 2012). The theory
became widely accepted due to its consistence with predictions from game theory, the economics of resource
use and well-noted examples of resource collapses (Janssen, 2015). The conventional theory of collective
action suggests that solutions for the problem of climate change should focus principally on the intervention
of an external actor to institute equilibrium and/or take control of the common pool resource (Ostrom, 1990).
As such, action should be focused at the global level where the entirety of costs and benefits can be
integrated. There has, however, been substantial critique on the assumptions made by Olson, Hardin and
others concerning individual behaviour. Ostrom, one of the foremost critiques of this conventional view, has
determined that there climate change response is not governed by a single top-down governing actor, but
that it is the result of the cooperation between many different actors on different levels. She noted that the
zero-contribution hypothesis by Olson is often contradicted by what is seen in daily common pool resource
management situations (Cochran, 2012). These findings have given rise to competing views on whether a
global response or relying on self-organisation is the most efficient way of dealing with the collective action
problem of climate change.
Perceiving society’s response to climate change as a collective action problem is an important perspective in
understanding the dynamics and complexity of the issue. This perspective will be reflected in the way
governments and individuals behave in the system, and how society’s response is governed. Elements from
this theoretical perspective can be found back the differences in time horizon among different countries, the
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competitive or cooperative strategies governments may have in international negotiations on climate change
response, yet all being impacted by the global consequences of climate change.
Top-down enforcement or bottom-up polycentric self-organisation of climate change response
Ostrom has proposed a polycentric regulatory approach involving regulation on multiple levels (Hamilton,
2010). Ostrom argues that activities to reduce GHG emissions can be organised at multiple scales ranging
from global households to global arrangements. She further argues that building commitment can be more
effectively undertaken in small to medium scale governance units that are linked together through
information networks and monitoring at all levels (Ostrom, 2012). While, much policy making is concentrated
on international coordination of climate change mitigation and adaption, the scope for sub-national climate
change response is becoming increasingly visible. Whether this stems from dissatisfaction of the slow nature
of international action or from local pressure to take up the subject, it suggests that sub-national collective
action is possible and potentially powerful (Cochran, 2012).
Semenza et al. (2008) state that national and international GHG emission reduction efforts are required, but
are likely to be slow, due to the inertia of the global climate system, a lack of political commitment,
institutional barriers and technical hurdles. They agree that substantial opportunities for immediate climate
change response lie within the increase of voluntary mitigation by individuals, especially in the absence of
large scale government interventions or international agreements on climate change response. In a paper
about citizen participation in the energy transition towards an increased use of renewable energy in Germany,
the relevance of bottom-up self-organisation of mitigation action is supported. Yildiz (2014) notes
considerable development in the share of renewable energy technologies, with a significant bottom-up
contribution by citizens. Yildiz (2014) states that about a third of total investments in Germany in renewable
electricity account to citizens. Furthermore, Yildiz (2014) observes an increase in citizen participation schemes
that commit citizens to renewable energy finance, via various business models and financing concepts.
However, individual mitigation action must be stimulated by the elimination of economic, regulatory and
institutional hurdles. Furthermore, there are some technical and physical limitations that constraint the
possibilities for mitigation action by individuals (Whitmarsh, 2009). Individuals are able to a PV panel on their
rooftop, but are only indirectly able to change the energy system. Bottom-up initiative will at some point
reach hurdles imposed by legislative, regulatory and economic hurdles, such as sunk costs inherent to the
electricity system, that require government interventions.
Differences in top-down enforcement or bottom-up self-organisation of climate change response are an
important topic in this research. The assumption in this research is that a certain percentage of the total
mitigation potential can be executed by individuals. How governments and individuals influence each other in
their GHG emission behaviour, this will be further explained later in this section.
The interaction of governments and individuals on climate change response
Since it is assumed that the system in which society’s response to climate change takes place consists of two
types of actors, governments and individuals, it is interesting to explore how both levels interact. Tompkins
and Neil Adger (2005) determined that climate change response within society is influenced in two ways.
Response can emerge bottom-up, through individual response or demand for action, through voting systems,
media and other actors. Response can also emerge top-down, through national climate change policy and
encouraging and enabling response to climate change by individuals within society. This research follows this
perspective on the possible ways of the emergence of society’s response to climate change. There are many
ways in which society can be perceived and translated to a conceptual understanding. In this research, the
interaction between governments and individuals will be based on the Putnam two-level game, with top-down
mitigation enforcement can be the result of international negotiations on climate change response, whereas
the position of governments can be influenced by the perception on required climate change response by
individuals.
Putnam (1988) has studied the politics of international negotiations as a two-level game. The lower level is the
national level where domestic groups pursue their interests by pressuring the government, and politicians
seek power by reciprocating these interests. The higher level is the international level where national
governments seek to maximize their own ability to satisfy domestic pressures, while minimizing the adverse
consequences of foreign developments. Mitigation agreements resulting from those international
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negotiations on climate change response enable governments to force mitigation action on their own national
policy and on the voluntary mitigation action of the individuals related to those governments. The next section
will elaborate further on the mechanisms behind the international negotiations on climate change response.
The two-level game theory also states that individuals have an impact on the bargaining position of
governments in international organisations (Weiler, 2012). Weiler (2012) states that the median voter’s
position is expected to prevail in democracies. In more authoritarian governments, on the other hand,
interests by citizens are less likely to transfer to the bargaining position of the government in international
negotiations. Weiler (2012) concludes that several factors influence the negotiation position of a government:
government preferences, the preferences of domestic interest groups and strategic considerations. In this
research, it will be assumed that governments differ in their extent to which they take the opinion of
individuals related to that government on required climate change response into account.
This research follows an interpretation of the Putnam two-level game about the way in which governments
and individuals interact. It is assumed that individuals can explicate their preferences on climate change
response to their governments by means of voting. Governments participate in international negotiations on
climate change response and as a result they can enforce mitigation action on their own national climate
change policy and the voluntary mitigation by individuals.
International negotiations on climate change response
Society’s response to climate change has been framed as a collective action problem. This collective action
problem is reflected in international negotiations on climate change. Inequalities and differences between
countries contribute to the problem of free-riding, and ultimately failures of international negotiations
(Ostrom, 2012). The past decennia, two major international negotiations have been held on collaborative
response to climate change. In Kyoto 1997, an agreement was reached on climate change action. Weiler (2012)
states that an agreement has been reached because at the time, the developed countries accepted their
historic role as GHG emitters as well as the notion that developing countries could not be held liable for global
warming, nor would they be willing or able to pay. Weiler (2012) states that as no action was required from
those developing countries to be in compliance with the Kyoto Protocol, there was no incentive for them to
reject the treaty. The much used principle of ‘common but differentiated responsibilities’ in international
negotiations on climate change later failed in the Copenhagen negotiations in 2009. Weiler (2012) states that
in the Copenhagen negotiations, the negotiation positions between countries were too far apart and hardened
to find a compromise. There are many uncertainties and complexities relating to international negotiations on
climate change response. Game theory and rational choice theory can be used to understand the major issues
and strategic choices countries face in international negotiations on the collective action problem of climate
change. Each country’s preference is that other countries reduce their GHG emissions as much as possible,
without having to accept strict abatement levels itself. In a very simplistic way, this situation can be formalised
using the classical prisoners’ dilemma game, illustrated in Table 4. The optimal shared solution would be for
both parties to cooperate. However, there is always more to gain for a party by free-riding and defecting.
Related to the international negotiations on climate change, it would be better if others solve the collective
action problem of climate change without having to contribute in bearing the costs.
Table 4: Pay-off matrix of the Prisoner's Dilemma
Prisoner’s dilemma
Party A
Party B

Cooperate
Defect

Cooperate

Defect

1, 1

-3, 3

3, -3

-2, -2

However, this game is highly simplified, as international negotiations on climate change in reality are far more
complex, because more than two players participate and negotiations are repeated in multiple negotiation
rounds. Furthermore, climate change negotiations can also be considered as a cooperative game, that is,
governments do not make their decisions entirely independent of each other, and are aware of the need for a
shared solution (Weiler, 2012). The game theory that is able to describe international negotiations to climate
change can thus range from prisoner dilemma situations to cooperative game situations, and many more.
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There is thus uncertainty about the specific inner mechanisms of international negotiations on climate change
response (Ackerman et al., 2009; Smead, Sandler, Forber, & Basl, 2014).
This research aims to use different game theories to conceptualise international negotiations on climate
change, and explore the consequences of these different mechanisms.

3.2 Uncertainties within society’s response to climate change
In this Chapter it has become clear that the system in which society’s response to climate change takes place is
subject to many uncertainties. Because this research is of exploratory nature, it is important to be aware of
these uncertainties, so that their consequences can be explored. Furthermore, translating an understanding of
the CAS of society’s response to climate change into a conceptual model in a relatively small time frame
requires a lot of assumptions and simplifications need to be made. The uncertainty inherent to some of these
assumptions and simplifications can be explored as well. It is possible to analyse the consequences of
uncertainties inherent to the society’s response to climate change as well as the uncertainties related to
assumptions and simplifications by incorporating multiple assumptions or parameter values in the computer
model. To systematically identify uncertainties, several tools and techniques have been included in the
proposed EABMA process. In this phase, the XLRM framework will be used to identify uncertainties and
classify them into four categories: exogenous uncertainties, policy levers, relationships and measures. Using
the distinct categories from the XLRM framework helps to ensure that most uncertainties are captured in the
scoping of the system while minimising redundancy of concepts that would occur if all uncertainties were
simply compiled into a list. The uncertainties identified through the use of the XLRM framework are displayed
in Table 5. Having identified these uncertainties, it is the aim of the research to explore their consequences.
The model therefore needs to be conceptualised in such a way that these uncertainties are incorporated in the
model as displayed in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Identifying uncertainties during the conceptual description of the problem using the XLRM framework

In Table 5 the identified uncertainties are classified by their level and nature of uncertainty. This information
helps in determining how the uncertainty will be treated in this modelling research. Level 3 uncertainties
represent uncertainties that can be ranked in terms of perceived likelihood. Conclusions on the consequence
of such an uncertainty should take this likelihood into account. Conclusions about the consequences of level 4
uncertainties, on the other hand, representing multiple alternatives without a perceived likelihood, or even
level 5 uncertainties, representing the deepest level of recognised ignorance, are much less or not at all
bounded by plausibility assumptions.
The nature of uncertainty can be epistemic or ontic, describing whether the uncertainty is due to the
imperfection of our knowledge or due to the inherent variability of the phenomena being described. Epistemic
uncertainty also represents uncertainty due to ambiguity. Ambiguity arises from the simultaneous presence of
multiple and alternative frames of reference about a certain phenomenon, thus implying a lack of knowledge.
Different sources of variability uncertainty can be distinguished, among which behavioural variability, societal
variability and technological surprise.
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Table 5: Uncertainties identified through the XLRM framework
XLRM framework
Exogenous uncertainties (“X”)
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
Climate disasters
Level 4: different ideas, less likelihood
Nature: epistemic (different ideas) and ontic (inherent

Frequency, Locality, Severity
randomness)
Policy levers (“L”)
Subject of uncertainty
Related uncertainties
Determination of climate change response
Level 5: not much is known about the behavioural aspects
of climate change response

Personal climate change awareness
Nature: epistemic (lack of knowledge) and ontic

Translation of climate change awareness in
(behavioural and societal variability)
mitigation action
Top-down enforcement of mitigation actions by means
Level 3: depending on climate change, but also on political
of legislative, regulatory and economic incentives
processes
Nature: epistemic (lack of knowledge) and ontic

Amount of enforcement
(behavioural and societal variability)

Impact of enforcement
Bottom-up influence on national mitigation policy and
Level 5: related to personal climate change awareness and
bargaining position in international negotiations on
ideas on appropriate action
climate change
Nature: epistemic (lack of knowledge) and ontic
(behavioural and societal variability)

Bottom-up influence

Impact of bottom-up influence
International negotiations on climate change response
Level 4: game theory is used to define multiple alternatives,
but still not subject to big uncertainty

Frequency of negotiations
Nature: epistemic (lack of knowledge) and ontic (inherent

Strategies ranging from cooperative or nonrandomness and behavioural and societal variability)
cooperative, with free-rider behaviour
Mitigation potential
Level 3: knowledge exists about current mitigation
potential, but there is uncertainty due to technological

The potential of mitigation actions that can be
developments
taken by governments and individuals
Nature: epistemic (lack of knowledge) and ontic
(technological surprise)
Relationships (“R”)
Subject of uncertainty
Related uncertainties
Climate sensitivity
Level 3/4: likelihood, but diverging ideas

The relation between GHG emissions and climate Nature: epistemic (different ideas) and ontic (inherent
change (strength and form of relation: linear, randomness)
exponential, logistic)
Economic sensitivity of climate change
Level 3: subject to the uncertainty about climate change,
but less consequences of climate change can be better

Severity of impact

The relation between climate change and climate predicted
Nature: epistemic (different ideas) and ontic (societal
change induced damages
variability)
Society’s response to climate change
Level 5: not much is known about the behavioural aspects
of climate change response

Time preference
Nature: epistemic (lack of knowledge) and ontic
(behavioural and societal variability)
Climate disasters
Level 3/4: likelihood, but diverging ideas

Influence of climate disasters on mitigation action Nature: epistemic (different ideas and lack of knowledge)

Relation between climate change and climate and ontic (behavioural and societal variability and inherent
randomness)
disasters

Frequency, locality and severity of climate
disasters
Measures (“M”)
Subject of uncertainty
Related uncertainties
Climate change
Level 3/4: likelihood, but diverging ideas
Nature: epistemic (different ideas) and ontic (inherent

Amount of GHG emissions
randomness)

Relation between GHG emissions and climate change
Economic impact of climate change
Level 3: subject to the uncertainty about climate change,

Relation between climate change and economic but less consequences of climate change can be better
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impact of climate change

Society’s response to climate change

Amount of mitigation action

Amount of bottom-up emergence of mitigation action

Time preference

predicted
Nature: epistemic (different ideas) and ontic (societal
variability)
Level 5: not much is known about the behavioural aspects
of climate change response
Nature: epistemic (lack of knowledge) and ontic
(behavioural and societal variability)

It can be noticed that the CAS in which society’s response to climate change takes place is subject to many
deep uncertainties. There are many different ideas and a lack of knowledge about the inner mechanisms of
the system and the system is subject to inherent randomness, behavioural and societal uncertainty.
It is the aim of this research to explore the consequences of these uncertainties. Therefore, the system will be
conceptualised in such a way that the model incorporates these uncertainties. This will be done in the next
Chapter, Chapter 4. For example, uncertainty about the impact of climate disasters on mitigation action by
governments and individuals will be conceptualised in such a way that climate disasters may both increase or
decrease mitigation action. In this way, the influence of the uncertainty on the system outcomes can be
explored. The same reasoning will apply for the other uncertainties identified in this section.

3.3 Lack of insight and emergent pattern of interest
Lack of insight
The lack of insight that is being addressed with this modelling study is the consequence of deep uncertainty
pertaining to the CAS in which society’s response to climate change takes place. This insight will then be used
to construct internally and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate change.
Emergent pattern of interest
The emergent pattern of interest is the emergence of mitigation action out of the actions and interactions of
nested governments and individuals, heterogeneous in awareness about the future impact of climate change
in an environment representing the system in which society’s response to climate change takes place.

3.4 Modelling research questions
The modelling research questions should contribute to answering the third sub question of this research:

3. What are the consequences of the uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change?

Resulting from the conceptual description of the problem, modelling research questions have been identified
that aim to provide sets of internally consistent assumptions that can be used to construct narratives on the
pathways of society’s response to climate change. The questions have been drafted by reflecting on the
uncertainties identified in this Chapter and the three elements used structure the problem analysis. 1) What
are the actors involved in society’s response to climate change? 2) How do these actors determine their
response to climate change? 3) How does society’s response to climate change emerge from the interactions
between these actors? An important notion is that all modelling research questions will be researched under
the acknowledgement of the deep uncertainty pertaining in the system under study, using the proposed
EABMA approach.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of
climate change?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the time horizon of governments and individuals?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to international negotiations on climate change
response?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to climate disasters?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the bottom-up emergence of mitigation action?
What uncertainties have most consequences on the emergence of mitigation action?
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4. System Conceptualisation
In this system conceptualisation phase, the internal structure of the system under analysis is conceptualised so
that it can be translated in a computer model. The conceptualisation should follow from the conceptual
description of the research problem in Chapter 3. Since a generativist perception is operated, the system is
considered as a collection of agents, and a description of how they act under influence of their states, the
states of other agents and the state of the environment.
It is the aim to incorporate the uncertainties identified in section 3.2 of Chapter 3 in the system
conceptualisation so that the consequences of these uncertainties can be explored. In this Chapter attention
will be given to the way in which these uncertainties are represented in the system conceptualisation.
This system conceptualisation will be translated into a computer model in Chapter 5. The system
conceptualisation should therefore follow the purpose of the model, which is described in section 4.1 of this
Chapter.

2. How can society’s response to climate change be simulated using ABM?

4.1 Purpose of the model
The model will be an abstract representation of reality. The aim of this research is not to provide a perfect and
detailed description of the CAS in which society’s response to climate change takes place; this would be
unrealistic and insoluble. The model should be aimed at gaining insights into the specific issues it is designed
for and it should be complex enough to succeed in this task. The purpose of the model is a derivative of the
purpose of the modelling study. The purpose of the modelling study is defined as follows:
The overarching purpose of the modelling study is to identify internally consistent and plausible narratives on
the emergence of climate change mitigation action by society. This is achieved by means of an exploratory
modelling approach to scenario development in which the emergence of mitigation action from the
interactions and individual decisions of heterogeneous members of society in the face of climate change is
explored. Therefore, the consequences of deep uncertainties influencing the emergence of climate change
mitigation action by society are be explored.
Given the overarching aim of producing internally consistent and plausible narratives on the emergence of
climate change mitigation action by society, the model should possess two main abilities:
1.

2.

The model should be able to represent the full range of plausible states of the CAS in which society’s
response to climate change takes place, by describing the emergence of society’s response to climate
change from the interactions and individual decisions of heterogeneous members of society in the
face of climate change.
The model should be able to incorporate the deep uncertainties that are identified in the research by
means of the EABMA process and it should allow for the exploration and analysis of the deep
uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change.

4.2 General description of the system
In this research an ABM has been constructed aiming to represent society’s response to climate change. The
model represents a two-level game in which society is represented by governments and individuals changing
their emission behaviour in the face of climate change through mitigation action. Governments and
individuals are heterogeneous in their time horizon of assessing future expected climate change impact,
resulting in differences in climate change awareness. The climate change awareness of governments and
individuals determines the amount of mitigation action they take, resulting in greenhouse gasses (GHG)
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emission reductions. Individuals influence the mitigation policy of their governments through voting, whereas
governments can enforce mitigation action upon themselves and their individuals as a result of international
negotiations on climate change response. The two-level game is based on the two-level game theory by
Putnam (1988). The international negotiations on climate change response are modelled after the N-player
bargaining game in an agent-based model of climate change negotiations by Smead et al. (2014).
Governments and individuals are heterogeneous with respect to the way in which they assess future climate
change impact. Governments and individuals predict future cumulative GHG emissions given their individual
time horizon and assess the associated climate change impact. Next, the predicted future climate change
impacts are translated into climate change awareness. Based on their level of climate change awareness,
governments and individuals decide on whether and by how much they are going to reduce their GHG
emission level. The heterogeneous time horizon among governments and individuals results in differences in
climate change awareness, and thus differences in the emission reduction behaviour of governments and
individuals.
The interactions between governments and individuals are conceptualised in a two-level game (Putnam,
1988). Individuals are able to express their political views on how their governments should respond to climate
change through voting, thereby influencing the mitigation policy of their governments. Governments base
their mitigation policy on their own climate change awareness and the interests of their individuals. They
participate in international negotiations on climate change response and as a possible result of these
negotiations they are able to enforce mitigation actions on their own mitigation policy and on their
individuals.
International negotiations on climate change response are performed periodically, aiming for an international
agreement on climate change mitigation action. International negotiations are modelled based on the
bargaining game of Smead et al. (2014), together with additional ideas from the other climate change
negotiation games (Courtois & Tazdaït, 2007; Forgó, Fülöp, & Prill, 2005; Pinto & Harrison, 2003). Smead et al.
(2014) propose a modified version of the Nash bargaining game with N-players representing the negotiating
countries or coalitions. The bargaining game incorporates learning dynamics, by representing adaptive players
having different emission reduction demands. In this research governments negotiate on the mitigation goals
and whether or not to participate in the agreement. By applying game theory, the model allows for the
formation of coalitions, cooperative solutions and free-rider behaviour.
A final element included in the system is the possibility of climate disasters. The relation between climate
change and the occurrence of climate disasters can be explored in the model. Climate disaster can occur
locally, affecting only specific countries. Climate disasters temporarily influence the climate change awareness
or the amount of mitigation action of the governments and individuals that were affected by the disaster. This
influence can either be positive, implying that climate disasters increase demand for mitigation action, or
negative, implicitly implying that climate disasters increase demand for adaptation action, thus decreasing the
demand for mitigation action.
Mitigation action emerges out of the actions and interactions of governments and individuals related to GHG
emission reduction, influenced by their awareness of climate change, climate disasters and enforced
mitigation action as a result of international negotiations on climate change response. It can thus be stated
that there are four main driving forces determining the overall system behaviour:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The way in which governments and individuals determine their climate change response
The way in which governments and individuals influence each other in the bi-level structure of society
The way in which governments perform international negotiations on climate change response
The way in which climate disasters affect the climate change awareness of governments and
individuals

These inner mechanisms of these driving forces will be further elaborated on in the next Concept formalisation
section.
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4.3 Concept formalisation
In this concept formalisation section, the conceptualisation of the system will be formalised towards the
structure of an ABM.
4.3.1
Agents formalisation
Society consists of two types of agents: governments and individuals. The standard system set-up will consist
of five governments, and related to each government 100 individuals. Using this simplified representation of
society, there is enough room to introduce heterogeneity amongst agents, yet it will be simplified enough to
understand and explore the dynamics between those agents. This assumption immediately illustrates the level
of abstraction of the ABM representation of society’s response to climate change. More assumptions and
simplifications will be made in the formalisation of the concept. However, the ABM is conceptualised and
specified in such a way that is supports the purpose of the modelling study. Further reflection on these choices
will be done in Chapter 6.
Governments and individuals will be nested, that is, individuals are related to their governments as they
represent a certain country, and therefore governments and individuals can be given certain characteristics. At
the initialisation of the model, each government is given a country code, and the individuals in the model are
distributed over the governments, by giving them a country code as well.
Governments and individuals are heterogeneous in the time horizon they apply to assess the expected future
impact of climate change, further explained in section 4.3.3 of this Chapter. Furthermore, governments are
heterogeneous in their democratic value, which influences the way they take the opinion of individuals related
to the government into account, further explained in section 4.3.4 of this Chapter.
4.3.2
Environment formalisation
The environment is represented in a certain temporal and spatial extent, which will be treated in this section.
Furthermore, the environment provides the external information to society. The external factors influencing
governments and individuals in the system are the climate sensitivity and the economic sensitivity of climate
change; climate disasters and factors influencing the frequency and internal mechanisms of international
negotiations. These factors have been identified as uncertainties in section 3.2 of Chapter 3. These factors will
therefore explicitly be incorporated in the ABM so that their consequences can be explored.
Time formalisation
The model runs over a period of 100 years. To increase the easy of understanding the model and to validate
the model, the model is set to run from the year 2000 to the year 2100. Furthermore, 100 years seems a
reasonable time to explore the possible pathways of climate change and associated response by society. The
time-step of the model is one year. This means that governments and individuals are able to change their
behaviour every year.
Spatial representation of the system
The visualisation of the model displays how the individuals are connected to their governments and how the
governments are connected to perform international negotiations. This is for mere visualisation, as the model
has a limited spatial character. Governments and individuals represent countries, implicitly representing
locality. Furthermore, climate disasters are modelled so that they can hit only a certain country or countries,
affecting only the governments and individuals of the countries it hits. However again, this is just implicitly
represented by randomly appointing countries where a climate disaster hits, without explicitly implementing
locality in the model.
Climate change and climate change impact
Climate change sensitivity and the economic sensitivity of climate change are introduced in a climate change
impact equation, which governments and individuals use to assess their future expected impact of climate
change subject to their expectations of future GHG emissions. It is assumed that the relation between climate
change and cumulative GHG emissions can be described by an exponential graph, based on Nordhaus (2007)
and IPCC (2014b) .
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This graph is constructed at the initialisation of the model run by displaying the impact of climate change as a
function of the cumulative GHG emissions. The impact of climate change ranges is captured in a value from 0
to 1. An agent that assesses the impact of climate change with a value of 1 will have a climate change
awareness of 1, as a result of which the agent reduces its initial GHG emission with 100%. The basic settings of
the climate change impact equation state that the impact of climate change has a value of 1 in the year 2100
with a cumulative GHG emission by the emission rate of the year 2000. To account for the uncertainty
regarding the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change, the shape of the climate change
impact graph can be altered in two ways. The steepness of the exponential function can be altered, as
displayed by the pink dashed line in Figure 5. Furthermore, the point that represents the situation in which
governments or individuals which assess the impact of that amount of cumulative GHG emissions fully reduce
their GHG emissions can be changed as well, displayed by the dark red dotted line in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Altering the shape of climate change impact graph

External factors of climate disasters
The frequency, severity and locality of climate disasters are elements that the environment provides as
information to the system in which society’s response to climate change takes place. These external factors
are however subject to uncertainty, as has been identified in Table 5 in Chapter 3. It is assumed that the
chance of the occurrence of a climate disaster increases as climate change increases, however the exact
relation between climate change and the chance of the occurrence of a climate disaster can be altered.
Furthermore, the influence of a climate disaster on the mitigation action of those struck by the disaster can be
changed. This influence is conceptualised by a change in climate change awareness. The effect of climate
disasters on the climate change awareness of those struck by the disaster reduces over time, since agents
have a memory of the event. This length of memory can also be modified. Finally, the way in which climate
disasters influence mitigation action can be modified in the model, since it there is dispute on the effect of
climate disasters. Some literature states that climate disasters increase climate change awareness and
therefore mitigation action, other literature states that climate change awareness increase demand for
adaptation action, thus pushing mitigation policy to a later future.
External factors of international negotiations on climate change response
Several factors are provided as information to the system in which society’s response to climate change takes
place regarding international negotiations on climate change response. . These external factors are subject to
uncertainty, as has been identified in Table 5 in Chapter 3. The frequency at which negotiations occur can be
altered at the initialisation of the model. Furthermore, the game theoretic representation of international
negotiations on climate change response can be changed. International negotiations can follow cooperative
game theory or a prisoner’s dilemma course of negotiations, in which free-rider behaviour can occur. Finally,
the modeller can select what the effect of agreements on mitigation action will be, that is, the top-down
enforcement of national and individual mitigation action.
The frequency of international negotiations on climate change response can be selected in the model
interface. International negotiations on climate change response occur every year (COP21, 2015), however,
the frequency used in the model will be based on negotiations that are of potential major impact. Using a
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historic comparison, with the Kyoto negotiations in 1997 and the Copenhagen negotiations in 2009, the
frequency range used in the model is 5-15 years.
4.3.3
The way in which governments and individuals determine their climate change response
Governments and individuals are heterogeneous in their response to climate change. Some opt for proactive
behaviour and demand strong mitigation action. Others do not want to spend their resources to matters that
are uncertain, and of which the consequences lay far ahead. This heterogeneity is introduced by distributing
different time horizons among governments and individuals. Other forms of heterogeneity in the real world
system, such as GHG emission levels, level of development, and financial properties have been left out of the
scope of the model. This time horizon states how far in the future a government or individual is able to assess
the impact of climate change at the current rate of GHG emissions. If an individual has a time horizon of 40
years in the year 2020, it will assess the climate change impact related to cumulative GHG emission in the year
2060 at the current rate of emissions. If the current rate of emissions is 90 per year, and the cumulative GHG
emission thus far is 2000, the expected cumulative GHG emission of the individual is 5600 (90*40 + 2000).
Governments and individuals then use this future expected cumulative GHG emission to assess the future
expected impact of climate change, by using the climate change impact equation, introduced in section 4.3.2.
Climate change impact can range between 0 and 1, and is directly transposed into climate change awareness.
If the expected cumulative GHG emissions of 5600 of the earlier described individual relate to a climate
change impact of 0.7, then the climate change awareness of that individual will be 0.7 as well. A climate
change awareness of 0.7 implies that the individual feels the need to reduce 70% of its initial GHG emissions in
the face of the expected effects of climate change. This mechanism is thus used to describe the voluntary
mitigation action of members of society. The time horizon of governments and individuals is subject to deep
uncertainty, so this can be modified in the model.
Mitigation action can be influenced by two other factors: either by top-down enforcement resulting from
international negotiations on climate change response, or because of a change in climate change awareness
due to climate disasters. Both elements will be further elaborated upon in sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.6 respectively
of this Chapter.
The assumptions is made that there is a difference in mitigation potential between governments and
individuals. Individuals are able to a PV panel on their rooftop, but are only indirectly able to change the
energy system. Bottom-up initiative will at some point reach hurdles imposed by legislative, regulatory and
economic hurdles, such as sunk costs inherent to the electricity system, that require government
interventions. This is conceptualised by the differences in GHG emission between governments and
individuals. GHG Emission levels of individuals are homogeneous and fixed: every individual has a GHG
emission level of 1 unit of GHG emission per year at the initialisation of the model run. This GHG emission level
can thus be reduced over the model run as a result of an increase in climate change awareness. Governments
emit the equivalent of the sum of the individuals related to that government, multiplied by a ratio describing
this potential. If individuals have a mitigation potential of 40%, the GHG emission of a government with 100
individuals related to that government is 250 units of GHG per year (100 / 0.40) whereas the sum of the GHG
emissions of individuals is 100 units of GHG per year.
4.3.4

The way in which governments and individuals influence each other in the bi-level structure of
society
Governments and individuals influence each other in the system with respect to the desired mitigation action.
The desired mitigation action is a result of the climate change awareness of governments and individuals,
which is a heterogeneous and dynamic property of governments and individuals.
This research assumes that individuals can explicate their preferences on the desired climate change response
of their governments by means of voting. The extent to which governments take this opinion into account is
determined by the democratic value of governments. This is conceptualised by governments taking the
average climate change awareness of the individuals related to that government into account, with respect to
their democratic value. This democratic value is another heterogeneous property of governments.
Governments can influence the mitigation action by individuals in turn, by enforcing this mitigation action by
means of top-down legislative, regulatory and economic incentives. It is assumed that governments will
enforce demand extra mitigation action of the individuals related to the government if they participate in an
international agreement on climate change response. This top-down enforcement of mitigation action is
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conceptualised as an increase in mitigation action by governments and individuals to whom the mitigation
action is enforced. The influence of both interactions can be altered and explored.
4.3.5
The way in which governments perform international negotiations on climate change response
Every predetermined amount of years, all governments in the model will participate in international
negotiations on climate change response. The governments will negotiate on the level of GHG emission
reductions, and they will decide on participation in the mitigation agreement. The climate change awareness
of a government correlates to the desired GHG emission reduction targets the government desires to reach
out of the agreement. The internal mechanisms of international negotiations on climate change response
mainly based upon the bargaining game of Smead et al. (2014), with influences from other game theory
literature on international climate change negotiations (Courtois & Tazdaït, 2007; Forgó et al., 2005; Pinto &
Harrison, 2003).
In the climate change negotiations in this research, the pay-offs are different for each government, since the
players have different interests in reaching an agreement. The payoff for successful and ambitious mitigation
agreements will be higher for countries with high climate change awareness than for countries with low
climate change awareness. It is assumed that the interest of a government in reaching an agreement is
depending on its climate change awareness and the average climate change awareness of its individuals. The
GHG emission reduction target that may result out of the negotiations depends on the negotiation positions
of the governments participating in the agreement. If all governments, participating in the negotiations, value
climate change as a very urgent matter, it is likely that all governments will participate in the mitigation action
agreement, and that the mitigation goals will be high. If some governments value climate change as a very
urgent matter and other governments do not think of it as a very urgent matter, it is likely that a coalition of
governments that think of climate change as an urgent issue will agree to a mitigation action agreement, and
that they will set a high mitigation goal. The exact mechanisms of the negotiations are further explained in
Appendix A. The negotiations are conceptualised in such a way that the model is able to represent both a
cooperative game situation and a prisoner dilemma game situation, so that the consequences of both
mechanisms can be explored. Furthermore, the impact of the mitigation agreements on the enforcement of
mitigation action can be altered, so that this uncertainty can be explored as well.
4.3.6

The way in which climate disasters affect the climate change awareness of governments and
individuals
The occurrence of climate disasters in the model is based upon a base frequency of climate disasters and a
relation between climate change and the occurrence of climate disasters. This relation between climate
change and the occurrence of climate disasters can be changed, so that this uncertainty can be explored.
The occurrence of climate disasters represents the inherent randomness of climate disasters; the locality of
climate disasters is also based on randomness. The impact of a climate disaster is also subject to uncertainty.
First, and most important, the direction of the effect of climate disasters on the mitigation action of those
struck by the climate disaster can be altered, so that this uncertainty can be explored. This is modelled by an
increase or decrease in climate change awareness of those struck by the climate disaster, thus indirectly
influencing the mitigation action. The relation between the climate disaster and the change in climate change
awareness can also be altered. Finally, governments and individuals possess a climate disaster memory. In the
first year after the climate disaster has occurred, the climate change awareness is influenced the most, and
this effect will gradually decrease if the climate disaster goes out of the memory. This time period of the
influence of climate disasters can also be explored.
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5.Model Specification
This Chapter describes how the system conceptualisation from Chapter 4 is translated into an ABM. To do so,
a model narrative is presented. The model narrative describes the inner mechanisms of the model in a story
wise manner. This model narrative can then be translated into pseudo code, a first formalisation of the model
narrative, and subsequently implemented in Netlogo. Uncertainties may result from the translation of the
system conceptualisation to a computer model. More specifically, in this research the hypothesis is tested that
uncertainties may manifest in modeller’s choices based on paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method.
This Chapter will therefore conclude in the identification and specification of these implementation
uncertainties.

5.1 Model narrative
In this section the working of the model is discussed in a story wise manner, representing the inner
mechanisms of the model. In the model narrative, the initialisation of the model and the model executing are
step-wise explained.
Initialisation
In the initialisation of a model run, the following processes are performed:
1) Agents, governments and individuals, are created and agent attributes are distributed
2) The climate change impact graph is created
Model execution
Every tick, the following five steps are executed:
1)

Climate change awareness - Governments and individuals determine their expected future climate
change impact and climate change awareness
2) Climate disasters - The model checks whether a climate disaster occurs, and if so, governments and
individuals struck by the climate disaster update their climate change awareness
3) National Mitigation policy - Governments determine their mitigation policy
4) International negotiations on climate change response - The model checks whether international
negotiations on climate change response occur, and if so, governments execute these negotiations
5) GHG emissions - Governments and individuals determine their GHG emissions reductions and emit
GHG emissions
5.1.1

Initialisation

Agents, governments and individuals, are created and agent attributes are distributed
 The amount of governments and individuals per government has been fixed in this research. Hence, 5
governments and 500 individuals are created (100 individuals per government)
 Governments and individuals are being represented as countries and the individuals are divided over
the governments
 Time horizons are distributed to governments, according to the predetermined value in the model
interface
 Time horizons are distributed to individuals using a normal distribution, according to the
predetermined values and standard deviation of the distribution in the model interface
 A visualisation of the model is created
The climate change impact graph is created
 The initial cumulative GHG emissions for the year 2100 are calculated, by multiplying the amount of
individuals with 100 (because their GHG emission rate is 1 unit GHG emissions per year) per year, and
the amount of individuals per government divided by the ratio between national and individual GHG
emissions times 100 (because the GHG emission level of a government is the amount of individuals
per government divided by the ratio between national and individual GHG emissions)
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The graph is created by using the following function (an explanation of the variables within the
equation can be found in Table 6) :
𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡
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Table 6: Explanation of variables within the climate change impact equation

ExpFactor

InitBAUemission

ImpactFactor

ExpectedBAUemission

5.1.2

This factor determines the slope of the exponential function. A value near 1 represents a
gradual increase of climate change impact as a result of increasing cumulative GHG
emissions, a greater value represent a more exponential increase.
This factor represents the initial cumulative GHG emissions of all governments and
individuals for the year 2100, with the unchanged emissions levels at the initialisation of
the model
This factor determines for which year agents fully reduce their emissions if they assess
the expected climate change impact of that year. An impact factor of 1 implies that
agents should fully reduce their emissions for assessing cumulative GHG emissions in
the year 2100 by the emission rate of the year 2000. An impact factor of 0.60 implies
that agents should fully reduce their emissions for assessing cumulative GHG emissions
in the year 2060 by the emission rate of the year 2000.
The expected business as usual emission is the changing variable that governments and
individuals use as input for the climate change impact function. The expected business
as usual emission represent the future cumulative GHG emissions that an agent predicts,
using the rate of emissions at the time the agent makes the prediction. How far in the
future a government or individual assesses their future expected cumulative GHG
emissions depends on the time horizon of the government or individual.

Model execution

Step 1: Climate change awareness
 Every tick, the cumulative business as usual GHG emissions for the year 2100 are calculated at the
current state of GHG emissions of society
 Governments and individuals use this value to calculate their expected future climate change impact.
They multiply this value with the following function: Time Horizon / (2100 – current year). Suppose
the cumulative GHG emissions in the year 2100 are calculated with the rate of GHG emissions at the
year 2020 to be 1000. A government with a time horizon of 40 in this year then assesses the expected
future climate change impact at future cumulative GHG emissions of 500 (1000 * (40 / (2100 – 2020))).
If governments and individuals have a time horizon of 40 in the year 2080, they assess the climate
change impact at future cumulative GHG emissions in the year 2100.
 Governments and individuals then use the future cumulative GHG emissions they just predicted to
assess their expected future impact of climate change. They use the climate change impact equation:
𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡
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The expected future climate change impact is a value between 0 and 1.
Governments and individuals determine their climate change awareness by directly translating their
future expected climate change impact into their climate change awareness.
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Figure 6 illustrates an individual at a certain point in time with a time horizon of 40 years. The individual
predicts the cumulative GHG emissions at the current rate of emissions for 40 years ahead. The individual then
assesses the climate change impact at that value of cumulative GHG emissions. As a result, the individual
obtains a certain level of climate change awareness.

Figure 6: Step 1 – Climate change awareness

Step 2: Climate disasters
 The model determines the probability that a climate disaster occurs. This probability is subject to a
base chance and a relation between climate change and the occurrence of climate disasters. Both
relations can be determined in the initial model settings. The strength of climate change is
represented by the cumulative GHG emissions.
 The model checks whether a climate disaster occurs based on this determined probability.
 The model determines how many and which countries are hit by the climate disaster again based on
probability.
 Governments and individuals hit by the climate disaster determine their influence in climate change
awareness due to a climate disaster. If the initial setting states that the direction is positive, the
climate change awareness will be increased, and the other way around. The extent to which the
climate change awareness is initially affected by a climate disaster is determined by a predetermined
value in the initial settings of the model. The influence of the climate disaster on the climate change
awareness decreases linearly over time.
 Governments and individuals hit by the climate disaster update their climate change awareness as a
result of the climate disaster.
Figure 7 illustrates a climate disaster that hits two countries. As a result, the climate change awareness of
these governments and individuals are temporarily influenced. In this example, the climate change awareness
is increased. Whether the climate disaster increases the climate change awareness or decreases the climate
change awareness is depending on the model settings. Furthermore, the figure shows that climate change can
influence the probability of climate disasters occurring.
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Figure 7: Step 2 – Climate disasters

Step 3: National mitigation policy
 The mitigation policy of governments is determined the own climate change awareness of the
governments and the climate change awareness of the individuals related to the government. This is
modelled by summing the own climate change awareness of the government times (1 – the
democratic value) and the average climate change awareness of the individuals related to the
government times the democratic value.
Figure 8 illustrates two governments that determine their mitigation policy. The government at the top of the
figure has a lower democratic value, and bases its mitigation policy mostly on its own climate change
awareness and is less influenced by the average climate change awareness of individuals related to the
government. The government at the bottom of the figure is more influenced by the average climate change
awareness of the individuals related to that government.

Figure 8: Step 3 – National mitigation policy
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Step 4: International negotiations on climate change response
 International negotiations on climate change response take place every predetermined amount of
years.
 The initial target of the first round of negotiations is set by taking the average mitigation policy of the
governments.
 Governments determine their starting position in the first round of negotiations by comparing their
mitigation policy with the initial target for mitigation goals. If their mitigation policy is higher than the
initial target for mitigation goals, governments decide to agree with the mitigation goals in the first
round of the negotiations.
 A new target for mitigation goals is set at the initialisation of the second round of negotiations. This
target is set by taking the average of the governments that decided to agree with the mitigation
goals in the first round of the negotiations.
 In the second round of the negotiations governments decide once more whether or not to agree with
the mitigation goals by comparing their mitigation policy with the new target for mitigation goals.
 The model then checks whether the negotiations follow the cooperative theory or the prisoner’s
dilemma theory, indicated by a switch in the initial settings of the model.
 If the negotiations follow the prisoner’s dilemma theory, governments have the chance to free-ride
and retreat themselves from the list of countries that agreed to the mitigation goal. The mitigation
goals remain unaltered.
 Governments and individuals of the governments that decided to agree with the mitigation goal
determine their enforced mitigation value.
Figure 9 illustrates international negotiations on climate change response between five governments. As a
result from those negotiations, three out of the five governments decide to form a coalition and agree to
certain mitigation goals, which they will then pose upon themselves and the individuals related to these
governments. The figure also illustrates that the negotiations are subject to game theory.

Figure 9: Step 4 – International negotiations on climate change response

Step 5: GHG emissions
 Individuals determine their personal mitigation by the value of their climate change awareness.
Governments determine their personal mitigation by the value of their mitigation policy.
 Agents determine their total mitigation (= GHG emission reduction) by adding the enforced
mitigation value to the personal mitigation value.
 Agents determine their GHG emissions by altering their emission level based on their newly
determined GHG emission level and the GHG emission level of the past few years. The amount of
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years it takes into account depends on the predetermined value of GHG emission memory in the
initial model settings. The newly determined emission value is determined by subtracting the total
mitigation value from 1. This is modelled by adding the newly determined emission value to a list of
old emission values. The list removes the oldest value if the list gets longer than the emission
memory.
The emission of individuals is determined by taking the average of the GHG emission list.
The emission of governments is determined by taking the average of the GHG emission list and
multiplying this value with the number of individuals related to that government and dividing this by
the ratio between individual and national GHG emissions. With a ratio of 0.1, a government emits 10
times as much units GHG emission as the individuals related to that government combined. Because
of the fact that the cumulative and annual GHG emission reductions are used as model outcomes, the
absolute GHG emissions do not matter. This ratio is used to indirectly assign a mitigation potential to
governments and individuals. If the ratio is 0.8, individuals have a mitigation potential of 44% (1 / (1 +
1 / 0.80)), just because they can have a bigger impact because they emit 44% of the total emissions.

Figure 10 illustrates how the GHG emission levels of two different individuals are determined. The mitigation
or GHG emission reduction of individual number 1 is equal to its climate change awareness (both are values on
a scale between 0 and 1). The climate change awareness of individual number 2 is increased due to a climate
disaster, resulting in higher GHG emission reductions. Furthermore, the government of individual number 2
imposed enforced GHG emission reduction on the individual, further increasing his GHG emission reductions.
The fact that past GHG emissions are also taken into account is not displayed in the figure.

Figure 10: Step 5 – GHG emissions

5.2 Pseudo code
Pseudo code is a first formalisation of the model narrative towards code that can be implemented in the
Netlogo environment. The pseudo code can be found in the formal description of the model in the ODDprotocol standards (Greeven, 2015).

5.3 Netlogo implementation
Via the narrative and the pseudo code, the conceptual model has been translated into an ABM. The ABM
software environment used in this research is Netlogo (Wilensky, 1999). Figure 11 shows screenshots of the
interface and code of the ABM constructed for this research.
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Figure 11: Screenshots of Netlogo implementation

5.4 Implementation uncertainty
In this section, a reflection will be done regarding uncertainties that can result from modeller’s choices based
on the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method. To do so, the proposed ABM uncertainty checklist is
used as displayed in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Identifying uncertainties using the ABM uncertainty checklist

The dark grey rows in Table 7 show the design choice subject from the ABM uncertainty checklist. The left
columns then reflect on uncertainties that may relate to these design choices. The identified uncertainties are
then classified by the level and nature of the uncertainty, in order to determine which uncertainties should be
further for their consequences. This step will be conducted in Chapter Appendix D.
Table 7: Uncertainties manifesting in design choices resulting from paradigmatic presuppositions of ABM idenftied
through the use of the ABM uncertainty checklist
ABM uncertainty checklist
Emergence
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
The emergence of society’s response to climate change
Level 4: there is a lack of knowledge about societal
The assumption is that the emergence of mitigation action behaviour, future technological developments
is the result of the emission reduction behaviour of Nature: epistemic and ontic (lack of knowledge;
governments and individuals, and the interactions between behavioural variability, societal variability and technological
governments and individuals influencing their emission surprise)
reduction behaviour.
There are several uncertainties influencing this emergence
of climate change response: uncertainties related to the
strength of the interaction between governments and
individuals and uncertainties related to the mitigation
potential of governments and individuals.
It is likely that there are other possible forms of the
emergence of society’s response to climate change, such as
interaction between individuals regarding their belief about
climate change and required response.
Adaptation
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
Individual response to climate change
Level of uncertainty: 5
Governments and individuals adapt to their environment by Nature of uncertainty: ontic and epistemic (the adaptive
reducing their emissions in the face of climate change. This traits of governments and individuals are of epistemic and
adaptive trait, relating to the objective function and ontic nature because of the lack of knowledge about
rationality of the agents as well, is as assumption taken in individual behaviour and the behavioural variability)
this research, and thus subject to uncertainty. The adaptive
trait of governments and individuals could be subject to
many more influences, such as image or social influence, or
a lack of translating awareness into action because of
having the feeling that individual contributions to climate
change response are marginal and thus negligible.
The adaptive trait of governments and individuals is now
determined by an assessment of the climate change impact
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relating to a certain prediction of future expected
cumulative GHG emissions. This response contains many
uncertainties such as the prediction of the future
cumulative GHG emissions, the relation between
cumulative GHG emissions and climate change, and the
relation between climate change awareness and
behavioural change.
If the model would contain multiple adaptive traits and
objective functions among agents, heterogeneous
distribution of decision rules could be considered, which
would be a source of uncertainty. An example would be to
create agent-specific climate change impact functions
which they use to assess climate change, because the
climate change impact is in fact different for every
individual.
Objectives
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
See adaptation
Learning
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
No learning present in the model.
Prediction
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
Predicting climate change impact
Level 3: the prediction error of agents can be guessed by
The model assumes that agents are able to predict future analysing previous predictions, however due to inherent
cumulative GHG emissions and the associated climate uncertainty, it is still a level 3 uncertainty
change impact. The correctness of this prediction is subject Nature: epistemic and ontic (climate sensitivity and
to uncertainty.
economic sensitivity to climate change are both uncertain
due to a lack of knowledge and uncertain due to inherent
variability; prediction error is ontic because of inherent
randomness and behavioural variability)
Sensing
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
No sensing present in the model.
Interaction
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
International negotiations on climate change response
Level 4: Game theory can be used to define scenarios for
The way in which governments interact in international international negotiations, however, this is subject to a
negotiations on climate change response is made abstract large lack of knowledge)
to applying game theory, however, the inner mechanisms Nature: epistemic and ontic (lack of knowledge;
of negotiations are far more complex and subject to behavioural variability, societal variability and inherent
uncertainty than is this abstraction.
randomness)
Top-down enforcement of mitigation action
In this research the assumption is taken that governments
can enforce mitigation action upon individuals. However,
this is an abstraction of the diverse means governments
have in reality such as legislative, regulatory and financial
incentives, education, and campaigns.

Level 4: knowledge exists about the different alternatives
governments currently possess to enforce mitigation
action. Future alternatives are however much more
uncertain.
Nature: epistemic and ontic (lack of knowledge;
behavioural variability, societal variability, inherent
randomness)
Stochasticity
Level and nature of uncertainty
-

Subject of uncertainty
Stochastic uncertainty
The model contains three sources of stochasticity:

Random distribution of the time horizon attribute
among individuals

A stochastic factor for the occurrence of a climate
disaster
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A stochastic factor for the locality of a climate
disaster
Collectives
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
Bi-level structure
The model assumes a bi-level structure of nested
governments and individuals. Society could also be
represented by a multi-layer structure, consisting of more
agent-level with heterogeneous properties.
States
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
Agent attributes
Level: 5
The three heterogeneously distributed agent attributes are Nature: epistemic and ontic (lack of knowledge;
subject to uncertainty, since heuristics are the main behavioural variability, social variability, inherent
reasoning behind the determination of values.
randomness)
Rationality
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
See adaptation.
Social structure
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
No social structure present in model
Discrete time
Subject of uncertainty
Level and nature of uncertainty
Time step
The time step of the model is one year. However, in reality,
members of society make decisions constantly.
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6. Evaludation
This Chapter will result in an evaluation of the model’s fitness for purpose, that is, the capacity of the model to
help in constructing plausible narratives of society’s response to climate change based on plausible sets of
internally consistent assumptions. This Chapter will start by elaborating on the purpose of the model, so that
this knowledge can be kept in mind during the rest of the evaluation in this Chapter. In order to support the
assessment of the model’s fitness for purpose, the evaludation process by Augusiak et al. (2014) will be
applied. The evaludation process aims to describe the entire process of assessing a model’s quality and
reliability, combining both traditional verification and validation elements, though subject to a more
evaluative nature. The evaludation process contains six essential steps:
1.

Data evaluation - scrutinising the quality of numerical and qualitative data used for model
development and testing
2. Conceptual model evaluation - examining the simplifying assumptions underlying a model’s design
3. Implementation verification - testing the model’s implementation in equations and as a computer
programme
4. Model output verification - comparing model output to data and patterns that guided model design
and were possibly used for calibration
5. Model analysis - exploring the model’s sensitivity to changes in parameters and process formulations
to make sure that the mechanistic basis of main behaviours of the model has been well understood
6. Model output corroboration - comparing model output to new data and patterns that were not used
for model development and parameterisation.

6.1 Purpose of the model
This Chapter will evaluate the fitness of purpose of the model. The overarching purpose of the modelling study
is to identify internally consistent and plausible narratives on the emergence of climate change mitigation
action by society. This is achieved by means of an exploratory modelling approach to scenario development in
which the emergence of mitigation action from the interactions and individual decisions of heterogeneous
members of society in the face of climate change is explored. Therefore, the consequences of deep
uncertainties influencing the emergence of climate change mitigation action by society are be explored.
Given the overarching aim of producing internally consistent and plausible narratives on the emergence of
climate change mitigation action by society, the model should possess two main abilities:
1.

2.

The model should be able to represent the full range of plausible states of the CAS in which society’s
response to climate change takes place, by describing the emergence of society’s response to climate
change from the interactions and individual decisions of heterogeneous members of society in the
face of climate change.
The model should be able to incorporate the deep uncertainties that are identified in the research by
means of the EABMA process and it should allow for the exploration and analysis of the deep
uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change.

The first ability relates to the model’s capacity to be a correct representation of the real world system,
whereas the second ability is more related to the methodological purpose of the modelling study.

6.2 Data evaluation
In the data evaluation step, the quality of numerical and qualitative data used to parameterise the model is
assessed (Augusiak et al., 2014). Overall, the quality of the data used to parameterise the model is low. Firstly,
the model lacks almost any form of quantitative data used to parameterise the model. Furthermore, the
qualitative data used in the model is very conceptual and abstract. The shape of the climate change impact
graph for example, quite a dominant element in the model, has only been based upon qualitative sources
stating: “There is a general consensus among scholars that the total climate change induced damages will
increase with larger cumulative GHG emissions (IPCC, 2014b). It is even believed that climate change will have
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increasingly severe impacts, implying a non-linear economic sensitivity of climate change (Nordhaus, 2007).”
Some elements in the research, such as the frequency of international negotiations on climate change
response and the occurrence of climate disasters, have been parameterised on historic events. However, most
other specifications of the model have been merely based upon logical reasoning. The specifications of the
time horizon of governments and individuals for example, another important and dominant element in the
model, have been based upon the assumptions that a short time horizon is about five years, whereas a long
time horizon is about thirty years. In order to cope with this poor data quality, the nature of this modelling
study proves to be extremely relevant. Because the model is largely based upon poor qualitative data or logical
reasoning, the model is subject to a large uncertainty. The uncertainty identification and classification in
Chapter Appendix D is therefore in a large part reflective for this data evaluation. Exploring the full range of
plausible states of the model is a way to deal with the absence of high quality data.
Reflecting on the overall level and nature of the uncertainty of the model, the model is a very abstract
representation of a system under deep uncertainty. Due to the fact that most uncertainties are both epistemic
and ontic in nature, the model can be improved partly by conducting better empirical research to the data and
patterns used for the model and partly by conducting extensive uncertainty analysis on the model. Because of
the limited time in this research, a focus lays within the latter means of coping with the uncertainties. Future
research could focus however on improving the quality of the data used to parameterise the model.

6.3 Conceptual model evaluation
In the conceptual model evaluation the simplifying assumptions underlying the model’s design are assessed,
by explicitly listing, discussing and justifying these assumptions and assessing whether the structure,
underlying theories, concepts, assumptions, and causal relationships are reasonable to form a logically
consistent model (Augusiak et al., 2014). Augusiak et al. (2014) state that the conceptual model validity is
subject is affected by the modeller’s subjectivity, incomplete understanding and knowledge of the problem
and the quality of available data.
In this research, the model is a representation of the complex system in which society’s response to climate
change takes place. A thorough justification for the conceptual model is done is this research by firstly
providing a conceptual description of the research problem, in which preliminary scoping has been conducted,
after which an extensive system conceptualisation has been conducted. The conceptualisation of the realworld system is evidently overly simplistic and subject to rough scoping and assumptions, however, the
conceptualisation is supported by reasoning and critical reflection on the internal consistency of the
assumptions.
Furthermore, during the construction of the model, several conceptual models have been considered and
tested. The model even allows for different conceptual structures in the model, such as different game
theories behind international negotiations on climate change response, and different effects of climate
disasters. These areas in which the even the system conceptualisation is subject to uncertainty, are specifically
acknowledged and explored.

6.4 Implementation verification
In the implementation verification phase, a critical assessment is made of whether the computer code of the
model has been thoroughly tested for programming errors and whether the model performs as indicated by
the model description. To do so, several verification elements from van Dam et al. (2013) have been used,
including the recording and tracking of agent behaviour, theoretical predictions and sanity checks, breaking
the agent tests, variability analysis, time-line sanity analysis and extreme value tests.
The implementation verification can be found in Appendix D. Overall, it can be concluded that the model has
been correctly translated from the conceptual model.

6.5 Model output verification
In the model output verification a critical assessment should be made of how well the model output matches
observations, and to what degree calibration and effects of environmental drivers were involved in obtaining
good fits of model output (Augusiak et al., 2014). Augusiak et al. (2014) state that the degree of calibration
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should be explicitly mentioned since a risk exists that a high degree of parameter calibration in order to
enforce successful verification may actually result in a set of unrealistic parameter combinations.
Because the uncertainty space of the model is explored in this research, there has been little output
calibration. The only form of output calibration that has been conducted was to explore whether the outcome
of annual GHG emission reduction produces plausible and realistic results.

6.6 Model analysis
In the model analysis step an assessment is made of the sensitivity of the model output to changes in model
parameters and an assessment of the degree of understanding of the emergence of the model output
(Augusiak et al., 2014).
Since the consequences of the full uncertainty space are explored in this research, including single uncertainty
sensitivity analysis, the evaludation step is not necessary.

6.7 Model output corroboration
In contrast to the model output verification step, the model output corroboration step serves to compare
model predictions with independent data and patterns that were not used, and preferably not even known,
while the model was developed, parameterised, and verified (Augusiak et al., 2014).
There are many different studies on scenarios of future expected or desired levels of GHG emission reductions.
However, these studies are as well predictions and a comparison will thus only serve as an indication for the
reasonability of the model outcomes. Nordhaus (2007) predicts an optimal emission reductions scenario of
25% by 2050 and 43% by 2100; whereas a study by the European Commission (2011) opts for a scenario with
80% emission reductions by 2050. The variety in predictions, subject to many uncertainties, shows that the
model output is plausible, with emission reductions ranging from 30% to 100% by 2100.
However, a means for model output corroboration has been explored in this research. In this analysis, output
calibration is used to reduce the uncertainty space. In this method, the range of outcomes for a certain model
outcome for which data exists is explored. Figure 13 displays the full range of plausible outcomes for the
annual GHG emission reduction percentage. The blue shaded area represents the range of plausible states of
the system, with the coloured lines representing individual model runs. If it is the case that experts fully agree
upon the fact that the annual GHG emission reduction percentage in the year 2030 would lie within the range
of 10% to 30% from the 2000 value, the uncertainty space could be reduced, since some experiments appear
to fall out of this range. By means of a PRIM analysis, further explained in Chapter 7, the parameter settings
that are significantly present in the experiments that fall within of this range can be identified. Using the range
of 10% - 30% in 2030, the experiments that fall within this range are significantly characterised by a specific
range of the ImpactFactor in the model. If the output calibration data is trusted, the uncertainty range for the
ImpactFactor could be reduced to these values.

Figure 13: Illustration of the explored uncertainty reduction analysis on annual GHG reduction in 2030
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This analysis has only been explored in this research, not used. However, the applicability of the method
seems to be promising and could be used for models where calibration data exists.

6.8 Model fitness for purpose
In this section a reflection on the evaludation process will result in an assessment of the fitness for purpose of
the model. The assessment of the fitness for purpose of the model should reflect on the two main abilities the
model should possess, identified in section 6.1 of this Chapter:
1.

2.

The model’s ability to represent the full range of plausible states of the CAS in which society’s
response to climate change takes place, by describing the emergence of society’s response to climate
change from the interactions and individual decisions of heterogeneous members of society in the
face of climate change
The model’s ability to incorporate the deep uncertainties that are identified in the research by means
of the EABMA process, and to allow for the exploration and analysis of the deep uncertainties
pertaining to the CAS in which society’s response to climate change takes place

If the model has a high fitness on these abilities it is more likely to support the overall purpose of the modelling
study:
The aim of the modelling study is to result in plausible narratives about the possible pathways of society’s
response to climate change, based on plausible sets of internally consistent assumptions. It will do so by
exploring the emergence of society’s response to climate change from the interactions and individual
decisions of heterogeneous members of society in the face of climate change and the consequences of deep
uncertainties pertaining to the CAS in which society’s response to climate change takes place. The modelling
study therefore serves a case study to test the proposed design of the EABMA process for the combined
application of ABM and EMA.
Ability 1
In sections 6.2 and 6.3 of this Chapter it has been concluded that the model is a very abstract representation of
the conceptual perception of the modeller of the real world system. The translation from the conceptual
perception of the modeller to the model has been done correctly as tested in section 6.4. It can be concluded
that the model is not a correct representation of the real world system and behaviour due to the level of
abstraction of the conceptual model and associated data. The real world system is far more complex, consists
of much more different members of society and is not limited by the many assumptions taken in the
development of the model. It can be stated though that the model is a representation of the modeller’s
interpretation the of the CAS in which society’s response to climate change takes and the emergence of
society’s response to climate change supporting the purpose of the modelling study.
The abstract representation of society’s response to climate change provides overall emergent behaviour that
is in line with expectations: cumulative GHG emissions increase over time, as a result of which climate change
awareness of governments and individuals increase, as a result of which they reduce their GHG emissions.
Furthermore, the model encompasses some interesting phenomena that have been identified as sources of
uncertainty influencing society’s response to climate change, such as international negotiations on climate
change response and climate disasters. Therefore, the model allows exploring these uncertainties which may
support the construction of internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s
response to climate change.
A conclusion on the model’s ability to represent the real world system is that the abstract representation is
serves its purpose of exploring the consequences of uncertainties influencing the emergence of society’s
response to climate change. Interesting conclusions from the model can then be further analysed in more
detailed models.
Ability 2
The model possesses the ability to include different model structures and test different parameter values.
Deep uncertainties on different levels can thus be explored and analysed; ranging from uncertainties inherent
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to the CAS in which society’s response to climate change takes place to uncertainties resulting from modeller’s
choices based on paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method.
Due to the fact that the EMA methodology is applied to the model, the model thus allows exploring over these
uncertainties. Therefore conclusions can be drawn under the knowledge that not only parameter uncertainties
have been taken into account, but also uncertainties resulting from modeller’s choices based on paradigmatic
presuppositions have been taken into account. This proves especially valuable since the model has a high level
of abstraction. It is then acknowledged that this high level of abstraction is not the correct representation of
the real world system, and the plausible possible states of this abstract representation are then explored.
6.8.1 Conclusion
Overall it is concluded that the ability of the model to be a correct representation of the real world system in
which society’s response to climate change takes place is limited because of the high level of abstraction and
the high level of uncertainty in the model. However, the model is able to provide a representation of the
modeller’s perception of the CAS in which society’s response to climate change takes place by describing the
emergence of society’s response to climate change from the interactions and individual decisions of
heterogeneous members of society in the face of climate change. It has been concluded that the conceptual
model has been correctly transposed into a computer model and that the computer model provides plausible
model outcomes.
The most interesting conclusion however is that the model encompasses some interesting phenomena subject
to uncertainty such as international negotiations on climate change response and climate disasters, that can
be explored and lead to interesting hypothesis that can be further explored in further research.
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7. Scenario Discovery
This Chapter results in the identification of internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of
society’s response to climate change. Two sub research questions are answered in this Chapter, supporting the
identification of internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate
change: “What are the consequences of the uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change?”
and “How can internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate
change be constructed? To do so, the scenario discovery approach is applied (Bryant & Lempert, 2010; Robert
J Lempert et al., 2006).
The scenario discovery approach has been put forward as a technique that can be used for developing
scenarios for problems that involve many uncertainties (Kwakkel et al., 2013). The goal of scenario discovery is
to identify descriptions of the combinations of a small number of input parameters to a simulation model that
are most strongly predictive of certain model outcomes (Robert J Lempert et al., 2006). Scenario discovery can
be understood as a particular application of EMA. EMA is a way of developing and using models in the
presence of uncertainty. Using various EMA analyses, the behavioural landscape resulting from the
uncertainties is analysed and combinations of uncertainties from which regions of interest in the behavioural
landscape originate are identified. These regions of interest are then translated into narratives, so that the
results of the analysis can be easily communicated. Narratives that are identified through the use of this
scenario discovery approach employ assumptions and parameter values that are fundamentally linked, thus
providing a clear path to the development of internally consistent narratives (Gerst et al., 2013).

7.1 Experimental design
In this research, the EMA methodology is applied to explore and analyse the uncertainty space of the model.
Kwakkel and Pruyt (2013a) describe EMA as follows: “EMA is the explicit representation of the set of plausible
models, the process of exploiting the information contained in such a set through a large number of
computational experiments, and the analysis of the results of these experiments.” By defining the uncertainty
space of the model, an explicit representation of the set of plausible models can be made. This explicit
representation of the set of plausible models is made by conducting a large number of computational
experiments. The EMA workbench, developed by Kwakkel (2012), supports generation of this large number of
computational experiments and the analysis of the results. The EMA workbench is implemented in Python
(relying on open source Python libraries such as Numpy and Scipy). The different analyses have been
conducted using iPython Notebook, a web-based interactive computational environment.
The uncertainties represented in the model are displayed in Table 8. To map the full uncertainty space, 1000
experiments have been sampled over the uncertainty space. The amount of 1000 experiments is based on a
balance between computational time and a sufficient amount of data to conduct for further analyses upon.
For the sampling of these 1000 computational experiments, Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is used. LHS
generates a set of uniform samples over the multidimensional parameter space. Each of the 1000 experiments
has to be replicated 100 times to correct for stochastic uncertainty. Further elaboration on how this value of
100 replications has been determined can be found in Appendix F. Hence, in order to map the full uncertainty
space, 100.000 model runs need to be executed. Conducting 100.000 experiments of the model used in this
research on a 12 core processor takes about 3 to 4 hours. Each of the 1000 experiments will then further be
displayed as the mean value of the 100 replications for that experiment.
7.1.1
Uncertainty space
In this research uncertainties have been acknowledged, identified and incorporated in the model so that their
consequences need to be explored. An overview of the different method used to identify the uncertainties and
the way in which they have been incorporated in the ABM can be found in Appendix D.
The uncertainties identified using the various identification methods can be categorised into four categories:
uncertainties related to environment settings, agent settings, international negotiations on climate change
response, and climate disasters. The main uncertainties related to the environment settings are the climate
sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change. Uncertainties from the agent settings category are
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related to the adaptive traits governments and individuals apply in responding to climate change and factors
influencing the interaction between governments and individuals. Uncertainties related to international
negotiations on climate change response are factors influencing the internal mechanisms and frequency of
these negotiations. Uncertainties related to climate disasters are factors influencing the internal mechanisms
and stochastic factors behind the occurrence and effect of climate disasters.
The uncertainty space is specified in detail in Table 8. Some of these uncertainties are represented by an
uncertainty range, representing a range of possible values that an uncertainty can have. For example the
climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change have a range of possible values. Other
uncertainties are represented as structural uncertainties, allowing switching between different model
structures or categorical values of an uncertainty. For example, the model contains both a cooperative game
theoretic representation of international negotiations, as well as a competitive game theoretic representation
in the form of a repeated prisoner’s dilemma. The left column displays the variable in which uncertainty is
incorporated. The middle column describes the assigned uncertainty range for the parametric or structural
uncertainties. The column on the right provides an explanation for the assigned uncertainty range.
An example of the uncertainty space assigned to one of the sources of uncertainty in the model is displayed in
Figure 14. The large uncertainty space assigned to the ExpFactor and ImpactFactor comprises the deep
uncertainty relating to the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity to climate change.

Figure 14: Uncertainty space of the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change
Table 8: The uncertainties represented in the model
Uncertainty

Uncertainty
range

Explanation and references

and
of

1.01 – 1.03

Climate
sensitivity
and
economic
sensitivity
of
climate change factor 2
Emission level change delay
years

0.80 – 1.20

This factor influences the shape of the climate change impact
equation. A low value of this factor represents a high climate
sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change, and vice
versa. The shape of climate change impact equitation is based on
(IPCC, 2014a; Nordhaus, 2007))
See above explanation

Environment settings
Climate
sensitivity
economic
sensitivity
climate change factor 1

Agent settings
Time horizon of governments

1; 3; 5

Governments and individuals take past years into account when
adjusting GHG emission levels. Different delays are explored,
ranging from a short delay (1 year) to a longer delay (5 years)

0 – 50

A time horizon of 0 relates to indifference about future climate
change impact, whereas a time horizon of 50 could relate to
thinking two generations ahead.
See above explanation
A standard deviation is used to introduce heterogeneity in the
individual time horizon of individuals of the same country. A value
of 0 relates to a homogeneous distribution, whereas a value of 20
relates to a generation difference in possible distributions.
The democratic value determines the extent to which governments
base their mitigation policy on the interest of their individuals. A
democratic value of 0 therefore relates to a complete stratocracy,
whereas a democratic value of 1 relates to a complete democracy.

Time horizon of individuals
Standard deviation of time
horizon distribution

0 – 50
0 – 20

Democratic
governments

0–1

value

of
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Future
cumulative
prediction error

GHG

0 – 0.30

A prediction error is introduced to correct for the fact that
governments and individuals do not have the capacity to correctly
predict future cumulative GHG emissions. The prediction error
ranges from 0 to 0.30, the latter indicating a 30% prediction error.
International negotiations on climate change response
Years between international 5; 10; 15
The frequency of major international negotiations on climate
negotiations
on
climate
change response has been based on the Kyoto negotiations in 1997
change response
and the Copenhagen negotiations in 2009. This research allows for
more frequent or less frequent international negotiations on
climate change response.
Game
theoretic Cooperative;
Uncertainty exists about the game theoretic representation of the
representation of international Prisoners
international negotiations on climate change response (Ackerman
negotiations
et al., 2009; Smead et al., 2014). The international negotiations can
be of cooperative nature, in which governments seek a more
shared solution for the problem. The international negotiations can
also be of a more competitive nature in the form of a repeated
prisoner’s dilemma.
Mitigation enforcement factor 0.20 – 1
The strength of the mitigation enforcement that can be a result of
international negotiations on climate change response can be
altered, ranging from a relatively weak enforcement to a relatively
strong enforcement.
Effect of international policy 0.50 – 1
The mitigation enforcement can have a different effect on
on individuals
individuals and national policy. The strength of this effect can range
by adjusting this factor.
Effect of international policy 0.50 – 1
See above explanation.
on national policy
Climate disasters
Base chance of climate 0.01 – 0.1
The chance that a climate disaster occurs, independent from the
disaster
amplifying influence of climate change, can range between climate
disasters occurring every year to every 10 years. This range has
been based upon major climate disasters that have occurred that
past decennia, of which some are accounted to climate change by
some people.
Effect of climate change on 0 – 1
The relation between climate change and the occurrence of climate
climate disasters
disasters is under dispute (Weinkle et al., 2012). This factor
determines the strength of the relation between climate change
and the occurrence of climate change. The influence of climate
change on the occurrence of climate disasters is then subject to the
strength of the relation and the amount of cumulative GHG
emissions.
Initial severity of climate 0 – 0.20
The influence that a climate disaster has on the climate change
disaster
awareness of governments and individuals can range from 0 to
0.20.
Climate disaster memory
1; 3; 5
Positive effect of climate True; False
Scientific evidence on the direction of the effect of climate
disasters on climate change
disasters on mitigation action is limited and in part contradictory.
awareness
Some literature states that climate disasters have a positive effect
on mitigation action (Rudman et al., 2013; Spence et al., 2011;
Zahran et al., 2006). Other literature states that climate disasters
do not affect mitigation action (Dessai & Sims, 2010; Whitmarsh,
2008). Finally, there is also literature stating that climate disasters
have a negative effect on mitigation action, because those struck
by a climate disaster demand adaptation action, pushing mitigation
action plans to a further future (Lemonick, 2012; Marshall, 2012).
This ambiguity is captured in a structural uncertainty that allows
the model to switch between a positive and negative effect of
climate disasters on mitigation action.

7.1.2
A measure for society’s response to climate change
The model outcome used as an indicator for society’s response to climate change is the cumulative GHG
emission reduction. The cumulative GHG reduction is determined by dividing the cumulative GHG emission by
the cumulative GHG emission if no mitigation action would have been taken, that is, the business as usual
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GHG emission scenario, displayed in Figure 15. In the same manner, the annual GHG emission reduction is
calculated. Despite the fact that the annual GHG emission reduction can be more easily related to emission
reduction goals (such as the reduction from the Kyoto protocol, providing emission reduction goals for 2020
based on the 1990 emission levels), this outcome serves less useful for judging the emergence of climate
change mitigation action by society over time. The reason is that most analyses are conducted on the endstate of the model outcome, and the annual GHG emission reduction is more sensitive to sudden influences in
the model such as climate disasters.

Figure 15: An illustration of the way in which the model outcome cumulative GHG emission reduction is determined

7.2 Exploratory Modelling and Analysis
To analyse the results, several types of analyses are conducted. The two most important analyses are further
explained below:



PRIM analysis on the uncertainty space
Single uncertainty sensitivity analysis

PRIM analysis on the full outcome range
In order to identify the subspaces, scenario discovery relies on rule induction algorithms. The most frequently
employed algorithm is the patient rule induction method (Friedman & Fisher, 1999). PRIM aims at finding
combinations of values for the uncertain input variables that result in similar characteristic values for an
outcome variable. Specifically, PRIM seeks a set of subspaces of the uncertainty space within which the values
of a single output variable is considerably different from its average value over the entire domain. The general
idea behind the PRIM analysis has been illustrated in Figure 16. The model outcome in Figure 16 is a function
of the model including three variables for which an uncertainty range is defined: variable A, B and C. The three
uncertainties A, B and C can thus be seen as the input variables to the model. The box can thus be seen as the
total uncertainty space of all the plausible states of the model. In this case, the uncertainty space is 3dimensional; more uncertainties would result in an n-dimensional uncertainty space.
The first step of the PRIM analysis is to define a classification value. In Figure 16 the interest lies in the model
runs that end up in the red shaded area, so this area is classified. In the next step, the PRIM algorithm will
search for a box that contains a high coverage and density of points that relate to a model run that ends up in
the area of interest. In Figure 16, these runs are displayed by the red dots. Coverage of 100% implies that all
the red dots are inside the box, whereas a density of 100% implies that the box only contains red dots. The
ideal scenario would be to have a box with coverage and density of 100%, however, this hardly occurs. The
analyst should thus try to find a box with a right balance between coverage and density (Kwakkel et al., 2013).
In Figure 16, it can be observed that most of the red dots are inside the box, while the box contains a high
density of red dots. The final step is to interpret the box. In the case of Figure 16, it can be concluded that a low
value of uncertainty A and B, in combination with a high value of uncertainty C are significantly present in
model experiments that end up in the red shaded area. These parameter settings for these uncertainties are
thus a likely cause for a model run to end up in the red shaded area.
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Figure 16: Visualisation of the PRIM analysis. 1) A certain range of model outcomes is classified. 2) The PRIM
algorithm selects a box with a high coverage and density of model runs that fall within the classification. 3)
Parameter settings of uncertainties that are significantly present in the selected box are shown as a result.

Single uncertainty sensitivity analysis
In order to explore the influence of single uncertainties under the full uncertainty space, two sets of 1000
experiments are sampled, only differing on two predefined states of a single uncertainty. This analysis can
thus be seen as an extensive sensitivity analysis for a single variable. The seeds of the two sets are made equal,
so the difference between the two models, and thus the influence of the single uncertainty, can be correctly
explored. A visualisation of the analysis is provided in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Visualisation of the single uncertainty sensitivity analysis. 1) Two sets of experiments are generated in
which the settings of only one variable are fixed. The seeds of the experiments are made equal, so that the results
can be compared. 2) By plotting the results of both sets, the influence of a single uncertainty can be explored.

7.3 Exploring and analysing the uncertainty space
The results of the 1000 experiments, each replicated 100 times, under the uncertainty space displayed in
Figure 18. The graphs show the large influence uncertainties have on the possible pathways of society’s
response to climate change. The left graph shows the ranges of the 1000 model runs on the cumulative GHG
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reduction. The average cumulative GHG reduction in the year 2100 lays around 30%, with 75% of the runs
ending with the range between 25% and 35%. The right graph shows the ranges of the 1000 model runs on the
annual GHG reduction. The average annual GHG reduction in the year 2100 is about 60%, where some model
runs end up with an annual GHG reduction of 30% and others of almost 100%.

Figure 18: The possible outcome ranges under the full uncertainty space of the model outcomes cumulative GHG
emission reduction (left) and annual GHG emission reduction (right)

By conducting explorative and targeted analyses on the uncertainty space, subspaces are identified that are
strongly predictive for society’s response to climate change. Six modelling research questions have been
constructed that provide insight into the consequences of several uncertainties influencing society’s response
to climate change. These insights help in exploring these subspaces of the uncertainty space that are
predictive for society’s response to climate change.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of
climate change?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the time horizon of governments and individuals?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to international negotiations on climate change
response?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to climate disasters?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the bottom-up emergence of mitigation action?
Under what conditions does effective climate change mitigation response emerge?

Each modelling research question will be answered below. The various detailed analyses conducted to answer
these modelling research questions can be found in Appendix G.
7.3.1

What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the climate sensitivity and economic
sensitivity of climate change on the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change?
The influence of a high versus a low climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity to climate change on the
possible pathways of society’s response to climate change is very large. Under the full uncertainty space, the
change from a low to a high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change results on average
in a doubling of the cumulative GHG reduction and annual GHG reduction by the year 2100, as can be seen in
Figure 19. Furthermore, under high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity to climate change,
international negotiations on climate change become more influential, since the difference between
successful negotiations and failures of negotiations will have a larger impact.
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Figure 19: Single uncertainty analysis on the influence of a high versus a low climate sensitivity and economic
sensitivity of climate change. The blue shaded area shows the range of the cumulative GHG emission reduction under
a high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change; the green shaded area shows the range of the
cumulative GHG emission reduction under a high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change

7.3.2

What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the time horizon of governments and
individuals on the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change?
The way in which governments and individuals take the future impact of climate change into account is
captured in their time horizon. A larger time horizon implies larger cumulative GHG emission reductions,
because governments and individuals change their GHG emitting behaviour quicker in the face of a higher
expected future climate change impact. A shorter time horizon implies that governments and individuals will
end up with higher annual GHG emission reduction behaviours, because the impact of climate change will
become visible at some point in time. This effect can be observed in Figure 20. Heterogeneity among
individuals in terms time horizon leads to higher cumulative GHG reductions as well, because time horizon can
only have a positive value. A bottom limit changes the shape of a normal distribution, thus leading to a higher
average time horizon.

Figure 20: Single uncertainty sensitivity analysis on the influence of the time horizon of governments and individuals
on the cumulative GHG emission reduction (Left) and annual GHG emission reduction (Right). In the blue shaded
areas, governments and individuals have an average time horizon of 40 years. In the green shaded areas,
governments and individuals have an average time horizon of 10 years.

7.3.3

What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to international negotiations on climate
change response on the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change?
International negotiations on climate change response are strongly influenced by the climate sensitivity and
economic sensitivity of climate change, the game theoretic representation of international negotiations on
climate change response, and the effect of climate disasters on the mitigation action of governments and
individuals struck by the climate disaster. The latter effect can be explained by an increase in the chance of
reaching a mitigation agreement and an increase in mitigation goals within the agreement, due to a
temporary increase in climate change awareness of governments just hit by a climate disaster. This implies
that governments should be aware of the direction of the effect of climate disasters on mitigation action.
When international negotiations on climate change response happen to be just after the occurrence of a
climate disaster, an increase in mitigation demand caused by climate disasters will increase the chance of
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successful climate change response negotiations and vice versa. Finally, international negotiations on climate
change response have a higher chance of success if opinions among governments about the required climate
change response differ less. Hence, all governments opting for moderate mitigation action is more beneficial
for the result of international negotiations on climate change response than some governments opting for
strong mitigation action whilst other governments not wanting to participate at all.
7.3.4

What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to climate disasters on the possible
pathways of society’s response to climate change?
Ambiguity exists about the effect that climate disasters have on mitigation action. Some believe that climate
disasters increase climate change awareness which leads to an increase in mitigation action. Other however
believe that climate disasters decrease mitigation action, because those struck by a climate disaster demand
adaptation action, pushing investments in mitigation action to a future period. This ambiguity is an influential
uncertainty regarding the emergence of mitigation action in the model, because the cumulative and annual
GHG reductions are influenced. The relation between climate change and the occurrence of climate disasters,
another uncertainty relating to climate disasters, seems to reinforce the influence of the ambiguity on the
direction of the effect of climate disasters on mitigation action. Furthermore, the total influence of climate
disasters is increased when the memory of governments and individuals struck by the climate disaster is
longer. If governments and individuals have a longer memory of climate disasters, a climate disaster occurring
anywhere in the world will remind those governments and individuals earlier struck by a disaster of their own
experience. Therefore the climate change awareness of those governments and individuals is then once again
affected.
7.3.5

What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the bottom-up emergence of mitigation
action on the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change?
The success or failure of international negotiations on climate change response determines the impact of
bottom-up emergence of mitigation action on the overall emergence of mitigation action. If international
negotiations on climate change response are less successful, the influence of individual mitigation action
becomes stronger. It was the intention to further explore the consequence of uncertainties relating to the
bottom-up emergence of mitigation action. However, this requires an alteration of the model specification.
7.3.6 What are the consequences of uncertainties on the emergence of mitigation action?
The emergence of mitigation action can be observed in two model outcomes: the cumulative GHG emission
reduction and the annual GHG emission reduction, displayed in Figure 21. The large uncertainty space
influencing society’s response to climate change makes that the emergence of mitigation action can have
large differences. The most important uncertainties determining the emergence of mitigation actions are the
climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change; the direction of the effect of climate disasters
on mitigation action and the game theoretic representation of international negotiations on climate change
response. This conclusion is in line with the other experiments on individual uncertainties. Another important
determinant which has not been observed in this experiment, but has in the experiments for modelling
research question 1, is the influence of the time horizon of governments and individuals.

Figure 21: Key indicators emergence of mitigation action: Cumulative GHG emission reduction (Left) and Annual GHG
emission reduction (Right)
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7.4 Identifying internally consistent and plausible narratives
In this section the following sub research question is answered:
5. How can internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate
change be constructed?
In this Chapter, various analyses have been conducted to explore the consequences of uncertainties
influencing society’s response to climate change. The cumulative GHG emission reduction has been used as a
measure for society’s response to climate change. The analyses have revealed certain subspaces of the
uncertainty space that are strongly predictive for reaching high and low levels of cumulative GHG reduction.
Narratives are used to communicate scenarios in the form of storytelling. Narratives are therefore specifically
useful to translate these subspaces into a convincing story that can be communicated. Figure 22 illustrates
how the narratives are constructed from two opposing subspaces identified through the explorative and
targeted experiments. The axes of the uncertainty space can be interpreted as the uncertainties influencing
society’s response to climate change: the time horizon of governments and individuals, the climate sensitivity
and economic sensitivity of climate change, the game theoretic presentation of international negotiations on
climate change response, the effect of climate disasters on demand for mitigation action, etcetera.

Figure 22: Opposing subspaces of the uncertainty space influencing society's response to climate change that have
been translated into narratives

The two opposing subspaces have been translated into two narratives have been constructed. The first
narrative describes how society’s response to climate change is characterised by a strong emergence of
mitigation action. The second narrative describes how society’s response to climate change is characterised by
a weak emergence of mitigation action.
In this research, these two narratives are sufficient to communicate the diverging possible pathways of
society’s response to climate change. However, more narratives could have been constructed if:


Multiple subspaces have been found that are predictive for a high or low cumulative GHG emission
reduction, as illustrated in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Illustration of multiple subspaces that are predictive for reaching a high cumulative GHG emission
reduction. These subspaces can then all be translated into narratives.
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One or multiple uncertainties have been fixed, as displayed in Figure 24. This method would be closer
to the traditional scenario logic approach (Schwartz, 1996). Fixing other uncertainties creates axes
along which narratives can be constructed. An example would be to construct narratives for a high
and low cumulative GHG emission under a high and low climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity
of climate change.

Figure 24: The identification of subspaces using fixed uncertainties along which narratives have to be constructed. In
the case of the illustration, subspaces then have to be found under the conditions of low and high value settings for
uncertainty B. Fixing one uncertainty would result in 2x2 = 4 narratives.



Other model outcomes have been used to create axes along which narratives can be constructed.
This would also relate to the traditional scenario logic approach.

Figure 25: Using multiple model outcomes to create axes along which scenario can be developed. Using two model
outcomes would result in 2x2 = 4 narratives.

As stated before, this research has resulted in two narratives that illustrate the wide range of possible
pathways for society’s response to climate change. The narratives are objective in the sense that they do not
prescribe policies that should be taken. The narratives are presented below:
Narrative 1: The emergence of strong mitigation action

Figure 26: Narrative 1: The emergence of strong mitigation action

A strong emergence of mitigation action, measures by the amount of GHG emission reduction over the course
st
of the 21 century, is mainly determined by the climate sensitivity and the economic sensitivity of climate
change and the time horizon members of society apply in assessing their belief about required response. In the
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case of a strong relation between cumulative GHG emissions and climate change, a strong relation between
climate change and the economic impact of climate change, and governments and individuals being able to
assess the future impact of climate change far ahead, society’s response to climate change will be
characterised by high annual GHG emission reductions in the start of the 21 st century. Society is concerned
about the future impact of climate change which results in a high climate change awareness. Stimulated by
their citizens, governments are more willing to cooperate in tackling the problem of climate change in the
international arena. Furthermore, they intend to be cooperative in the negotiations with the aim of taking
collective responsibility for this global problem. International negotiations on climate change response will
take place frequently and the mitigation agreements resulting from these negotiations consist of stronger
mitigation goals. Finally, the potential impact of climate change is becoming visible through the occurrence of
climate disasters. This results in an increase in climate change awareness highlighting the importance of
taking mitigation action. International negotiations on climate change response that happen to be right after
the occurrence of a climate disaster will even have an increased chance to be successful and result in stronger
mitigation goals. In conclusion, this narrative describes a scenario in which climate change is serious, but a
conscious society is aware of the future impact climate change can have and is prepared to respond with
strong mitigation action.
Narrative 2: The emergence of weak mitigation action

Figure 27: Narrative 2: The emergence of weak mitigation action

Weak mitigation action by society emerges under the circumstances of a low climate sensitivity and economic
sensitivity of climate change in combination with a short time horizon among members of society in assessing
the future impact of climate change. Because climate change only increases gradually and members of society
do not want to adapt their behaviour to the possible consequences climate change may have in the future,
little mitigation action is undertaken. International negotiations on climate change response are unsuccessful.
The failure of the negotiations is worsened by the fact that some governments are incentivised to free-ride in
these negotiations as they want other governments to respond to climate change without taking
responsibility themselves. Finally, climate disasters have an adverse effect on the demand of mitigation
action. Mitigation action plans are pushed to the future, because those struck by the climate disaster demand
to spend their resources on adaptation action. International negotiations on climate change response that are
held right after the occurrence of a climate disaster are therefore bound to be unsuccessful to result in
ambitious mitigation goals. In conclusion, little mitigation action by society emerges when the impact of
climate change is low, in combination with a society unwilling to act in advance to mitigate the future impact
of climate change.
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8. Conclusions
The main research question of this graduation project is as follows:
What internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate
change can be identified using a combined approach of ABM and EMA?
Five sub research questions have been used to support answering the main research question:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What does a modelling process tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA look like?
How can society’s response to climate change be simulated using ABM?
What are the deep uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change?
What are the consequences of the uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change?
How can internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to
climate change be constructed?

In this Chapter, the first five sections will shortly elaborate on each of the sub research questions, after which
the main research question will be answered.

8.1 Sub research questions
8.1.1 What does a modelling process tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA look like?
In this research, a design has been proposed tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA that serves
the purpose of identifying internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response
to climate change. This design has been called the EABMA process. A provisional hypothesis used in this
research has been that the foreknowledge to use EMA in a modelling study has several implications for
different steps in the modelling process, as they should slightly alter due to the explorative nature of an EMA
modelling study. In this research, a conventional ABM process by van Dam et al. (2013) has been used as a
starting point. The main alterations to the conventional ABM process are related to an increased focus on the
acknowledgement, identification, specification and exploration of uncertainties and to the role of validation.
The proposed design for an EABMA process is displayed in Figure 28.

Figure 28: The EABMA process: a proposed design tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA

Figure 28 consists of two elements. The upper part of the figure displays the different modelling steps in the
EABMA process. It can also be observed that there is a modelling step called Evaludation. This step replaces
the function of the original verification and validation step in the conventional ABM process. It has been
observed that the conventional nature of verification and validation is not well suited for modelling studies of
complex adaptive systems under deep uncertainty. The nature of the alternative method is aimed at assessing
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the fitness for purpose of the modelling study. The evaludation method proposed by Augusiak et al. (2014) is
used to support this aim. The term evaludation describes the entire process of assessing a model’s quality and
reliability, combining both traditional verification and validation elements, though subject to a more
evaluative nature. A reflection on the outcomes of this evaludation process will contribute to a final
assessment of the fitness for purpose of the model. In the final step of the EABMA process, a scenario
discovery approach is used to identify internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of the
system under study. In this scenario discovery approach, the consequences of the uncertainties are explored
by applying EMA to the model, with the aim of identifying subspaces of the uncertainty space with particular
characteristic outcomes that can be translated into narratives.
The bottom part of Figure 28 relates to the way in which uncertainties are treated in the EABMA process.
During the conceptual description of the research problem, uncertainties pertaining to the system under study
are explicitly acknowledged and identified. The XLRM framework proposed by Robert J. Lempert et al. (2003)
has been used for the identification of uncertainties. It is then the aim to incorporate these uncertainties in the
modelling process, so that their consequences can be explored. A hypothesis adopted in this research has
been that uncertainties may result from modeller’s choices based on paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM
method. To identify these uncertainties, an ABM uncertainty checklist has been designed and applied. This
checklist guides the modeller to critically reflect on uncertainties that may relate to typical ABM design
choices a modeller makes in the construction of an ABM. If uncertainties are discovered, the model can be
altered again in such a way that these uncertainties can be explored as well.
8.1.2 How can society’s response to climate change be simulated using ABM?
In this research an ABM has been constructed aiming to represent society’s response to climate change. The
model represents a two-level game in which society is represented by governments and individuals changing
their emission behaviour in the face of climate change through mitigation action. Governments and
individuals are heterogeneous in their time horizon of assessing future expected climate change impact,
resulting in differences in climate change awareness. The climate change awareness of governments and
individuals determines the amount of mitigation action they take, resulting in greenhouse gasses (GHG)
emission reductions. Individuals influence the mitigation policy of their governments through voting, whereas
governments can enforce mitigation action upon themselves and their individuals as a result of international
negotiations on climate change response. The two-level game is based on the two-level game theory by
Putnam (1988). The international negotiations on climate change response are modelled after the N-player
bargaining game in an agent-based model of climate change negotiations by Smead et al. (2014).
Governments and individuals are heterogeneous with respect to the way in which they assess future climate
change impact. Governments and individuals predict future cumulative GHG emissions given their individual
time horizon and assess the associated climate change impact. Next, the predicted future climate change
impacts are translated into climate change awareness. Based on their level of climate change awareness,
governments and individuals decide on whether and by how much they are going to reduce their GHG
emission level. The heterogeneous time horizon among governments and individuals results in differences in
climate change awareness, and thus differences in the emission reduction behaviour of governments and
individuals.
The interactions between governments and individuals are conceptualised in a two-level game (Putnam,
1988). Individuals are able to express their political views on how their governments should respond to climate
change through voting, thereby influencing the mitigation policy of their governments. Governments base
their mitigation policy on their own climate change awareness and the interests of their individuals. They
participate in international negotiations on climate change response and as a possible result of these
negotiations they are able to enforce mitigation actions on their own mitigation policy and on their
individuals.
International negotiations on climate change response are performed periodically, aiming for an international
agreement on climate change mitigation action. International negotiations are modelled based on the
bargaining game of Smead et al. (2014), together with additional ideas from the other climate change
negotiation games (Courtois & Tazdaït, 2007; Forgó et al., 2005; Pinto & Harrison, 2003). Smead et al. (2014)
propose a modified version of the Nash bargaining game with N-players representing the negotiating
countries or coalitions. The bargaining game incorporates learning dynamics, by representing adaptive players
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having different emission reduction demands. In this research governments negotiate on the mitigation goals
and whether or not to participate in the agreement. By applying game theory, the model allows for the
formation of coalitions, cooperative solutions and free-rider behaviour.
A final element included in the system is the possibility of climate disasters. The relation between climate
change and the occurrence of climate disasters can be explored in the model. Climate disaster can occur
locally, affecting only specific countries. Climate disasters temporarily influence the climate change awareness
or the amount of mitigation action of the governments and individuals that were affected by the disaster. This
influence can either be positive, implying that climate disasters increase demand for mitigation action, or
negative, implicitly implying that climate disasters increase demand for adaptation action, thus decreasing the
demand for mitigation action.
Hence, society’s response to climate change is represented as the emergence of climate change mitigation
action from the actions and interactions of governments and individuals, influenced by their awareness of
climate change, climate disasters and enforced mitigation action as a result of international negotiations on
climate change response.
8.1.3 What are the deep uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change?
Two uncertainty identification methods have been applied in this research. After the conceptual description of
the research problem, the XLRM framework has been applied to identify and specify uncertainties, so that
they can be incorporated in the system conceptualisation and model specification. During the implementation
of the conceptual model to the computer model, uncertainties can manifest in modeller’s choices based on
paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method. To identify these uncertainties, an ABM uncertainty
checklist has been designed and used. The uncertainties identified in both methods were classified on their
nature and level of uncertainty. This revealed that society’s response to climate change is subject to deep
levels of both epistemic and ontic uncertainty; implying that there is little knowledge or ambiguity among
experts about the appropriate conceptual models that describe the relationships between the key driving
forces in a system, the probability distributions used to represent uncertainty in the mathematical
representations of these conceptual models and how to value the desirability of different outcomes of the
modelling study.
The uncertainties identified using the various identification methods can be categorised into four categories:
uncertainties related to environment settings, agent settings, international negotiations on climate change
response, and climate disasters. The main uncertainties related to the environment settings are the climate
sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change. Uncertainties from the agent settings category are
related to the adaptive traits governments and individuals apply in responding to climate change and factors
influencing the interaction between governments and individuals. Uncertainties related to international
negotiations on climate change response are factors influencing the internal mechanisms and frequency of
these negotiations. Uncertainties related to climate disasters are factors influencing the internal mechanisms
and stochastic factors behind the occurrence and effect of climate disasters.
The uncertainties have been represented in the ABM on society’s response to climate change. Some
uncertainties are represented by an uncertainty range, representing a range of possible values that an
uncertainty can have. An example is the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change, which
could have a range of possible values. Other uncertainties are represented as structural uncertainties, allowing
switching between different model structures or categorical values of an uncertainty. An example is the game
theoretic representation of international negotiations on climate change response. The model allows
switching between a cooperative and competitive game theoretic representation of the negotiations.
8.1.4 What are the consequences of these uncertainties on society’s response to climate change?
To explore the consequences of uncertainties on society’s response to climate change, six modelling research
question have been conducted. In the first five modelling research questions the influences of single
uncertainties on society’s response to climate change have been explored. The sixth modelling research
question used the insights gained from the other modelling research questions to explore the consequences of
all uncertainties combined on the emergence of mitigation action. Concise answers to the modelling research
questions are displayed below.
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1. What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity
of climate change?
The influence of a high versus a low climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity to climate change on the
possible pathways of society’s response to climate change is very large. Under the full uncertainty space, the
change from a low to a high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change results on average
in a doubling of the cumulative GHG reduction and annual GHG reduction by the year 2100, as can be seen in
Figure 19. Furthermore, under high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity to climate change,
international negotiations on climate change become more influential, since the difference between
successful negotiations and failures of negotiations will have a larger impact.

Figure 29: Single uncertainty analysis on the influence of a high versus a low climate sensitivity and economic
sensitivity of climate change. The blue shaded area shows the range of the cumulative GHG emission reduction under
a high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change; the green shaded area shows the range of the
cumulative GHG emission reduction under a high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change

2. What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the time horizon of governments and
individuals?
The way in which governments and individuals take the future impact of climate change into account is
captured in their time horizon. A larger time horizon implies larger cumulative GHG emission reductions,
because governments and individuals change their GHG emitting behaviour quicker in the face of a higher
expected future climate change impact. A shorter time horizon implies that governments and individuals will
end up with higher annual GHG emission reduction behaviours, because the impact of climate change will
become visible at some point in time. This effect can be observed in Figure 20. Heterogeneity among
individuals in terms time horizon leads to higher cumulative GHG reductions as well, because time horizon can
only have a positive value. A bottom limit changes the shape of a normal distribution, thus leading to a higher
average time horizon.

Figure 30: Single uncertainty sensitivity analysis on the influence of the time horizon of governments and individuals
on the cumulative GHG emission reduction (Left) and annual GHG emission reduction (Right). In the blue shaded
areas, governments and individuals have an average time horizon of 40 years. In the green shaded areas,
governments and individuals have an average time horizon of 10 years.
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3. What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to international negotiations on climate change
response?
International negotiations on climate change response are strongly influenced by the climate sensitivity and
economic sensitivity of climate change, the game theoretic representation of international negotiations on
climate change response, and the effect of climate disasters on the mitigation action of governments and
individuals struck by the climate disaster. The latter effect can be explained by an increase in the chance of
reaching a mitigation agreement and an increase in mitigation goals within the agreement, due to a
temporary increase in climate change awareness of governments just hit by a climate disaster. This implies
that governments should be aware of the direction of the effect of climate disasters on mitigation action.
When international negotiations on climate change response happen to be just after the occurrence of a
climate disaster, an increase in mitigation demand caused by climate disasters will increase the chance of
successful climate change response negotiations and vice versa. Finally, international negotiations on climate
change response have a higher chance of success if opinions among governments about the required climate
change response differ less. Hence, all governments opting for moderate mitigation action is more beneficial
for the result of international negotiations on climate change response than some governments opting for
strong mitigation action whilst other governments not wanting to participate at all.
4. What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to climate disasters?
Ambiguity exists about the effect that climate disasters have on mitigation action. Some believe that climate
disasters increase climate change awareness which leads to an increase in mitigation action. Other however
believe that climate disasters decrease mitigation action, because those struck by a climate disaster demand
adaptation action, pushing investments in mitigation action to a future period. This ambiguity is an influential
uncertainty regarding the emergence of mitigation action in the model, because the cumulative and annual
GHG reductions are influenced. The relation between climate change and the occurrence of climate disasters,
another uncertainty relating to climate disasters, seems to reinforce the influence of the ambiguity on the
direction of the effect of climate disasters on mitigation action. Furthermore, the total influence of climate
disasters is increased when the memory of governments and individuals struck by the climate disaster is
longer. If governments and individuals have a longer memory of climate disasters, a climate disaster occurring
anywhere in the world will remind those governments and individuals earlier struck by a disaster of their own
experience. Therefore the climate change awareness of those governments and individuals is then once again
affected.
5. What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the bottom-up emergence of mitigation action?
The success or failure of international negotiations on climate change response determines the impact of
bottom-up emergence of mitigation action on the overall emergence of mitigation action. If international
negotiations on climate change response are less successful, the influence of individual mitigation action
becomes stronger. It was the intention to further explore the consequence of uncertainties relating to the
bottom-up emergence of mitigation action. However, this requires an alteration of the model specification.
6. What are the consequences of uncertainties on the emergence of mitigation action?
The emergence of mitigation action can be observed in the model outcomes cumulative GHG emission
reduction. The cumulative GHG reduction is determined by dividing the cumulative GHG emission by the
cumulative GHG emission if no mitigation action would have been taken, that is, the business as usual GHG
emission scenario, displayed in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Determining the model outcome cumulative GHG emission reduction
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The large uncertainty space influencing society’s response to climate change makes that the emergence of
mitigation action can have large differences, displayed in Figure 32. The most important uncertainties
determining the emergence of mitigation actions are the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of
climate change; the direction of the effect of climate disasters on mitigation action and the game theoretic
representation of international negotiations on climate change response. This conclusion is in line with the
other experiments on individual uncertainties. Another important determinant which has not been observed
in this experiment, but has in the experiments for modelling research question 1, is the influence of the time
horizon of governments and individuals.

Figure 32: The possible outcomes of cumulative GHG emission reduction as a result of the various uncertainties
influencing society's response to climate change

8.1.5

How can internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to
climate change be constructed?
Various analyses have been conducted to explore the consequences of uncertainties influencing society’s
response to climate change. The cumulative GHG emission reduction has been used as a measure for society’s
response to climate change. The analyses have revealed certain subspaces of the uncertainty space that are
strongly predictive for reaching high and low levels of cumulative GHG reduction. Narratives are used to
communicate scenarios in the form of storytelling. Narratives are therefore specifically useful to translate
these subspaces into a convincing story that can be communicated. Figure 33 illustrates how the narratives are
constructed from two opposing subspaces identified through the explorative and targeted experiments. The
axes of the uncertainty space can be interpreted as the uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate
change: the time horizon of governments and individuals, the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of
climate change, the game theoretic presentation of international negotiations on climate change response,
the effect of climate disasters on demand for mitigation action, etcetera.

Figure 33: Opposing subspaces of the uncertainty space influencing society's response to climate change that have
been translated into narratives

The two opposing subspaces have been translated into two narratives. The first narrative describes how
society’s response to climate change is characterised by a strong emergence of mitigation action. The second
narrative describes how society’s response to climate change is characterised by a weak emergence of
mitigation action.
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8.2 Main research question
What internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate
change can be identified using a combined approach of ABM and EMA?
In order to answer the research question, five sub research questions needed to be answered. A modelling
process has been designed tailored for the combined approach of ABM and EMA, called the EABMA process.
The EABMA process supports the construction of internally consistent and plausible narratives of society’s
response to climate change. An ABM representation of the complex adaptive system in which society’s
response to climate change takes place has been constructed. During the conceptualisation and specification
of this representation, uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change have been
acknowledged, identified and incorporated in the ABM, so that their consequences can be explored. An
exploration of the consequences of these uncertainties has ultimately resulted in the identification of
subspaces of the uncertainty space that are strongly predictive for the emergence of mitigation action. These
subspaces have been translated into narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate change.
Two distinct narratives have been constructed, based on the insights gained from this research. The first
narrative describes how society’s response to climate change is characterised in case of the emergence of
strong mitigation action. The second narrative describes how society’s response to climate change is
characterised in case of the emergence of weak mitigation action.
Narrative 1: The emergence of strong mitigation action

Figure 34: Narrative 1: The emergence of strong mitigation action

A strong emergence of mitigation action, measures by the amount of GHG emission reduction over the course
of the 21st century, is mainly determined by the climate sensitivity and the economic sensitivity of climate
change and the time horizon members of society apply in assessing their belief about required response. In the
case of a strong relation between cumulative GHG emissions and climate change, a strong relation between
climate change and the economic impact of climate change, and governments and individuals being able to
assess the future impact of climate change far ahead, society’s response to climate change will be
st
characterised by high annual GHG emission reductions in the start of the 21 century. Society is concerned
about the future impact of climate change which results in a high climate change awareness. Stimulated by
their citizens, governments are more willing to cooperate in tackling the problem of climate change in the
international arena. Furthermore, they intend to be cooperative in the negotiations with the aim of taking
collective responsibility for this global problem. International negotiations on climate change response will
take place frequently and the mitigation agreements resulting from these negotiations consist of stronger
mitigation goals. Finally, the potential impact of climate change is becoming visible through the occurrence of
climate disasters. This results in an increase in climate change awareness highlighting the importance of
taking mitigation action. International negotiations on climate change response that happen to be right after
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the occurrence of a climate disaster will even have an increased chance to be successful and result in stronger
mitigation goals. In conclusion, this narrative describes a scenario in which climate change is serious, but a
conscious society is aware of the future impact climate change can have and is prepared to respond with
strong mitigation action.
Narrative 2: The emergence of weak mitigation action

Figure 35: Narrative 2: The emergence of weak mitigation action

Weak mitigation action by society emerges under the circumstances of a low climate sensitivity and economic
sensitivity of climate change in combination with a short time horizon among members of society in assessing
the future impact of climate change. Because climate change only increases gradually and members of society
do not want to adapt their behaviour to the possible consequences climate change may have in the future,
little mitigation action is undertaken. International negotiations on climate change response are unsuccessful.
The failure of the negotiations is worsened by the fact that some governments are incentivised to free-ride in
these negotiations as they want other governments to respond to climate change without taking
responsibility themselves. Finally, climate disasters have an adverse effect on the demand of mitigation
action. Mitigation action plans are pushed to the future, because those struck by the climate disaster demand
to spend their resources on adaptation action. International negotiations on climate change response that are
held right after the occurrence of a climate disaster are therefore bound to be unsuccessful to result in
ambitious mitigation goals. In conclusion, little mitigation action by society emerges when the impact of
climate change is low, in combination with a society unwilling to act in advance to mitigate the future impact
of climate change.

8.3 Conclusion
It has been the aim of this research to identify internally consistent and plausible narratives on the pathways of
society’s response to climate change. The narratives constructed in this research are based on a model-based
exploration of the consequences of uncertainties influencing the emergence of climate change mitigation
action. The large difference between the two narratives shows the large uncertainty pertaining to the CAS in
which society’s response to climate change takes place. The research therefore highlights the importance of
uncertainties and ambiguities such as the ones related to the time horizon members of society apply in
assessing the future impact of climate change, the internal mechanisms behind international negotiations on
climate change and the influences of climate disasters on climate change response. Constructing narratives in
such an open, objective and exploratory way can help in conveying the consequences of uncertainties
influencing society’s response to climate change. This research can therefore serve as a though-provoking
stimulus for analysts or decision makers to be aware of the many possible pathways of society’s response to
climate change and to take the consequences of uncertainties into account.
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9. Reflection and recommendations for
further research
This research has been characterised by a dichotomy between methodological oriented research and applied
research on society’s response to climate change. In the methodological part, research has been done on the
combined approach of ABM and EMA. This has resulted in a proposed modelling process that supports the
identification of internally consistent and plausible narratives of a complex adaptive system under deep
uncertainty. In the applied part of this research, this proposed modelling process has been applied to the case
of society’s response to climate change.
It is difficult to determine which element of this dichotomy has been the major focus of this research. On the
one hand I could argue that this has been the methodological part, and that the research to society’s response
to climate change has served as a test case for the proposed approach. On the other hand I could argue that
the research on society’s response to climate change has been the main focus of this research, and that the
proposed approach has been identified as a necessity to gain insight into this issue. The fact that there has
been such interplay between both elements makes it difficult to state which of them has been dominant. In
fact, the research has been a tentative approach in the development of a methodology as well as the ambition
to gain insight into the pathways of society’s response to climate change. Regarding both elements there is a
lot of room for further improvement, which will be treated in this Chapter.
I am aware that drawing conclusions and reflecting on a research with such a dichotomy in focus should be
done with care. Therefore, this reflection chapter will strictly separate the different elements. First, the
methodological part of this research will be reflected on. Second, a reflection will be done on the case of
society’s response to climate change. Third, recommendations for further improvement of the model and its
analysis will be conducted. This Chapter will finish with a personal reflection on the graduation project.

9.1 Reflection on the combined approach of ABM and EMA
Synergy between ABM and EMA
In this research the synergy between ABM and EMA has been explored. Applying EMA does not solve the
problem of uncertainties pertaining to the system under study of an ABM but by applying EMA the modeller is
forced to acknowledge these uncertainties and the modeller is given a tool to explore the consequences of
these uncertainties. EMA allows the modeller to systematically and relatively easy gain substantial insight in
the consequences of these. Since the systems typically represented using ABM are often subject to deep
uncertainty, the application of EMA can be specifically valuable for ABM’s. This deep uncertainty in ABM’s is
due to the fact that macroscopic regularities in these systems arise out of the actions and interactions of the
many agents within the system. The agents perform adaptive behaviour under bounded rationality, and they
are heterogeneous in their states and beliefs. These properties make the system complex, and therefore
increase uncertainty within the system.
The ABM constructed in this research has been a very abstract representation of a real world system. Many
uncertainties and simplification have been made in the system conceptualisation. Furthermore, the quality of
the data used for the model has been relatively low. However, this level of abstraction has been justified by the
purpose of the modelling study and the way in which the model has been used: the limitations of the data
have been acknowledges, and the consequences of uncertainties within the model have been explored. There
has not been a claim for a correct representation of reality, but by applying EMA there has been an exploration
over the internally consistent and plausible assumptions that lead to plausible states of the system. In this
way, it has been possible to construct internally consistent and plausible narratives about the pathways of
society’s response to climate change. Furthermore, it has been shown that EMA can contribute to data
validation. In an experiment that has been analysed, it is shown that the uncertainty space of the model can be
reduced by calibrating plausible model outcomes with available data. This analysis has only been explored,
and not applied in this research, but it showed another possible advantage of using EMA to cope with an
abstract ABM subject to deep uncertainty.
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Within this research the benefits of the application of EMA to ABM have been shown. Conversely, it can be
concluded that ABM lends itself well to exploratory purposes. The construction of an ABM can be time
intensive. If used in a good way however, the ABM methodology could benefit from a more exploratory
perspective. To do so, the modeller should be encouraged not to spend all his resources into reducing
uncertainty by extensive data gathering, constructing a very detailed ABM or validating the model for its
correct representation of a real world system. Instead, the modeller should acknowledge and identify the
uncertainties, and construct a model that serves its purpose: the aim to get insight into the consequences of
deep uncertainties pertaining to the model under study. I believe that the very intuitive character of ABM, of
translating real world systems interpreted as CAS into computer models, helps to develop models in an
exploratory manner. In this line of argumentation, ABM’s can be a beneficial addition for EMA studies as well.
In this way EMA can be seen as more than a research methodology, the application of EMA gives an
overarching modelling perspective. The foreknowledge to apply EMA in a modelling study makes the
modelling study by nature an exploratory study, for which ABM can thus be a good fit.
Uncertainty due to paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method
A hypothesis in this research has been that modeller’s choices based on paradigmatic presuppositions of the
ABM method result in uncertainties. An example could be the tendency of ABM modellers to aim for system
behaviour emerging from the actions and interactions of agents in the model, a choice which implicates
uncertainty in the model. In this research, an ABM uncertainty checklist has been proposed, that stimulates
the modeller to reflect on these choices. Therewith uncertainties can be identified related to these choices and
if possible, the consequences of these uncertainties can be explored.
The XLRM framework and the ABM uncertainty checklist resulted in a large overlap in identified uncertainties.
The usefulness of applying both methods could therefore be questioned, because of the redundancy.
However, I believe that using both methods did provide increased insights into the uncertainties due to the
different perspectives applied to identify the uncertainties. Whereas through the use of the XLRM framework
the uncertainties are identified by reflecting on the policy levers and relationships in the system, the same
uncertainties are identified using the ABM uncertainty checklist by reflecting on the typical ABM design
choices used to construct the model. Next to the uncertainties that have been identified by both the XLRM
framework and the ABM uncertainty checklist, the ABM uncertainty checklist also resulted in the
identification of several uncertainties related to the understanding of the emergent pattern in the model, the
adaptive traits of agents, the multi-level structure of the agents, and the notion of time in the model.
Unfortunately however, limited exploration has been done on the consequences of these uncertainties due to
time limitations. Upfront I had expected to achieve more insight in this area of the research.
The useful of the ABM constructed in this research to test the proposed ABM uncertainty checklist has been
limited. The reason is that the ABM has a limited ABM character. Although the ABM used in this research does
have an emergent character, consisting of interacting agents performing adaptive behaviour under bounded
rationality, it consists of some top-down, equation based elements. An example is the exogenous dominant
climate change impact equation. A model containing more typical ABM elements automatically contains more
detail and therefore more uncertainty. Examples of these typical ABM elements are more interactions
between agents, more adaptive traits of agents, learning, more heterogeneous state variables and more
different types of agents. It would be interesting to apply the ABM uncertainty checklist to a more complex
ABM, and see if uncertainties can be revealed that have not been revealed without the method.
Evaludation and purpose of the modelling study
In this research the nature of validation has been different from the conventional way of validation. The nature
of the Evaludation method used in this research was aimed at assessing the fitness for purpose of the
modelling study. For the specific type of ABM’s under deep uncertainty, this change in the role of validation
makes much more sense, especially in combination with the EABMA process. In such a modelling study deep
uncertainty, and thus a lack of knowledge and data, is acknowledged, identified, and its consequences are
explored. Reflecting on the purpose of the model should actually constantly be done, only then the EABMA
process can be correctly executed, since the exploratory purpose should be kept in mind during all the
different steps of the EABMA process.
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EMA workbench
The EMA workbench provides a useful way of gaining insight into a large amount of data. Bellinga (2013)
wrote a guide for installing and using the workbench, however, the workbench is under constant
development, so the guide is not up to date any more. An update of this documentation would be beneficial.
To achieve comfort and familiarity with the EMA workbench requires quite some practice, trial and error and
help from experienced users. However, if this has been reached, the EMA workbench supports a very quick
and useful way of generating experiments and analysing the results of these experiments. The EMA
workbench allows for parallel processing, which implies that a large amount of computational experiments
can be easily conducted. The EMA workbench allows for quick and useful types of analyses such as the PRIM
analysis that have been extensively used in this research.
While writing my research proposal at the beginning of this research, I questioned Jan Kwakkel for possible
areas of research related to EMA and the EMA workbench. Jan Kwakkel replied that any research using EMA
would be a contribution to further development of the EMA workbench. This research has brought some
improvements to the EMA workbench. The single uncertainty sensitivity analysis has not been a standard
practice in the application of EMA, but this research showed the useful insights that can be gained from this
type of analysis. The visualisation of the PRIM analysis has been substantially improved, providing all the
information in one plot. The method of reducing the uncertainty space, only applied once in earlier research by
Pruyt, Auping, and Kwakkel (2015), has been tested for this research. Collaboration using the iPython
Notebook and GitHub has proven to be very useful.

9.2 Reflection on society’s response to climate change
The narratives constructed in this research showed the vast space of possible pathways of society’s response
to climate change. Being very critical on my work, I think that this is the most valid conclusion I am allowed to
draw based on this research. Exploration of the uncertainty space resulting in narratives on society’s response
to climate change has provided some interesting and through-provoking conclusions. However, the model is
subject to too many simplifications and assumptions to make specific statements about the course of society’s
response to climate change, even if this has been explicitly acknowledged and the consequences of these
simplifications have been explored.
In order not to deprive this research of its practical usefulness I have reflected on the following: in the fall of
2015, France will be hosting the 21st Session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change with the ambition to achieve a new international agreement on
climate change response, aiming to limit global warming to 2C° (COP21, 2015). I have asked myself what my
contribution could be to this conference based on this research. First and foremost, I would like to emphasise
to members of the conference the major uncertainty space influencing the way in which society could respond
to climate change. I think it is important for policy makers to be aware of the fact that because of the
emergent, complex, and co-evolutionary properties of the system in which society’s response to climate
change takes place, a lot of things can happen, irrespective of the policies that they will implement. Some
uncertainties that cannot be directly influenced, such as the climate sensitivity, are extremely influential on
the course of society’s response to climate change. Second, I would advise analysts to make use of the various
available methods for gaining insight into the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change and
combine the insights that could be gained from them. I think that the combination of a method proposed in
this research with existing, detailed integrated assessment models and global energy models could be very
useful. Finally, I would advise policy makers to make use of robust decision making and adaptive policy
making. These research areas are closely related to the scenario discovery approach applied in this research,
but they are more focussed at the identification of robust and dynamic policies.
With respect to policy recommendations I have to be more careful, since this has been left out of the scope of
this research. However, based on the insights gained during this research, I have brainstormed on some
directions for policy opportunities. First, I would advise governments to educate their citizens on long term
thinking. On a timespan of a lifetime it is often beneficial to have a long time horizon. However, long term
thinking is not natural for everyone; long term thinking could even be seen as a cultural property.
Governments should feel the responsibility to educate their individuals on the benefits of long term thinking.
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Second, I would strongly advise countries to be more cooperative in the international negotiations on climate
change response. As game theory learns, being uncooperative regarding the response to a collective action
problem in the end will pay off with negative consequences. However, I am aware that this is more easily said
than done. Third, I would advise governments to take any chance to increase global climate change awareness
right before international negotiations on climate change response take place. For example, the occurrence of
a climate disaster occurring shortly before such negotiations are held, could be given extra media attention.
Finally, I would advise analysts, policy makers and decision makers to be open and transparent regarding the
issue of climate change. Neglecting the many uncertainties will result in diverse or even opposing projections
of the possible courses of climate change. This lack of consensus will affect society and result in a lack of trust
and support for reaching collective agreements on climate change response.
I will end with some positive thoughts. I believe that it is in the nature of society to adapt to the threat of
climate change. Despite the fact that the issue is subject to many uncertainties, and that it can be considered
as a collective action problem with the many adverse incentives, I believe that the self-organising capacity of
society to survive will turn out to successful in the end. Among the many actors in society are a lot of scientists,
policy makers and institutions in which I have faith that they will steer society in the right direction. Hopefully
the COP21 will result in promising agreements.

9.3 Directions for extending the model and its analysis
Based on this research several directions for extending the model and its analysis can be identified. Most of
these directions aim to make the model a more realistic representation of society’s response to climate
change as observed in the real world system, or to gain a better understanding of this representation.
Identifying more narratives
In this research two narratives on the pathways of society’s response to climate change have been identified. It
has been concluded that these two narratives are sufficient to communicate the diverging possible pathways
of society’s response to climate change. However, the number of subspaces of interest can increase if certain
characteristic outcomes are specified in more detail. Interesting model outcomes that have not been
investigated in this research are the respectively strong and weak emergence of mitigation action under
respectively a low and high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change, resulting in four
possible narratives. Another interesting model outcome would be the strong and weak emergence of
mitigation action under successful and unsuccessful international negotiations on climate change response.
Based on the insights gained from the various analyses exploring the influences of uncertainties, the
identification of such subspaces and the construction of resulting narratives would not require too much
effort.
Extending heterogeneity
In the model, heterogeneity has been mainly introduced regarding climate change awareness of governments
and individuals. Governments and individuals are given a time horizon attribute, which influences their
predictive ability of assessing future climate change impact. Governments and individuals assess future
climate change impact by using a relationship between GHG emission and climate change impact. This
relationship represents the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change. A critical reflection
by means of the ABM uncertainty checklist has led to the conclusion that economic sensitivity of climate
change could actually be different per government or individual. The climate change impact for an individual
living along the coast of the Pacific Ocean would be different from the impact for an individual living in
Switzerland. This would imply that every individual should use a personal climate change impact equation to
assess future expected climate change impact.
Modifying the model to include such personal climate change impact equations would require the climate
change impact equation to incorporate that can be made country specific multipliers. An example is given
below:
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Because of the fact that the equation is very sensitive to small changes, incorporating these personal
multipliers would require extensive testing. Furthermore, determining the values of these multipliers would be
difficult.
Other forms of heterogeneity that are observed in the real world system, such as emission levels, financial
properties, political power, etcetera, have been left out of the scope of the model. It would be interesting to
see what the influence of adding certain extra heterogeneous agent properties would have on the system
outcomes. Introducing extra heterogeneity should have an intended purpose though; otherwise this would be
an example of an unnecessary increase in uncertainty based on paradigmatic presuppositions. Some literature
relating to this aspect which has not been used for this research is written by Lo and Chow (2015) about the
relationship between national wealth and climate change awareness.
Including adaptation and research to the interplay between mitigation and adaptation
The assumption in this research has been that governments and individuals choose for mitigation once the
effects of climate change become more visible. In this reflection, the premise of this assumption is challenged.
There could be a point in time in which the consequences of climate change are so high that proactive
behaviour changes into reactive behaviour. In such a situation, people are not any more willing to spend their
money on mitigation measures, but rather spend the same money on adaptation measures. The interplay
between mitigation and adaptation should be a priority for further research on the model. Regarding this
issue, increased research to heterogeneity can be applied: it could be the case that countries that are more
prone to climate change induced damages have a larger preference for adaptation measures and countries
that will face climate change induced damages further in the future have a larger preference for mitigation
measures. An interesting exploration on the subject can be found in a paper by Shalizi and Lecocq (2010),
called “To Mitigate or to Adapt: Is that the Question?”.
Currently, one climate change impact equation is used in this research. Governments and individuals assessing
the climate change impact obtain a certain climate change awareness which is translated into mitigation
action. In order to introduce adaptation, two different equations need to be constructed: one that agents use
to determine their mitigation action and another to determine their adaptation action. Research on the
interplay between mitigation and adaptation should determine the shape of these equations and whether the
equations are correlated. The ambition level of this modification by itself would be equal to a standalone MSc
thesis, however, one that has the potential to be a significant scientific contribution on the matter.
The heterogeneity in mitigation or adaptation preference could also be extended to climate disaster response.
Countries that are vulnerable in the short term to climate disasters are more likely to opt for adaptation after a
climate disaster occurs whereas countries that are less vulnerable to climate disasters are more likely to opt for
mitigation in order to prevent other climate disasters. This assumption could more easily be included in the
model. Governments and citizens, belonging to certain countries, could be given an attribute that determines
the influence climate disasters have on their demand for mitigation.
Multi-level game
Society has now been represented as a two-level game. However, it would be very interesting to extend the
amount of levels in which society is represented. One could even think of a level representing intergovernmental organisations, a level representing national governments, a level representing powerful
multinationals, a level representing regional governments and a level representing citizens. The challenge of
extending the representation of society could be the subject of another MSc thesis.
Interaction between individuals
It would be interesting to include interaction between the individuals in the model. In the real world, such
interaction regarding climate change response could for example be related to PV visibility. The influence PV
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visibility in a neighbourhood could have regarding interaction between individuals could be interesting to
further explore and incorporate in the model.
Modifying the model to incorporate interaction between individuals would not require too much effort. What
requires effort though, is determining the ideas behind this interaction and the purpose of incorporating this
interaction.
The influence of the amount of governments and individuals
The influence of the amount of agents has not been explored in the analysis, because the amount of agents
influenced the shape of the climate change impact graph, and therefore needed to be fixed in the analysis over
the uncertainty space. Different literature on international negotiations on climate change response state that
the amount of players in negotiations could influence the course and the chance of success of these
negotiations (Hilbe, Wu, Traulsen, & Nowak, 2014; Smead et al., 2014). Therefore the investigation of the
influence of the amount of governments on the course of international negotiations on climate change
response can be a great addition. It would also be interesting to investigate the influence of the number of
individuals relating to a government.
Individual mitigation potential
The influence of the mitigation potential for individuals has neither been explored in the analysis, because the
ratio determining this potential, the ratio between individual and national GHG emissions, needed to be fixed
in the analysis over the uncertainty space, as it influenced the shape of the climate change impact graph.
Further research should be conducted on a way to be able to do research into this mitigation potential.
The mitigation potential for governments and individuals could in essence be subject to further research as
well. There are large differences between the efficiency and potential of mitigation measures, as well as
differences in actors that are able to conduct the mitigation measures. An impression can be gained by
exploring the GHG abatement cost curve by Enkvist, Dinkel, and Lin (2010). This GHG abatement cost curve
shows the cost-effectiveness and potential of different mitigation measures. Subsequently, these mitigation
measures can be divided into mitigation measures that can be performed by individuals, such as the purchase
of PV panels or electric cars, and mitigation measures that can only be performed by a higher institution, such
as alterations in the electricity production mix.
Cognitive behaviour of agents
Another direction for further research could be to increase the understanding of the cognitive behaviour of
individual agents. Agents constantly update their beliefs and state on the basis of other agents and on events.
More detailed research to the factors that agents take into account in their decision making regarding climate
change response could make the model even more detailed. An example could be the threshold individuals
experience in their contribution against climate change, as they may feel like their contribution is insignificant
on a larger scale. The influence of an increase level of detail on cognitive agent behaviour on the emergence of
system properties would be an interesting topic for further research. A theoretical foundation on this increase
in cognitive understanding of the agent could be found in the work of J. M. Epstein (2014) called “Agent_Zero:
Toward Neurocognitive Foundations for Generative Social Science”. Other theoretical foundations can be
found in the fields of new institutional economics or social choice theory (Tompkins & Neil Adger, 2005).
Finally, literature is written by Broomell, Budescu, and Por (2015), about personal experience with climate
change as a predictor for the intention to act.
Top-down enforcement of mitigation action
In the model, top-down enforcement of mitigation action has been simplified to a direct top-down obligation
to increase mitigation. However, it would be interesting to include other instruments for influencing climate
change response such as education, research and development, and communication. Modifying the model
would be relatively easy. However again, research on these other forms of interaction is required.

9.4 Personal reflection on the graduation project
The process of divergence and convergence
The most difficult part of this graduation project relates to the typical process of divergence and convergence
of the research. My initial ambition has been to explore the combined approach of ABM and EMA. Only
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subsequently, I was deepening myself into the research problem of society’s response to climate change. I
believe that this has influenced the process of convergence to the problem of the influence of society’s
response to climate change to the development of the energy system. It took a while before I could put my
finger on the specific problem that would be subject of the modelling study. Luckily however, I am satisfied
with the result of this difficult process, and I feel that I have touched upon the interesting issues regarding
society’s response to climate change. In hindsight, the fact that I have been stimulated over and over to make
my problem definition as sharp as possible has contributed to this result.
The modelling process
Despite some unfortunate problems in the phase of creating the computational experiments, the whole
modelling process and analysis has been relatively smooth, because from the beginning of the modelling
process, the model has been constructed with the idea to explore uncertainties. It was very helpful to already
have had some experience with conducting EMA. Furthermore, I was lucky to be able to receive help from Jan
Kwakkel at any time during the analysis phase.
Reflecting on the modelling process, I believe a more iterative modelling approach could have been an
interesting alternative. In a way, every modelling process is iterative. You start designing a model and make
improvements along the way. I believe however that if it is known beforehand that EMA will be applied, one
should benefit from the possible advantages of EMA for improving your model along the way. Interesting
insights gained can be used to step by step add more detail to the model in order to make the model a more
realistic representation of the real world system. I think that such an iterative modelling approach with the
support of interim EMA analysis could really serve the exploratory purpose of the modelling study. It should be
noted though that such an iterative modelling approach is much more effective, or only effective, if the
modeller has used EMA before, so it does not have to experience the learning curve.
Scenario discovery
Only in the latter stage of this research I have realised that the field of scenario discovery is more explanatory
for the research that I have conducted. EMA could be seen as a particular application of scenario discovery.
Even though the results of this research remained unaltered by this change in framing of the approach, an
initial focus on scenario discovery could have made the storyline more comprehensive.
Eye-opener on the purpose of the modelling study
Half-way during my graduation project I attended a meeting organised by Oscar Kraan with people from the
scenario department of Shell. This meeting turned out to be an interesting eye-opener for the purpose of my
modelling study. After Oscar Kraan had given a convincing presentation about the advantages of using ABM
to gain insights into the possible pathways of the energy transition, one of the attendants of the meeting
concluded that he had been convinced by the possible advantages and opportunities that ABM can provide.
However, he stated that based on the characteristics of ABM he had just perceived, his interest would lie
within the narratives constructed by ABM that are plausible but unexpected, so that he could use other models
to explore these insights. The insight gained from an ABM study conducted with limited time and effort is of a
different level and nature than the insight gained from the existing detailed energy models. The ABM study
can however be of added value, by providing interesting, plausible and new narratives that are the result of a
different system perspective. This insight into the demand for purpose of an ABM study is in line with the
conclusions drawn earlier on the purpose of the EABMA modelling study used in this research.
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Appendix A. Design
EABMA process

approach

of

the

A design approach based on Dym and Little (2008) is used for designing an EABMA process. The design should
adhere to the following functions and requirements shown in Table 9. These functions and requirements have
been constructed by conducting desk research.
Table 9: Functional requirements of the design
Functional requirements
The modelling process should…
1
… contain a systematic method for identifying uncertainties based upon the paradigmatic presuppositions of the
ABM method
2
… provide guidelines for assessing the fitness for purpose of the modelling study
3
… give the user guidance in executing clearly defined steps that need to be conducted in a modelling study
Non-functional Requirements
The objectives of the modelling process are that it should be…
Communicative
The different steps within the modelling process should aim to result in conclusions that
can be easily communicated
Construct fitness for
The modelling process should aim at providing a useful conclusions
purpose
Inclusive
The modelling process should prescribe the steps that need to be conducted ranging from
the initial phase of problem formulation until the communication of the results of the
modelling study
Integrated
The modelling process should be specific for the combined approach of ABM and EMA
Mutually Exclusive,
The steps within the modelling process should be mutually exclusive and collectively
Collectively
exhaustive, so that all necessary steps are covered without taking unnecessary steps
Exhaustive (MECE)
Specific & applicable
The modelling process should be applicable to all sort of cases that require the application
of ABM and EMA
Understandable
The modelling process should be easy to understand

In a usual design assessment, a morphological chart is used to develop alternatives for the different identified
functional requirements, resulting in different conceptual designs that can be weighed based on the nonfunctional requirements (Dym & Little, 2008). Because of limited time in this research project, this design
assessment will propose and test just one conceptual design. However, the non-functional requirements can
still serve to evaluate the proposed modelling process. Furthermore, this draft design assessment can be used
as a follow up in future research studies on this topic.
The following sections of this Chapter elaborate on each of the functional requirements. The conceptual
designs for each of the functional requirements will be integrated in a final conceptual design for the EABMA
process. The last part of this Chapter will therefore synthesise these findings in the design of an Exploratory
Agent Based Modelling and Analysis (EABMA) modelling process.

Appendix B. Background
identification

on

uncertainty

The ESDMA methodology by Kwakkel and Pruyt (2013b) touches upon the identification of uncertainties by
means of a methodological reflection on the paradigmatic presuppositions of the System Dynamics method.
Within the ESDMA method, the modeller is urged to be aware of uncertainties related to specific paradigmatic
presuppositions of SD, such as order of time delays, non-linear functions, feedback loops and the sometimes
excessive search for endogeneity. In the same way, the ABM modeller can be urged to be aware of
uncertainties related to the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method.
An initial hypothesis in this section is that some of the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method may
relate to specific sources of uncertainty. The hypothesis does not state that the ABM method automatically
induces uncertainty. However, a reflection on the influence of these methodological paradigmatic
presuppositions may help in the identification of deep uncertainties of an ABM. Therefore, a systematic
method of identifying deep uncertainties based on the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method is
included in the conceptual design of an EABMA process. This appendix will provide background on uncertainty
identification that has been used in designing a systematic method for the identification of uncertainties. This
appendix will provide a detailed elaboration on the following three issues:
1.
2.
3.

Existing ways of identifying and classifying uncertainties
Uncertainties manifesting in the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method
Defining a method for identifying and classifying uncertainties for the EABMA method

B.1 Existing ways of identifying and classifying uncertainties
Many scholars have aimed to develop frameworks for identifying and classifying uncertainties (e.g. (Morgan &
Small, 1992; van Asselt & Rotmans, 2002; Walker et al., 2003). This research will built upon the framework for
identifying and classifying uncertainties by Walker et al. (2003) the so called W&H framework. Walker et al.
(2003) present three dimensions of uncertainty, intended to facilitate and enhance communication and
uncertainty analysis. The first dimension is the location of the uncertainty, indicating where the uncertainty
manifests itself within the model complex. The second dimension is the level of uncertainty, describing where
the uncertainty manifests itself along the spectrum between deterministic knowledge and total ignorance.
The third dimension is the nature of uncertainty, being either epistemic uncertainty or ontological uncertainty,
describing whether the uncertainty is due to the imperfection of our knowledge or due to the inherent
variability of the phenomena being described. Over the years, alterations to the W&H framework and
differences in terminology emerged. Because the intent of Walker et al. (2003) was to create a framework
intended to harmonise uncertainty classification language across different fields of model-based decision
support, Kwakkel et al. (2010) tried to present an overview of the modifications and extensions of the
framework and synthesize these in a new framework. Some minor alterations to the levels of uncertainty have
been added by Walker, Lempert, and Kwakkel (2013). The following sections will provide a more elaborate
overview of the W&H framework.
First dimension: Locations of uncertainty
The location of the uncertainty indicates where the uncertainty manifests itself within the model complex.
Walker et al. (2003) define several locations of uncertainty: the system boundary, conceptual model, computer
model, input data, model implementation and processed output data. Although the locations provided by
Walker et al. (2003) are useful to be aware of, they are rather generic and more applicable on the aggregation
level of a whole modelling study. Furthermore, Walker et al. (2003) provide a description of the possible
locations of uncertainties, but do not provide a very useful guidance for the identification of uncertainties.
Robert J Lempert (2003) prescribes a more specific framework of identifying uncertainties, called the “XLRM
framework” (see Table 10). The framework can be used for systematically eliciting uncertainties in the system
under study.
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Exogenous uncertainties (“X”) are factors outside the control of the decision makers. These factors
can nonetheless be seen as the key driving forces in a system.
Policy levers (“L”) are near-term actions that decision makers want to explore.
Relationships (“R”) describe how the factors relate each other, and so govern how the future may
evolve over time based on the decision makers’ choices of policy levers and the manifestation of the
uncertainties, particularly for performance indicators.
Measures (“M”) are the performance indicators that decision makers and other interested parties
would use to rank the desirability of the various modelling outcomes.

The framework can be used for participatory scoping, as explained by Groves and Bloom (2013), by using the
framework as a common language in an uncertainty analysis dialogue. The framework requires analysts to
classify uncertainties in a model into one of the four boxes. The framework helps to distinguish between
factors that are outside the control and those that can be influenced directly or indirectly, and to develop
useful performance metrics. The framework ensures that all uncertainties are captured in the scoping dialogue
while minimising redundancy of concepts that would occur if all uncertainties were simply compiled into a list.
Table 10: XLRM framework; (Robert J Lempert, 2003)
XLRM framework
Exogenous uncertainties (“X”)
Relationships (“R”)

Policy levers (“L”)
Measures (“M”)

Other locations of uncertainty can be related to the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method, which
will be further elaborated on in section 0. By systematically reflecting upon modeller’s choices that may follow
from these paradigmatic presuppositions, different sources of uncertainty can be identified.
In conclusion, a multi-layer location search can be conducted: starting with being aware of the more generic
locations of uncertainty provided by Walker et al. (2003), to using the XLRM framework by Robert J Lempert
(2003) for a more specific search for uncertainties, to a final reflection on uncertainties relating to the
paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method.
Second dimension: Level of uncertainty
The level of uncertainty ranges between the extremes of complete certainty, or deterministic knowledge and
total ignorance. Five intermediate levels can be identified, presented in Table 11.
Table 11: Levels of uncertainty; (Walker et al., 2013)
Levels of uncertainty
Complete certainty is the one extreme of the level of uncertainty dimension. Complete uncertainty is the non-attainable
situation in which everything is known precisely.
Level 1 uncertainty represents the situation where one admits that there is some uncertainty, but one is not willing or able
to measure the degree of uncertainty in any explicit way. Level 1 uncertainty is often treated through a simple sensitivity
analysis of model parameters, which assesses the impact of small perturbations of model impact parameters on the
model outcomes.
Level 2 uncertainty represents any uncertainty that can be addressed in statistical terms. Level 2 uncertainty is often
captured in the form of either a single forecast with a confidence interval or multiple forecasts with associated
probabilities.
Level 3 uncertainty represents the situation in which one is able to enumerate multiple alternatives and rank order the
alternatives in terms of perceived likelihood. Level 3 uncertainty is often captured in the form of a few trend-based
scenarios based on alternative assumptions about the driving forces. The scenarios are then ranked according to their
perceived likelihood, but no probabilities are assigned.
Level 4 uncertainty represents the situation where one is able to enumerate multiple alternatives without being able to
rank order the alternatives in terms of perceived likelihood. This inability can be due to a lack of knowledge or data about
the mechanism or functional relationships being studied; but this inability can also arise due to the fact that the decision
makers cannot agree on the rankings. As a result, analysts struggle to specify the appropriate models to describe
interactions among system’s variables, to select the appropriate distributions to represent uncertainty about key
parameters in the models and how to value the desirability of alternative outcomes.
Level 5 uncertainty represents the deepest level of recognised ignorance; in this case, what is known is only that we do not
know. This ignorance is recognised.
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Total ignorance is the other extreme of the uncertainty dimension.

Identifying the level of uncertainty can help analysts communicating about the treatment of uncertainties
(Walker et al., 2003). There are many different ways to deal with the first three levels of uncertainty.
Quantitative analytical approaches therefore tend to focus on uncertainty reduction trough ever-increasing
information seeking and processing or a focus on stochastic processes and statistical analysis. However,
systems encompassing deeper levels of uncertainty, such as the system in which society’s response to climate
change takes place, cannot be dealt with through the use of probabilities or ever-increasing information
seeking. EMA can be applied especially to deal with these deeper levels of uncertainty (Walker et al., 2013).
Third dimension: Nature of uncertainty
The third dimension is the nature of uncertainty, which again ranges between two extremes: epistemic
uncertainty and ontology or variability uncertainty, describing whether the uncertainty is due to the
imperfection of our knowledge or due to the inherent variability of the phenomena being described.
Epistemic uncertainty represents the uncertainty due to the imperfection of knowledge or due to ambiguity.
Ambiguity arises from the simultaneous presence of multiple and alternative frames of reference about a
certain phenomenon, thus implying a lack of knowledge. Therefore, ambiguity can be seen as a subcategory
of epistemic uncertainty.
Ontic uncertainty represents the uncertainty due to inherent variability or randomness of the real world
induced by variation associated with external input data, input functions, parameters, and certain model
structures. Different sources of variability uncertainty can be distinguished (Walker et al., 2003):





Inherent randomness of nature: the chaotic and unpredictable nature of natural processes
Human behaviour (behavioural variability): ‘non-rational’ behaviour, discrepancies between what
people say and what they actually do (cognitive dissonance), or deviations of ‘standard’ behavioural
patterns (micro-level behaviour);
Social, economic, and cultural dynamics (societal variability): the chaotic and unpredictable nature of
societal processes (macro-level behaviour).
Technological surprise: New developments or breakthroughs in technology or unexpected
consequences (‘side-effects’) of technologies.

Assessing the nature of uncertainty may help in choosing a strategy for handling the uncertainty. Epistemic
uncertainty in the form of imperfection of knowledge can benefit from additional research. However,
epistemic uncertainty in the form of ambiguity can benefit from methods that aim at integrating alternative
frames of reference and support joint sense making. Ontic uncertainties can be dealt with using statistical
uncertainty analysis techniques. The sources of ontic uncertainty furthermore relate closely to some of the
paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method.

B.2 Uncertainties manifesting in the paradigmatic presuppositions
the ABM method
“Models are the formalisation of a modeller’s interpretation of reality” (van Dam et al., 2013). Next to the fact
that this implies that the model is not one, but two steps removed from the real world, it implies that the
modeller’s interpretation of the real world system is based on certain paradigmatic presuppositions. The ABM
method entails several specific paradigmatic presuppositions that follow from the characteristics of ABM. This
section will provide an overview of the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method, following from the
characteristics of ABM and the way of constructing an ABM. In this section a reflection follows on these
paradigmatic presuppositions and the uncertainties that may follow resulting from choices that a modeller
makes using these paradigmatic presuppositions. This reflection will thus result in a deeper understanding of
possible locations of uncertainty related to the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method.
ABM Characteristics
J. M. Epstein (1999) describes the following characteristic features of ABM:
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Heterogeneity: agents can be different, genetically, culturally, by social network or by preferences. In
an ABM this can be reflected by assigning rules, states and environmental information
heterogeneously among agents.
Autonomy: there is no central, “top-down” controller over individual agent behaviour in ABM. The
states and rules assigned to agent lead to the co-evolvement of micro- and macrostructures.
Explicit space: agents can operate in explicit space, allowing for a more realistic representation of
agent-environment interaction.
Local interactions: due to the explicit space, agents can interact with neighbours, allowing for more
realistic social network representations.
Non-rational behaviour: in the specification of agent rules, a degree of rationality can be assigned.

A general idea behind these characteristics is that ABM allows macroscopic regularities to emerge out of the
individual, local interactions of heterogeneous agents under bounded rationality. This can be seen as the main
paradigmatic presupposition of the ABM method. However, criticism on this paradigmatic presupposition of
the ABM method shows that modeller’s choices resulting from such a paradigmatic presupposition might be
subject to uncertainty. The criticism comes from another scholar with the surname Epstein, B. Epstein (2011),
who argues that one of the misconceptions of ABM is the tendency to apply ontological individualism.
Ontological individualism assumes that social macroscopic properties exhaustively supervene on individual
properties. B. Epstein (2011) argues that this fixation on emergence can blind the simple inclusion of
macroscopic properties. He therefore proposes that including macroscopic properties should not be strictly
neglected in constructing ABMs. B. Epstein (2011) further argues that modellers sometimes see an ABM as
strictly individualistic. This implies that individuals are regarded as the locus of social properties, but there is a
failure to distinguish constitution of an entity from the factors that determine its properties. This tendency for
decomposition can complicate a model and increase uncertainty within the model.
The criticism by Epstein shows that reflecting on the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method can
reveal choices an ABM modeller is inclined to make, but these choices may not necessarily be right or the only
possible ones. Reflecting on the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method may therefore reveal
choices a modeller can make. These choices can be subject to uncertainty. It is therefore the aim to develop a
checklist that systematically reflects on paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method to reveal possible
sources of uncertainty.
A starting point for such a checklist may be derived from the ODD Protocol developed by Grimm et al. (2006).
Grimm et al. (2006) developed a protocol to standardize the published descriptions of individual-based and
agent-based models. The protocol contains a part in which the modeller should reflect on the design choices a
modeller has to make to construct an ABM, based on specific characteristics of ABMs. Describing the specific
design choices regarding characteristics of an ABM urges the modeller to make these choices consciously.
However, asides from describing the model, the protocol may also provide a basis for identifying sources of
uncertainty based on the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method.
The design concepts and descriptions by (Grimm et al., 2006; Grimm et al., 2010) have been used to
brainstorm about possible choices a modeller has to make, and to check whether these choices can be subject
to uncertainty. This results in a checklist in Table 12, which contains triggering questions to reveal possible
sources of uncertainty.
Table 12: Checklist of uncertainties manifesting in design choices resulting from paradigmatic presuppositions of
ABM
Design concepts
Emergence

Adaptation
Objectives
Learning

Source of uncertainty
Do system-level phenomena truly have to emergence from individual traits or can the system-level
phenomena directly be described? Is there uncertainty about the inner mechanisms or even the
existence of such emergence?
Are there different possible adaptive traits of agents? Is there uncertainty about the explicitness of
aiming at some measure of individual success?
Are the chosen objectives the only objectives, or can more possible objectives be identified? Can
there be different possible criteria that are used to measure the objective?
Are there other possible forms of learning? Is there uncertainty about the fact that and the extent to
which agents learn?
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Prediction

Sensing
Interaction
Stochasticity

Collectives

Are there different possible ways of how agents estimate future consequences of their decisions? Is
there uncertainty about the possible range of information availability and knowledge that agents
possess?
Is the social structure through which agents sense certain? Do agents have full information about
the internal and environmental state variables they sense?
Is there certainty about the forms of interaction that take place in the model? Are there other
possible forms of interaction?
Is stochasticity introduced to represent the real-world system adequately, or because of lack of
knowledge about the element subject to the stochasticity? If there are stochastic elements in the
model, does the stochasticity represent uncertainty properly?
Is there uncertainty about whether individuals form or belong to aggregations or collectives? Is
there uncertainty about the properties that describe the collective?

Grimm et al. (2010) acknowledge that the proposed design concepts are not exhaustive. In order to see if more
elements can be added to the checklist, the structure of an ABM has been examined. The structure of an ABM
can be roughly divided into two levels: the agent level and the environment level. Important aspects of the
agent level are agent state and the rules describing how states are translated to actions or new states,
resulting in actions and behaviour. Important aspects of the environment of agents are the environment
information, the structure of the agents and the time representation of the model (van Dam et al., 2013).
The state of an agent is a collection of parameters or specific information about that agent at a specific time.
States can be private or publicly visible for other agents. The state can be internal, comprising the information
about that specific information; local consisting of the internal state and all the publicly observable states of
the agents the agent is interacting with; or global including the states of the environment. States can be
heterogeneously distributed among agents, allowing for the heterogeneity characteristic of ABM (J. M.
Epstein, 1999). States can be designed to be static or dynamic, implying whether the state can be changed
over time. State changes, and the actions that agents perform are prescribed by rules. Rules can again be
heterogeneously distributed and allow for the autonomy characteristic of ABM (J. M. Epstein, 1999).
Furthermore, these rules can be designed in such a way, that a certain level of (non-)rationality (J. M. Epstein,
1999) of the agents can be chosen in the form of different possible decision rules (e.g. rule based, multi-criteria
decision making, inference engines, evolutionary computing, and machine learning decision rules). Just like
states, rules can also be designed to be static or dynamic.
The environment includes the structure in which the agents are situated, and prescribes the way agents
interact. There are different possible network typologies (e.g. an unstructured soup, a regular space, a smallworld network, a scale-free network or a multi-dimensional combination of network typologies). The choice
for a certain network typology can significantly affect agent behaviour. This structure is an important
characteristic of ABM, allowing for explicit space and local interaction as defined by J. M. Epstein (1999), but
also possibly subject to uncertainty. Another issue of the environment is the time specification of the model. In
contrast to real world systems, an ABM faces computational limitations for modelling truly parallel actions,
due to the discrete time of computers (theoretically multiple core computing could allow for parallel
processing). In ABM, time proceeds in ticks, discrete time steps. Every tick, agents perform actions and statechanges based on the rules specified and the specific state of themselves and the environment. The notion of
a tick has consequences for how reality is translated into an ABM, and therefore in itself can be considered as a
source of uncertainty. Another source of uncertainty related to the time aspect of an ABM is the order in which
agents change their states or perform actions has to exist within a tick. This order can either be randomised or
controlled. The way the modeller chooses to deal with this time issue can again be subject to uncertainty.
Based on this analysis, four concepts are added to the checklist, displayed in Table 13.
Table 13: Extra design concepts for the checklist
Design concepts
States

Rules

Source of uncertainty
Are states heterogeneously or homogeneously distributed? Are the states static or dynamic? Are
the internal states public or private? Are these choices subject to uncertainties? Do the states
contain stochastic elements?
Are rules heterogeneously or homogeneously distributed? Are the rules static or dynamic? Are
these choices subject to uncertainties? Are the decision rules of agents subject to bounded
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Social structure
Discrete time

rationality? Is this level of rationality uncertain?
What network typology has been chosen? Is there uncertainty about the type of social structure? Is
the social structure subject to stochasticity?
Is the notion of time subject to uncertainty? Is the order of actions within a tick randomised or
controlled?
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Appendix C. Concept Formalisation
C.1 Agent formalisation
The state of the agent consists of the fixed and variable attributes displayed in Table 14. The fixed attributes
represent the attributes that are distributed among agents at the initialisation of the model. The variable
attributes represent attributes that change during the execution of the model.
Table 14: State of the agent with fixed and variable agent attributes
Governments
Fixed attributes
Country code
Time horizon
Democratic value

Individuals
Fixed attributes
Country code
Time horizon

Variable attributes
Expected BAU emission
CC awareness
CC awareness due to climate disasters
Personal mitigation
Enforced mitigation
Total mitigation
Emission list
Emission
Mitigation policy

Variable attributes
Expected BAU emission
CC awareness
CC awareness due to climate disasters
Personal mitigation
Enforced mitigation
Total mitigation
Emission list
Emission

C.2 Environment formalisation
Governments and individuals assess their expected future climate change impact by using the following
function.
𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡
=0
−(
+

ExpFactor

InitBAUemission

ImpactFactor

ExpectedBAUemission

1
−1 +

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐵𝐴𝑈𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

1
)
−1 + 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐵𝐴𝑈𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐵𝐴𝑈𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

This factor determines the slope of the exponential function. A value near 1 represents a
gradual increase of climate change impact as a result of increasing cumulative GHG
emissions, a greater value represent a more exponential increase.
This factor represents the initial cumulative GHG emissions of all governments and
individuals for the year 2100, with the unchanged emissions levels at the initialisation of
the model
This factor determines for which year agents fully reduce their emissions if they assess
the expected climate change impact of that year. An impact factor of 1 implies that
agents should fully reduce their emissions for assessing cumulative GHG emissions in
the year 2100 by the emission rate of the year 2000. An impact factor of 0.60 implies
that agents should fully reduce their emissions for assessing cumulative GHG emissions
in the year 2060 by the emission rate of the year 2000.
The expected business as usual emission is the changing variable that governments and
individuals use as input for the climate change impact function. The expected business
as usual emission represent the future cumulative GHG emissions that an agent predicts,
using the rate of emissions at the time the agent makes the prediction. How far in the
future a government or individual assesses their future expected cumulative GHG
emissions depends on the time horizon of the government or individual.
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The climate change impact equation for example has been based upon two qualitative sources. There is a
general consensus among scholars that the total climate change induced damages will increase with larger
cumulative GHG emissions (IPCC, 2014b). The second source states that it is even believed that climate
change will have increasingly severe impacts, implying a non-linear economic sensitivity of climate change
(Nordhaus, 2007).

C.3 Climate disasters
Chance of climate disaster
Initial severity of climate
disaster
Climate disaster memory

Effect on awareness

The user of the model can determine the frequency of climate disasters by stating a
chance that a climate disaster will occur
The initial severity of the climate disaster represents the influence a climate disaster will
have on the climate change awareness of the governments and individuals struck by the
climate disaster
The influence of a climate disaster on the climate change awareness of governments and
individuals struck by the disaster will gradually decrease over time, depending on the
climate disaster memory
Using a switch in the model, the modeller can choose for a positive effect on climate
change awareness or a negative effect on climate change awareness. In this way, it can
be represented that climate disasters can have a positive or negative effect on
mitigation action by those struck by the climate disaster.

The chance of the occurrence of a climate disaster may range from 0.01 to 0.1, representing an average
frequency of climate disasters ranging from once every year to once every 10 years. The initial severity of
climate disasters can range from 0 to 0.20, and the climate disaster memory can range from 1 to 5 years. In the
case that the initial severity of a climate disaster is 0.20, and the climate disaster memory is 3 years, the
government and individuals stuck by the climate disaster increase their climate change awareness with 0.20 in
the first year, 0.13 in the second year, 0.07 in the third year and 0 again in the fourth year.

C.4 International negotiations on climate change response
International negotiations on climate change response are conceptualised using game theory. There have
been a lot of studies on the use of game theory to international climate change negotiations (Hilbe et al., 2014;
Kutasi, 2012; Madani, 2013; Smead et al., 2014). It has been proven difficult though, to find literature for game
theory that supports the requirements for the international negotiations on climate change for this model.
The requirements are the following:







N-player: the game theory should allow for more than two players to participate in the negotiations
Multi-rounds: the negotiations should be held in multiple rounds, so that governments can learn and
adapt their strategies
Specific pay-offs: the pay-offs for reaching certain mitigation goals should be specific to each player,
in the case of this model the pay-offs should depend on the climate change awareness of
governments.
Equilibrium outcome: the outcome of the negotiations should not be discrete as either successful or
unsuccessful; the outcome should represent specific mitigation goals as an equilibrium of the
negotiation positions of participating governments
Coalitions: an outcome of the negotiations can be that several governments decide to agree to
emission reduction targets, while other governments decide not to participate to the agreement
Applicable: the game theory should be relatively easily applicable to the model as conceptualised in
this research

Several application of game theory to international climate change negotiations have been found that apply
to the first four criteria (Courtois & Tazdaït, 2007; Forgó et al., 2005; Pinto & Harrison, 2003; Smead et al.,
2014). However, the models supporting the game theory application in these studies do not align well with the
model as conceptualised in this research. The study that appears to be most closely fit for this model is the
bargaining game by Smead et al. (2014). Smead et al. (2014) propose a modified version of the Nash
bargaining game with N players representing the negotiating governments. Each players strategy set is the
interval [0,1] representing the range of possible emission reduction targets: 1 representing the business as
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usual emissions and 0 representing full emission reduction. The bargaining game of Smead et al. (2014)
represents adaptive and learning players. To represent adaptive players, a sequence of simultaneous demands
is made by each agent, where each demand is visible to all agents. Agents learn during the negotiations and
change their demand between each round of negotiations. The outcome of the solutions is a certain emission
reduction target, resulting from multiple negotiation rounds, where players apply a pay-off function that
implies that players will always favour demands closer to their strategy unless increasing their demands
threatens to collapse a potential agreement. A successful negotiation arise when an there is an equilibrium
where no player can do better by demanding more or less according to this pay-off function.
The game by Smead et al. (2014) does not allow for the formation of coalitions, and use a large number of
negotiation rounds to find the possible Nash equilibrium. However, the basic ideas behind the bargaining
game of Smead et al. (2014), together with additional ideas from the other climate change negotiation games
(Courtois & Tazdaït, 2007; Forgó et al., 2005; Pinto & Harrison, 2003) have been an inspiration for the
conceptualisation for international climate change negotiations.
The internal mechanisms of international negotiations on climate change response mainly based upon the
bargaining game of Smead et al. (2014), with influences from other game theory literature on international
climate change negotiations. The negotiations consist of two or three rounds, depending on the modeller’s
choice to allow for free-rider behaviour or not. In the first round of the negotiations, an initial emission
reduction target (T0) is set. The initial emission reduction target (T0) is determined as the mean negotiation
position (p) of governments involved in the negotiations (T0 = ∑p / n). Governments than evaluate whether
this initial emission reduction target T0 is in line with their interest. The starting point of a government in the
first negotiation round depends on whether the initial emission reduction target is lower than its negotiation
position (T0 <= pi). If he initial emission reduction target is lower than its negotiation position, the government
aims to reach an agreement in the first negotiation round by agreeing to the emission reduction goals.
Depending on the amount of governments agreeing (pa) in the first negotiation round to the emission
reduction targets, and the desired emission reduction targets governments want to reach, a new emission
reduction target is set. This new emission reduction target is calculated as the mean of the negotiation
positions of the governments, with the not-participating governments having a negotiation position of 0 (T1 =
∑pa / n). The reasoning behind this assumption is that the total level of mitigation action that can be proposed
in an agreement depends on the amount of participating governments. In the first round of negotiations,
governments deliberate once more if the emission reduction target is in line with its negotiation position (T1
<= pi). A final emission reduction target is then set according to the agreeing governments (T = ∑pa / n).
Governments then enforce this emission reduction target T to themselves and their individuals, increasing the
voluntary emission reduction level with an enforced emission reduction level.
The model also allows for free-rider behaviour, if a third round of negotiations is executed. In this third round,
governments can decide to exit the agreement at the last minute, leaving the emission reduction target for
other participating governments the same, without contributing. This decision is made by determining
whether the final emission reduction target is larger than its negotiation position (T >= p i).
Two types of games are illustrated representing negotiations between five governments. The first game
shows the difference between a cooperative game and a prisoner’s game. The second game shows the
relevance of having multiple rounds, illustrating that the outcome of the third round is now always the same as
the initial situation.
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Figure 36: Two examples of international negotiations on climate change response

C.5 Visualisation of the conceptual model
In Figure 37 a visualisation of the conceptual model is drawn. The boxes on the left represent the state
attributes and rules of the agents in the model. It is shown that the governments and individuals interact with
each other and adapt to changes in the environment. Changes in the environment are climate change and its
associated impact and climate disasters. Some elements of international negotiations on climate change
response have also been interpreted as external factors. This system conceptualisation will be translated into a
computer model in the next Chapter.
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Figure 37: Visualisation of the conceptual model
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Appendix D. Uncertainty overview
During the conceptual description of the research problem, the conceptualisation of the system and the
specification of the ABM, uncertainties have been acknowledged and identified using various methods
displayed in Figure 38, so that they can be incorporated in the ABM and that their consequences can be
explored. This Chapter provides an overview of the deep uncertainties identified so far. It will therefore give an
answer to the third sub research question:

3. What are the deep uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change?

Figure 38: Uncertainty identification and specification methods used in this research

D.1 Uncertainties identified using the XLRM framework
In the conceptual description of the research problem in Chapter 3 uncertainties influencing society’s response
to climate change have been explicitly identified so that they can be incorporated in the ABM model and their
consequences can be explored. The XLRM framework has been used to systematically identify the
uncertainties, after which they have been classified by their nature and level of uncertainty. In Table 15, the
uncertainties identified through the XLRM framework are displayed. Some of these uncertainties are
represented by an uncertainty range, representing a range of possible values that an uncertainty can have. An
example would be the uncertainty regarding the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate
change, which could have a range of possible values. Other uncertainties are represented as structural
uncertainties, allowing switching between different model structures or categorical values of an uncertainty.
An example would be the uncertainty regarding the game theoretic representation of international
negotiations on climate change response, allowing switching between cooperative game theory and a
prisoners game theory. The right column in Table 15 indicates the variables that are used to incorporate the
uncertainty in the model. The uncertainty ranges of the parametric, categorical and structural uncertainties
are treated in section 0 of this Chapter.
Table 15: Uncertainties identified using the XLRM framework

Subject of uncertainty
Climate disasters

Frequency

Locality

Severity

XLRM framework
Exogenous uncertainties (“X”)
How incorporated in the ABM
BaseChanceOfClimateDisaster
InitialSeverityOfClimateDisaster

Policy levers (“L”)
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Subject of uncertainty
Determination of climate change response

Personal climate change awareness

Translation of climate change awareness in mitigation action

Impact of mitigation action
Top-down enforcement of mitigation actions by means of
legislative, regulatory and economic incentives

Amount of enforcement

Impact of enforcement
Bottom-up influence on national mitigation policy and bargaining
position in international negotiations on climate change

Bottom-up influence

Impact of bottom-up influence
International negotiations on climate change response

Frequency of negotiations

Strategies ranging from cooperative or non-cooperative, with
free-rider behaviour
Relationships (“R”)
Subject of uncertainty
Climate sensitivity

The relation between GHG emissions and climate change
(strength and form of relation: linear, exponential, logistic)
Economic sensitivity of climate change

Severity of impact

The relation between climate change and climate change
induced damages
Society’s response to climate change

Time preference
Climate disasters

Influence of climate disasters on mitigation action

Relation between climate change and climate disasters
Mitigation potential

The potential of mitigation actions that can be taken by
governments and individuals
Measures (“M”)
Subject of uncertainty
Climate change

Amount of GHG emissions

Relation between GHG emissions and climate change
Economic impact of climate change

Relation between climate change and economic impact of climate
change
Society’s response to climate change

Amount of mitigation action

Amount of bottom-up emergence of mitigation action

Time preference

How incorporated in the ABM
TimeHorizonGovX
TimeHorizonIndX
ExpFactor
ImpactFactor
RatioIndividualEmissionNationalEmission
MitigationEnforcementFactor

DemocraticValueX

YearsBetweenInternationalNegotiations
GameTheory

How incorporated in the ABM
ImpactFactor
ExpFactor
ImpactFactor
ExpFactor

TimeHorizonGovX
TimeHorizonIndX
InitialSeverityOfClimateDisaster
ClimateDisasterMemory
ClimateDisasterIncreaseMitigation
RatioIndividualEmissionNationalEmission

How incorporated in the ABM
CumulativeGHG
GHG
ImpactFactor
ExpFactor
ImpactFactor
ExpFactor
CumulativeGHGreduction
AnnualGHGreduction

D.2 Uncertainties resulting from the paradigmatic presuppositions of
the ABM method
A central premise in this research is that paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM meth0d influence the way
in which the conceptual model is implemented into an ABM and that uncertainties may follow from these
modelling choices. In section 5.4 of Chapter 5, the ABM uncertainty checklist has been applied to reflect on
uncertainties related to these paradigmatic presuppositions, after which they have been classified by their
nature and uncertainty. The uncertainties identified through the ABM uncertainty checklist are displayed in
Table 16, with the right column of Table 16 indicating the variables that are used to incorporate the
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uncertainty in the model. The uncertainty range of the parametric, categorical and structural uncertainties will
be treated in section 0 of this Chapter.
The ABM uncertainty checklist revealed how modelling choices based on paradigmatic presuppositions of the
ABM method can be sources of uncertainty. Several of the uncertainties that have been identified through the
ABM uncertainty checklist had already been captured through the use of the XLRM framework. However, the
ABM uncertainty checklist also resulted in the identification of some uncertainties that had not been earlier
identified. Examples are uncertainties relating to the interaction of governments and individuals, thereby
influencing the emergence of mitigation action in the model or the inclusion of a prediction error for
predicting future cumulative GHG emissions. The ABM uncertainty checklist finally resulted in some
uncertainties that have not been incorporated in the model, due to time limitations. However, it is important
to acknowledge these uncertainties and future research may aim to incorporate some of these uncertainties.
Table 16: Uncertainties resulting from the paradigmatic presuppositions of the ABM method
ABM uncertainty checklist
Emergence
Subject of uncertainty
How incorporated in the ABM
The emergence of society’s response to climate change
MitigationEnforcementFactor
The assumption is that the emergence of mitigation action is the result EffectInternationalPolicyOnIndividuals
of the emission reduction behaviour of governments and individuals, EffectInternationalPolicyOnNationalPolicy
and the interactions between governments and individuals influencing DemocraticValueX
their emission reduction behaviour.
RatioIndividualEmissionNationalEmission
There are several uncertainties influencing this emergence of climate
change response: uncertainties related to the strength of the
interaction between governments and individuals and uncertainties
related to the mitigation potential of governments and individuals.
It is likely that there are other possible forms of the emergence of
society’s response to climate change, such as interaction between
individuals regarding their belief about climate change and required
response.
Adaptation
Subject of uncertainty
Individual response to climate change
Governments and individuals adapt to their environment by reducing
their emissions in the face of climate change. This adaptive trait,
relating to the objective function and rationality of the agents as well,
is as assumption taken in this research, and thus subject to uncertainty.
The adaptive trait of governments and individuals could be subject to
many more influences, such as image or social influence, or a lack of
translating awareness into action because of having the feeling that
individual contributions to climate change response are marginal and
thus negligible.

Uncertainties due to the possibility of other
forms of the emergence of society’s response to
climate change will not explored in this research
but could be subject to further research.

How incorporated in the ABM
TimeHorizonX
ExpFactor
ImpactFactor
EmissionMemory
Uncertainties due to the possibility of other
adaptive traits, objective functions and
heterogeneous decision rules will not explored
in this research but could be subject to further
research.

The adaptive trait of governments and individuals is now determined
by an assessment of the climate change impact relating to a certain
prediction of future expected cumulative GHG emissions. This
response contains many uncertainties such as the prediction of the
future cumulative GHG emissions, the relation between cumulative
GHG emissions and climate change, and the relation between climate
change awareness and behavioural change.
If the model would contain multiple adaptive traits and objective
functions among agents, heterogeneous distribution of decision rules
could be considered, which would be a source of uncertainty. An
example would be to create agent-specific climate change impact
functions which they use to assess climate change, because the climate
change impact is in fact different for every individual.
Objectives
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Subject of uncertainty
See adaptation

How incorporated in the ABM
Learning

Subject of uncertainty
No learning present in the model.
Prediction
Subject of uncertainty
Predicting climate change impact
The model assumes that agents are able to predict future cumulative
GHG emissions and the associated climate change impact. The
correctness of this prediction is subject to uncertainty.
Sensing
Subject of uncertainty
No sensing present in the model.
Interaction
Subject of uncertainty
International negotiations on climate change response
The way in which governments interact in international negotiations on
climate change response is made abstract to applying game theory,
however, the inner mechanisms of negotiations are far more complex
and subject to uncertainty than is this abstraction
Top-down enforcement of mitigation action
In this research the assumption is taken that governments can enforce
mitigation action upon individuals. However, this is an abstraction of
the diverse means governments have in reality such as legislative,
regulatory and financial incentives, education, and campaigns.
Stochasticity
Subject of uncertainty
Stochastic uncertainty
The model contains three sources of stochasticity:

Random distribution of the time horizon attribute among
individuals

A stochastic factor for the occurrence of a climate disaster

A stochastic factor for the locality of a climate disaster
Collectives
Subject of uncertainty
Bi-level structure
The model assumes a bi-level structure of nested governments and
individuals. Society could also be represented by a multi-layer
structure, consisting of more agent-level with heterogeneous
properties.
States
Subject of uncertainty
Agent attributes
The three heterogeneously distributed agent attributes are subject to
uncertainty, since heuristics are the main reasoning behind the
determination of values.
Rationality
Subject of uncertainty
See adaptation.
Social structure
Subject of uncertainty
No social structure present in model
Discrete time
Subject of uncertainty
Time step
The time step of the model is one year. However, in reality, members
of society make constant decisions.

How incorporated in the ABM
How incorporated in the ABM
Prediction error
ExpectedBAUemission
ExpFactor
ImpactFactor
How incorporated in the ABM
How incorporated in the ABM
Game theory
MitigationEnforcementFactor
EffectInternationalPolicyOnIndividuals
EffectInternationalPolicyOnGovernments

How incorporated in the ABM
Stochastic uncertainty is taken into account and
further treated in Appendix F

How incorporated in the ABM
This uncertainty will not be explored in this
research but could be subject to further
research.

How incorporated in the ABM
Time horizon of governments
Time horizon of individuals
Democratic value of governments

How incorporated in the ABM
How incorporated in the ABM
How incorporated in the ABM
This uncertainty will not be explored in this
research but could be subject to further
research.
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D.3 Uncertainty overview
The uncertainty identification methods resulted in a list of uncertainties displayed in Table 17. It has been
observed that the uncertainties can be divided into four categories:





Environment settings
Agent settings
International negotiations on climate change response
Climate disasters

In Table 17, an uncertainty range is displayed for the parametric, categorical and structural uncertainties. The
way in which these ranges have been determined is further explained below the table.
Table 17: Full uncertainty space
Uncertainty
Environment settings
Number of governments

Uncertainty
range

Explanation and references

Fixed: 5

The number of governments and individuals need to be fixed since
the number of agents indirectly influences the shape of the climate
change impact equation.
See above explanation

Number of individuals per
governments
Climate
sensitivity
and
economic
sensitivity
of
climate change factor 1

Fixed: 100

Climate
sensitivity
and
economic
sensitivity
of
climate change factor 2
Emission level change delay
years

0.80 – 1.20

Ratio between individual
emissions
and
national
emission
Agent settings
Time horizon of governments

Fixed: 0.8

1.01 – 1.03

1; 3; 5

This factor influences the shape of the climate change impact
equation. A low value of this factor represents a high climate
sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change, and vice
versa. The shape of climate change impact equitation is based on
(IPCC, 2014a; Nordhaus, 2007))
See above explanation

Governments and individuals take past years into account when
adjusting GHG emission levels. Different delays are explored,
ranging from a short delay (1 year) to a longer delay (5 years)
The ratio between individuals emissions and national emissions
need to be fixed since the number of agents indirectly influences
the shape of the climate change impact equation.

0 – 50

A time horizon of 0 relates to indifference about future climate
change impact, whereas a time horizon of 50 could relate to
thinking two generations ahead.
Time horizon of individuals
0 – 50
See above explanation
Standard deviation of time 0 – 20
A standard deviation is used to introduce heterogeneity in the
horizon distribution
individual time horizon of individuals of the same country. A value
of 0 relates to a homogeneous distribution, whereas a value of 20
relates to a generation difference in possible distributions.
Democratic
value
of 0 – 1
The democratic value determines the extent to which governments
governments
base their mitigation policy on the interest of their individuals. A
democratic value of 0 therefore relates to a complete stratocracy,
whereas a democratic value of 1 relates to a complete democracy.
Future
cumulative
GHG 0 – 0.30
A prediction error is introduced to correct for the fact that
prediction error
governments and individuals do not have the capacity to correctly
predict future cumulative GHG emissions. The prediction error
ranges from 0 to 0.30, the latter indicating a 30% prediction error.
International negotiations on climate change response
Years between international 5; 10; 15
The frequency of major international negotiations on climate
negotiations
on
climate
change response has been based on the Kyoto negotiations in 1997
change response
and the Copenhagen negotiations in 2009. This research allows for
more frequent or less frequent international negotiations on
climate change response.
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Game
theoretic
representation of international
negotiations

Cooperative;
Prisoners

Mitigation enforcement factor

0.20 – 1

Effect of international policy
on individuals

0.50 – 1

Effect of international policy
on national policy
Climate disasters
Base chance of climate
disaster

0.50 – 1

Effect of climate change on
climate disasters

0–1

Initial severity
disaster

0 – 0.20

of

climate

Climate disaster memory
Positive effect of climate
disasters on climate change
awareness

0.01 – 0.1

1; 3; 5
True; False

Uncertainty exists about the game theoretic representation of the
international negotiations on climate change response (Ackerman
et al., 2009; Smead et al., 2014). The international negotiations can
be of cooperative nature, in which governments seek a more
shared solution for the problem. The international negotiations can
also be of a more competitive nature in the form of a repeated
prisoner’s dilemma.
The strength of the mitigation enforcement that can be a result of
international negotiations on climate change response can be
altered, ranging from a relatively weak enforcement to a relatively
strong enforcement.
The mitigation enforcement can have a different effect on
individuals and national policy. The strength of this effect can range
by adjusting this factor.
See above explanation.

The chance that a climate disaster occurs, independent from the
amplifying influence of climate change, can range between climate
disasters occurring every year to every 10 years. This range has
been based upon major climate disasters that have occurred that
past decennia, of which some are accounted to climate change by
some people.
The relation between climate change and the occurrence of climate
disasters is under dispute (Weinkle et al., 2012). This factor
determines the strength of the relation between climate change
and the occurrence of climate change. The influence of climate
change on the occurrence of climate disasters is then subject to the
strength of the relation and the amount of cumulative GHG
emissions.
The influence that a climate disaster has on the climate change
awareness of governments and individuals can range from 0 to
0.20.
Scientific evidence on the direction of the effect of climate
disasters on mitigation action is limited and in part contradictory.
Some literature states that climate disasters have a positive effect
on mitigation action (Rudman et al., 2013; Spence et al., 2011;
Zahran et al., 2006). Other literature states that climate disasters
do not affect mitigation action (Dessai & Sims, 2010; Whitmarsh,
2008). Finally, there is also literature stating that climate disasters
have a negative effect on mitigation action, because those struck
by a climate disaster demand adaptation action, pushing mitigation
action plans to a further future (Lemonick, 2012; Marshall, 2012).
This ambiguity is captured in a structural uncertainty that allows
the model to switch between a positive and negative effect of
climate disasters on mitigation action.

Environment settings
Environment settings relate to the amount of governments and individuals, the climate change sensitivity and
economic sensitivity of climate change, the ratio between individual and national emissions and the emission
memory of agents.
The climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity to climate change have been identified as one of the main
deep uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change. The climate change impact graph is
initialised in the setup of the model. The shape of the climate change impact graph is mainly depending on the
parameters ExpFactor and ImpactFactor. Unfortunately, the shape of the climate change impact graph also
depends on a calculation of the business as usual emissions for the year 2100 and therefore the amount of
governments and individuals in the model, as well as the ratio between individual and national emissions also
determine the shape of the climate change impact graph. Hence, the choice is made to fix these uncertainties,
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so that the effect of climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity to climate change can be better analysed.
Further research should try to find a way to be able to explore these uncertainties as well.
The shape of the relation between cumulative GHG emissions and climate change impact can be changed by
the ExpFactor, ranging from a more linear to a more exponential shape. The strength of the relation between
cumulative GHG emissions and climate change impact can be changed by the ImpactFactor, shifting the graph
horizontally. The only indications used in this research for the shape of the climate change impact graph
results from these sources: “There is a general consensus among scholars that the total climate change
induced damages will increase with larger cumulative GHG emissions (IPCC, 2014b). It is even believed that
climate change will have increasingly severe impacts, implying a non-linear economic sensitivity of climate
change (Nordhaus, 2007).” Finally, the shape of the climate change impact graph has been calibrated on a
system consisting of five governments and 100 individuals per government, so that the annual GHG reductions
resulting from the model appear plausible. A large uncertainty space assigned to the ExpFactor and
ImpactFactor will therefore comprise the deep uncertainty relating to the climate sensitivity and economic
sensitivity to climate change, displayed in Figure 39.

Figure 39: Uncertainty space climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change

There is a certain delay for governments and individuals to adapt their GHG emission level based on annually
updated climate change awareness. The amount of years an agent takes into account depends on the
predetermined value of GHG emission memory. Due to lack of knowledge about this emission memory, three
values are taken into account: 1 year, 3 years of 5 years. This seems a reasonable range of time periods for
altering GHG emission levels. The uncertainty is modelled as a categorical uncertainty because of the
requirement to model the uncertainty as an integer.
Agent settings
The attributes influencing the way in which governments and individuals respond to climate change have been
identified as deep uncertainties, because there is a lack of empirical knowledge and there is behavioural and
societal variability. Finally, there are many differences between individuals. The assigned uncertainty space is
therefore again large.
Regarding the time horizon of governments and individuals, an uncertainty space has been set from 0 to 50.
The reasoning behind this uncertainty space is that a time horizon of 0 relates to not caring at all about the
future impact of climate change, whereas a time horizon of 50 could relate to thinking two generations ahead.
Differences between individuals from the same country can range from no differences (standard deviation of
time horizon distribution = 0) to large differences (standard deviation of time horizon distribution = 20). The
democratic value can range from total democracies (democratic value = 1) to total stratocracies (democratic
value = 0). Literature on cultural dimension by Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov (2010) showed that there can
be large differences between countries. A prediction error ranging from 0 to 30% has been assumed
reasonable. It should be noted that all uncertainty ranges are determined by reasoning.
International negotiations on climate change response
Uncertainty exists about the frequency of international negotiations on climate change response. The past
decennia, many international negotiations on climate change response have been held. However based on the
two major international negotiations (Kyoto 1997 and Copenhagen 2009) make that the frequency is modelled
as every five, ten or 15 years. The frequency of international negotiations on climate change response has
been incorporated as categorical uncertainties due to the requirement of modelling this uncertainty as an
integer. Uncertainty exists about the game theoretic representation of international negotiations on climate
change response (Ackerman et al., 2009; Smead et al., 2014). The effect of the enforced mitigation resulting
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from the mitigation agreements can be altered by three uncertainties, the ranges of which have been
determined by reasoning and model calibration.
Climate disasters
Scientific evidence on the direction of the effect of climate disasters on mitigation action is limited and in part
contradictory. Some literature states that climate disasters have a positive effect on mitigation action
(Rudman et al., 2013; Spence et al., 2011; Zahran et al., 2006). Other literature states that climate disasters do
not affect mitigation action (Dessai & Sims, 2010; Whitmarsh, 2008). Finally, there is also literature stating
that climate disasters have a negative effect on mitigation action, because those struck by a climate disaster
demand adaptation action, pushing mitigation action plans to a further future (Lemonick, 2012; Marshall,
2012). This ambiguity is captured in a structural uncertainty that allows the model to switch between a
positive and negative effect of climate disasters on mitigation action. The frequency of climate disasters is
based on reasoning, stating that climate disasters can occur ranging from once a year or once every ten years.
The severity of climate disasters has also been based on reasoning and model calibration, due to a lack of data.
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Appendix E. Implementation verification
In the implementation verification phase, a critical assessment is made of whether the computer code of the
model has been thoroughly tested for programming errors and whether the model performs as indicated by
the model description. To do so, several verification elements from van Dam et al. (2013) have been used. In
single agent testing, internal states, state changes and behaviour of a single agent are monitored and explored
for errors. In the minimal model interaction testing, a model with a minimum amount of agents is tested to
see if basic agent interactions happen correctly as laid out in the model narrative. Finally, in the multi agent
testing, emergent behavioural patterns are examined for expected or desired behaviour.

E.1 Single agent testing
Single agent testing consists of three analyses. First, one agent is tracked while walking through the model
narrative. This is the most direct check to see if the model behaves as stated in the conceptual model. Based
on this visual analysis, theoretical predictions about the working of the model are formed. After the
theoretical predictions, breaking the agent tests are conducted which attempt to define the edges of normal
behaviour. Finally, extreme value tests are conducted, in which extreme values are used as input for the
parameter settings, to see how the model reacts.
Recording and tracking agent behaviour
In the first step of the single agent testing, one agent is recorded and tracked while walking through the model
narrative. Since there are two types of agent breeds: governments and individuals, one government and
individual will be tracked.
In the model narrative the initialisation and the execution of a model run is described. In the initialisation of a
model run, the following processes are performed:
3) Agents, governments and individuals, are created and agent attributes are distributed
4) The climate change impact graph is created
Every tick, the following five steps are executed:
6) Climate change awareness - Governments and individuals determine their expected future climate
change impact and climate change awareness
7) Climate disasters - The model checks whether a climate disaster occurs, and if so, governments and
individuals struck by the climate disaster update their climate change awareness
8) National Mitigation policy - Governments determine their mitigation policy
9) International negotiations on climate change response - The model checks whether international
negotiations on climate change response occur, and if so, governments execute these negotiations
10) GHG emissions - Governments and individuals determine their emissions reductions and emit GHG
emissions
In this step of the single agent testing, those steps are followed and the agent states are monitored and
analysed for errors.
Initialisation
In the initialisation of the model, a country code is given to agents and individuals. Figure 40 displays the agent
states of a government with country code 2, and a related individual with also a country code 2. Furthermore,
the time horizon is distributed among governments and individuals and a democratic value is distributed to
governments. Figure 40 shows that those attributes are correctly distributed among the government and
individual.
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Figure 40: Distribution of agent attributes

Step 1: Climate change awareness
The first tick in the model corresponds to the year 2001. In this first tick, agents determine their climate
change awareness by assessing the climate change impact graph. Figure 41 shows how the individual
determines its climate change awareness. The individual has a time horizon of 28 years, so the individual
predicts the cumulative GHG emissions in the year 2029 to be 49385. This value is then used in the climate
change impact graph, resulting in a climate change awareness of 0,019. This corresponds with the following
calculation:
0.0188 = (0 - ((1 - 0) / (-1 + 1.03 ^ (175000 * 1 / 1000)))) + (((1 - 0) / (-1 + 1.03 ^ (175000 * 1 / 1000)) * 1.03 ^ (49385 /
1000)))
Figure 41 also shows how this climate change awareness determines other agent state variables, which will be
further elaborated upon in other parts of this verification.
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Figure 41: Determining climate change awareness

Step 2: Climate disaster
A little further in the model run, in tick 71 corresponding to the year 2071, a climate disaster strikes country 2,
thus the government and individual examined in this recording and tracking agent behaviour test. Figure 42
displays the climate disaster list, showing that in the year 2071 a climate disaster hits countries 2, 3, 4 and 5. It
shows that the climate change awareness due to climate disasters is set to 0.1.
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Figure 42: A climate disaster hitting government and individual with country code 2

A year later the climate change awareness due to climate disasters is reduced by 0.10 / 3 * (3 – 1) = 0.067,
illustrated in Figure 43. Furthermore, it can be observed that the climate change awareness is reduced again
by the decrease in climate change awareness due to climate disasters (0.11 – 0.07 is about the same difference
as 0.10 – 0.67).

Figure 43: One year after the climate disaster

Step 3: National mitigation policy
Figure 44 displays how a government determines its national mitigation policy. The government has a climate
change awareness of 0.01; the individuals related to the government have higher climate change awareness
(although heterogeneous, the individual in the example has a climate change awareness of 0.5). A quick
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calculation shows that the mitigation policy is likely to be calculated correctly: 0.1 = (1 – 0.2) * 0.01 + 0.2 * 0.5,
which is close to the mitigation policy of the government in Figure 44.

Figure 44: A government determining its national mitigation policy

Step 4: International negotiations on climate change response
Figure 45 shows that in the year 2100, government two participates in the international agreement on climate
change response, as a result of which the government forces extra mitigation action on itself and the
individuals related to that government. The severity of the enforced mitigation action is a result of the
international negotiations, and it can be seen that the total mitigation of both the government and the
individual consists of both personal mitigation and enforced mitigation.

Figure 45: Participating in an international agreement on climate change response

Step 5: GHG emissions
Figure 46 shows how the government and the individual determine their GHG emissions. They do so by
determining their new emission value subject to their mitigation, adding this new emission value to the
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emission list, and taking the average emission from the emission list. The emission list consists of the previous
three years. In the figure the whole list is not visible, so the values are copied below:
Government 501 [0.570799726751692 0.5768431920901091 0.15048934001000047]
Individual 113 [0.5707997267516919 0.5768431920901091 0.15048934001000047]
The average of the lists indeed corresponds with the emission values. The government multiplies this value
with the amount of individuals related to that government and divides this by the individual versus national
emission ratio (0.43 * 100 / 0.40 is indeed 108).

Figure 46: Determining GHG emissions

Theoretical predictions
In the theoretical prediction verification, explicit predications of agent behaviour to well-defined inputs are
tested. This test can reveal two types of errors: errors in the pseudo-code or in the implementation of this
pseudo-code to Netlogo. Every theoretical prediction starts with a hypothesis about how the agent will react
to given situations, and an examination of the result.


Hypothesis 1: If the standard deviation of attribute distribution is set to 0, all individuals with the
same country code will have the same time horizon

Confirmed - Figure 47 shows the state of two individuals with the same country code, when the standard
deviation of attribute distribution is set to 0. It can be observed that the time horizon of both individuals is
equal.
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Figure 47: Theoretical prediction hypothesis 1



Hypothesis 2: If a climate disaster occurs within three years after another climate disaster has
occurred, the climate change awareness of agents not hit by the second disaster should as well be
reset

Error found and solved - Figure 48 shows two individuals from country 2 in the year 2018, two years after they
have been hit by a climate disaster. The climate disaster memory is set to three years, which means normally
the climate change awareness due to climate disasters should be 0.10 / 3 * (3 – 2) = 0.033. However, because of
the fact that the countries earlier hit are not member of climate disaster list any more, the climate change
awareness due to climate disasters is not altered any more, as can be examined from the following coding:
ask turtles [ifelse member? Countrycode LocalityOfClimateDisasterList [[set CCawarenessDueToDisaster
(InitialSeverityOfClimateDisaster / ClimateDisasterMemory * ClimateDisasterMemoryCounter)]
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Figure 48: Theoretical prediction hypothesis 2

The coding therefore has to be changed, so that agents not hit by the disaster, but have been in the previous
years that falls within their memory, reset their climate change awareness due to climate disasters again to
the initial severity. This would be a logical reaction, because agents are refreshed in their memory by another
event somewhere else in the world. The new coding therefore is as follows:
ask turtles [ifelse member? Countrycode LocalityOfClimateDisasterList
[set
CCawarenessDueToDisaster (InitialSeverityOfClimateDisaster /
ClimateDisasterMemory *
ClimateDisasterMemoryCounter)]
[if CCawarenessDueToDisaster > 0 [set CCawarenessDueToDisaster (InitialSeverityOfClimateDisaster /
ClimateDisasterMemory * ClimateDisasterMemoryCounter)]]]
Figure 49 shows that the error now has been solved. The individual of country 5 had been hit in 2038, but due
to the recent climate disaster in 2040 its climate change awareness due to climate disasters is reset to 0.10
again.
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Figure 49: Theoretical prediction hypothesis 2 solved

Breaking the agent
In the breaking the agent verification, the attempt is to ‘break’ the agent and define the edges of normal
behaviour. This is done by providing extreme values as input parameters to the agents. It should be noted that
while modelling, the possible range of parameter settings has already been limited to reasonable values.


Hypothesis 1: The mitigation policy of a government with a democratic value of 0 is equal to his
climate change awareness

Confirmed - Figure 50 shows that with a democratic value of 0, the mitigation policy of the government is
equal to its own climate change awareness.

Figure 50: Breaking the agent hypothesis 1



Hypothesis 2: The mitigation policy of a government with a democratic value of 1 is equal to the
average climate change awareness of the individuals related to the government

Confirmed - Figure 51 shows that the mitigation policy of the government with a democratic value of 1 is equal
to the average climate change awareness of individuals related to the government, displayed in the box on the
left in the figure.
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Figure 51: Breaking the agent hypothesis 2



Hypothesis 3: A government with a high time horizon is likely to take part in the mitigation
agreement resulting from international negotiations

Confirmed – Figure 52 shows that the government with a time horizon of 100 years, much higher than the
other governments in the model, takes solely part in the mitigation agreement in the first international
negotiations on climate change response.

Figure 52: Breaking the agent hypothesis 3



Hypothesis 4: A government with a low time horizon is likely not to take part in the mitigation
agreement resulting from international negotiations

Confirmed - Figure 53 shows that government 1, with a much lower time horizon than the other governments
in the model, is the only government not participating in the mitigation agreements.
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Figure 53: Breaking the agent hypothesis 4

E.2 Minimal model interaction testing
In the minimal model interaction testing, the model is tested for whether basic agent interactions still happen
correctly as laid out in the model narrative, in a setting with a minimum amount of agents. Figure 54 illustrates
that the model still functions normally. However, it can be noticed that the climate change impact graph is
almost linear. This shows that the parameters ExpFactor and ImpactFactor need to be adjusted every time the
amount of governments and individuals is changed in order to get a desired exponential shape.

Figure 54: Minimal model interaction testing

E.3 Multi-agent testing
In this verification step, the entire model is tested, searching for coherence of emergent patterns in the model.
Two tests should be conducted, variability testing and timeline sanity. Variability testing aims to explore the
variability of the output in different regions of the parameter space, whereas the timeline sanity tests aims at
exploring the timeline of the model of several experiments for unexpected behaviour or unrealistic results.
However, both tests are implicitly incorporated in the exploration of the model over the uncertainty space of
the model, so for this part of the validation the reader is referred to Chapter 6 of this research.
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Appendix F. Stochastic uncertainty
Stochastic uncertainty results in different model outcomes under the same initial parameter settings if the
model is replicated. Therefore, several replications per model run need to be conducted in order to correct for
this stochastic uncertainty. Stochasticity in the model can result from the following three elements:




Random distribution of the time horizon attribute among individuals
A stochastic factor for the occurrence of a climate disaster
A stochastic factor for the locality of a climate disaster

Figure 55 illustrates that the cumulative GHG reduction is the same in 100 different model runs if the climate
disaster structure is left out of the model and the standard deviation in the random distribution of the time
horizon attribute among individuals is set to 0.

Figure 55: 100 experiments without stochasticity (resulting in a single line of model outcomes)

To correct for stochastic uncertainty in the model, each model run needs to be replicated. In order to
determine the amount of replications needed for each model run, the model stochasticity is tested on the
cumulative GHG emission reductions outcome. In order to do so, 1000 experiments have been conducted at
standard parameter settings of the model with cumulative GHG emission reduction as the outcome of
interest. To determine the amount of replications needed per model run, the mean of the cumulative GHG
reduction is plotted against the number of experiments. The number of replications can then be chosen
according to a value of the number of experiments in which the plotted mean is stabilising. From Figure 56, it
can be observed that around 100 experiments, the mean starts to stabilise.

Figure 56: Mean of cumulative GHG reduction as a function of the number of replications
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Appendix G. Scenario discovery
Six modelling research questions have been constructed that aim to provide insight into the consequences of
uncertainties influencing society’s response to climate change. This appendix describes the explorative and
targeted analyses on the uncertainty space that help in the identification of subspaces that are strongly
predictive for society’s response to climate change:
These insights are used to create internally consistent and plausible narratives.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of
climate change?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the time horizon of governments and individuals?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to international negotiations on climate change
response?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to climate disasters?
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the bottom-up emergence of mitigation action?
What uncertainties have most consequences on the emergence of mitigation action?

G.1 Model outcomes
In the analyses five different model outcomes are used, displayed in Table 18.
Table 18: Model outcomes
Model outcomes
Cumulative GHG reduction
Annual GHG reduction
Bottom-up Mitigation Ratio
Total Agreement Effect
Total Climate Disaster Effect

Unit
Cumulative GHG / Cumulative GHG without mitigation [%]
Annual GHG / Annual GHG without mitigation [%]
Mitigation by Individuals / Total Mitigation [%]
Mitigation Goal Agreement * Participating countries [dmnl]
Climate disaster effect * amount of countries struck [dmnl]

Cumulative GHG reduction
The cumulative GHG reduction is determined by dividing the cumulative GHG emission by the cumulative
GHG emission if no mitigation action would have been taken, that is, the business as usual GHG emission
scenario. The cumulative GHG reduction is the most important model outcome, as this is the ultimate result of
the behaviour of governments and individuals in the model. Furthermore, the cumulative GHG reduction can
be seen as a measure for the degree to which society responds to climate change by mitigation action.
Annual GHG reduction
The annual GHG reduction outcome is determined in a similar way as the cumulative GHG reduction outcome:
the annual GHG reduction is determined by dividing the annual GHG emissions by the annual GHG emissions if
no mitigation action would have been taken. The annual GHG reduction influences the cumulative GHG
reduction outcome, the most important model outcome; however, it can be interesting to observe the
dynamics of emission reduction behaviour over time.
Bottom-up mitigation ratio
The bottom-up mitigation ratio is determined by dividing the mitigation action by individuals by the total
mitigation action. This model outcome is used to analyse the effects of bottom-up versus top-down
mitigation.
Total agreement effect
The total agreement effect model outcome is a measure for the impact of mitigation agreements resulting
from international negotiations on climate change response. The total agreement effect is a calculated by
multiplying the amount of governments that participate to a mitigation agreement, with the mitigation goal
in the mitigation agreement. This model outcome is used to analyse the influence of international
negotiations on society’s response and the top-down enforced mitigation following from these negotiations.
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Total climate disaster effect
The total climate disaster effect is a measure for the impact of climate disasters on climate change awareness
of governments and individuals. The total climate disaster effect is calculated by multiplying the amount of
countries struck by the climate disaster with the impact the climate disaster has on climate change awareness.
This model outcome is used to analyse the influence of climate disasters on society’s response to climate
change.

G.2 Visualisation of the results
The results of the 1000 experiments are visualised by means of envelope graphs. Envelope graphs indicate the
boundary values of the model outcome at any given point in time. In this way, the plausible state at the system
at any point in time can be illustrated. Individual experiments are plotted within the envelope to give an idea
of the time series of different experiments. Violin density plots illustrate the kernel density of the end states in
2100 of the model outcomes, including the mean, first quartile and third quartile of a box plot visualisation.

G.3 Exploring and analysing the uncertainty space
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of
climate change on the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change?
In order to answer this first modelling research question, a single uncertainty sensitivity analysis is conducted
on the ImpactFactor, representing the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change.
Experiment 1.1: Single uncertainty sensitivity analysis on the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity
of climate change uncertainty
 Set 1: ImpactFactor 0.8 (low climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change)
 Set 2: ImpactFactor 1.2 (high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change)
In this experiment, the ImpactFactor of the model is changed. A change in ImpactFactor can be understood as
a change in the climate sensitivity or economic sensitivity of climate change, as the ImpactFactor changes the
shape of the climate change impact graph as can be seen in Figure 57. Shifting the graph horizontally implies
that governments and individuals will earlier see the consequences of climate change, and therefore they will
earlier change their emission behaviour.

Figure 57: Illustration of the influence of a change in ImpactFactor on the climate change impact graph

The graph in Figure 57 shows the influence of a change in ImpactFactor from 0.8 to 1.2. The blue shaded areas
display the envelope graphs of 1000 experiments under the full uncertainty space with a high climate
sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change and the green shaded areas display the envelope graphs
of 1000 experiments under the full uncertainty space with a low climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of
climate change.
It can be noticed that the change in cumulative GHG reduction and annual GHG reduction is significant and
almost doubles because of the higher climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change. These
results can be interpreted because of the fact that a higher climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of
climate change result in a faster and higher increase in climate change awareness of governments and
individuals. Because of this increase in climate change awareness, the GHG emission reductions will be higher.
Furthermore, the total agreement affect is higher when the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of
climate change is higher. An interpretation for this relation is that the chance of successful negotiations and
the mitigation goals within the mitigation agreement are higher when climate change is stronger because of
the higher climate change awareness of governments. Because of the relation between climate change and
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the chance of the occurrence of climate disaster disasters, the total climate disaster effect is also slightly
stronger. The bottom-up mitigation ratio does not seem to be affected by the change in climate sensitivity
and economic sensitivity of climate change.

Figure 58: Single uncertainty analysis - Climate change sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change

The Kernel density plot of the total agreement effect model outcome shows a shape that seems to consist of
two or more normal distributions. To investigate this hypothesis a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) can be
used. GMM’s are in essence a cluster analysis technique where the distribution of the data is understood as
arising out of the combination of several individual Gaussian distributions (Neal & Hinton, 1998). GMM’s
enable one to distil these individual distributions from the joint distribution. In order to identify the
appropriate number of Gaussian distributions, the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is used (Chen &
Gopalakrishnan, 1998). The BIC can be used to assess the trade-off between the quality of the fit of model in
terms of likelihood of the model under the data, and the number of parameters used to achieve this fit. The
BIC score as a function of the number of components showed in the left plot of Figure 59. The lowest BIC
indicates the best number of components to use. The total agreement effect under high climate sensitivity is
thus characterised by two normal distributions, displayed in the right graph of Figure 59.
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Figure 59: Gaussian mixture model analysis

A PRIM analysis that classifies the green normal distributions shows that the categorical uncertainty of the
game theoretic representation of international negotiations on climate change response causes the two
distributions to occur. Figure 60 shows a large drop in density, caused by a drop of data points containing this
categorical uncertainty. It can thus be stated that under high climate sensitivity, the total agreement effect is
largely affected by the game theory that is behind the international negotiations. If governments are
cooperative in their negotiations, the impact of the negotiations will be higher.

Figure 60: PRIM analysis on Gaussian mixture model

Overall, the first modelling research question is answered as follows:
1. What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the climate sensitivity and economic
sensitivity of climate change?
The influence of a high versus a low climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity to climate change on the
possible pathways of society’s response to climate change is very large. Under the full uncertainty space,
the change from a low to a high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change results on
average in a doubling of the cumulative GHG reduction and annual GHG reduction by the year 2100.
Furthermore, under high climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity to climate change, international
negotiations on climate change become more influential, since the difference between successful
negotiations and failures of negotiations will have a larger impact.
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the time horizon of governments and individuals
on the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change?
To answer this modelling research, two different experiments are conducted. The first experiments aim to
explore the influence of the time horizon of governments and individuals, by conducting a single uncertainty
sensitivity analysis on the time horizon. In the first set, the average time horizon of governments and
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individuals is 10 years, whereas the average time horizon of governments and individuals in the second set is
40 years. The second experiment aims to explore the influence of heterogeneity in the time horizon of
individuals.
Experiment 2.1: Single uncertainty sensitivity analysis on the differences in time horizon
 Set 1: TimeHorizonX 40 (long time horizon)
 Set 2: TimeHorizonX 10 (short time horizon)
To explore the influence of the time horizon on the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change,
the average time horizon of governments and individuals is changed in this experiment. Two sets of
experiments are conducted. In the first set, governments and individuals have a long time horizon of 40 years.
In the second set, governments and individuals have a short time horizon of 10 years. The long time horizon
thus represents a situation in which governments and individuals look about one generation further ahead
than the long time horizon.
The graphs in Figure 61 show the influence of a change in average time horizon among governments and
individuals from 40 to 10. The blue shaded areas display the envelope graphs of 1000 experiments under the
full uncertainty space with a long time horizon and the green shaded areas display the envelope graphs of
1000 experiments under the full uncertainty space with a short time horizon.

Figure 61: Single uncertainty analysis - Time Horizon
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The cumulative GHG reduction in the year 2100 of the long time horizon set is about 10% higher than the
cumulative GHG reduction in the year 2100 of the short time horizon set. This can be understood by the fact
that governments and individuals with a longer time horizon start to cut their GHG emissions earlier, because
they foresee the future impact of climate change quicker than governments and individuals with a shorter
time horizon. Governments and individuals with a short time horizon start to reduce their GHG emission more
strongly closer to the year 2100, because suddenly the impact of climate change becomes visible. This can be
observed in Figure 62 that shows the difference between the two sets of experiments. As stated earlier, the
seeds of the two sets have been made equal, so that the difference between the two sets of experiments can
be correctly explored. The right graph in Figure 62, representing the difference in annual GHG reduction
between the two sets, shows that up to the year 2050, governments and individuals with a long time horizon
have annual GHG reductions of about 20% higher than governments and individuals with a short time horizon.
After 2050, the impact of climate change becomes more visible to governments and individuals with a short
time horizon.

Figure 62: Single uncertainty analysis - Time Horizon – Differences between both sets in cumulative GHG reduction
(left) and annual GHG reduction (right) over time

Figure 62 shows that the average total agreement effect is higher in the long time horizon set of experiments.
This can be interpreted because of the fact that a higher time horizon leads to a higher climate change
awareness of governments and thus a higher change chance of successful negotiations and higher mitigation
goals within the mitigation agreement. The time horizon does not seem to influence the climate disaster
effect. There seems to be a difference in bottom-up mitigation ratio, but the difference becomes nearly 0 near
the year 2100. A PRIM has been conducted on the difference in the year 2050, by classifying the runs that have
a difference larger than 0.02. The PRIM analysis in Figure 63 shows that this difference is caused by a high
value of the standard deviation of the time horizon distribution. This implies that model runs with more
heterogeneous individuals in terms of time horizon lead to differences in the bottom-up mitigation ratio.

Figure 63: PRIM on difference in bottom-up mitigation ratio in the year 2050 due to time horizon

Experiment 2.2: Single uncertainty sensitivity analysis on heterogeneity in time horizon
 Set 1: SDTimeHorizonDistribution 20 (large heterogeneity)
 Set 2: SDTimeHorizonDistribution 0 (no heterogeneity)
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In this experiment the influence of the heterogeneity is explored. The SDTimeHorizonDistribution determines
the standard deviation of the time horizon distribution among individuals. A higher
SDTimeHorizonDistribution thus implies a larger heterogeneity. Two sets of experiments are conducted. In
the first set, the SDTimeHorizonDistribution is set to 20, which makes individuals quite heterogeneous since
the time horizon can range between 0 and 50. In the second set, the SDTimeHorizonDistribution is set to 0,
which implies that there is no heterogeneity among individuals at all.
The graphs in Figure 64 show the influence of a change in heterogeneity. The blue shaded areas display the
envelope graphs of 1000 experiments under the full uncertainty space with a large heterogeneity and the
green shaded areas display the envelope graphs of 1000 experiments under the full uncertainty space without
heterogeneity.

Figure 64: Single uncertainty analysis – Heterogeneity

The cumulative GHG reduction in the year 2100 is slightly higher in the set of experiments with heterogeneity.
To investigate this difference, a PRIM has been conducted, shown in Figure 64. The runs with a difference
larger than 1 have been classified. The PRIM outcome shows that a low time horizon causes a larger difference
in cumulative GHG reduction between a set of experiments with and without heterogeneity. This result can be
interpreted by the fact that the bottom limit of the time horizon is set to 0, influencing the intended normal
distribution of time horizon. In other words, the average time horizon becomes slightly higher due to this
bottom limit. It can therefore also be observed that the annual GHG reduction in the year 2100 is slightly
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higher in the set of experiments without heterogeneity, the effect which has also been observed in the time
horizon experiment.

Figure 65: PRIM on the difference in cumulative GHG reduction due to heterogeneity

Overall, the second modelling research question is answered as follows:
2. What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the time horizon of governments and
individuals?
The way in which governments and individuals take the future impact of climate change into account is
captured in their time horizon. A larger time horizon implies larger cumulative GHG emission reductions,
because governments and individuals change their GHG emitting behaviour quicker in the face of a
higher expected future climate change impact. A shorter time horizon implies that governments and
individuals will end up with higher annual GHG emission reduction behaviours, because the impact of
climate change will become visible at some point in time. Heterogeneity among individuals in terms time
horizon leads to higher cumulative GHG reductions as well, because time horizon can only have a
positive value. A bottom limit changes the shape of a normal distribution, thus leading to a higher
average time horizon.
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to international negotiations on climate change
response on the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change?
To answer this modelling research question three different experiments are conducted. To start, a PRIM
analysis is conducted on the total agreement effect. The total agreement effect is a measure for the success of
the international negotiations on climate change response. In the second experiment, a single uncertainty
sensitivity analysis is conducted on the game theoretic representation of international negotiations on climate
change response. The third experiment will explore the influence of differences in time horizons among
governments on the negotiations. In the first set, two countries will have a time horizon of 30 and the three
other countries have a time horizon of 5. In the second set, all countries will have a time horizon of 15.The
average time horizon is both sets is 15. However, there is a difference between countries in the first set.
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Experiment 3.1: PRIM analysis on the total agreement effect

Figure 66: Total agreement effect under full uncertainty space

The total agreement effect is a measure for the influence of international agreements on climate change
response on the total mitigation action. Figure 66 shows that this factor ranges from just above 0 to 20. Two
PRIM analyses on the total agreement effect have been conducted. The first PRIM classification is the above
segment of the Violin density plot, that is, where the total agreement effect in 2100 is higher than 17%. The
second PRIM classification is the bottom segment of Violin density plot, where the total agreement effect in
2100 is lower than 10%.
High total agreement effect
The PRIM box in Figure 67 shows that a high total agreement effect is reached under a high climate sensitivity
and economic sensitivity of climate change and a cooperative game theoretic representation of international
negotiations on climate change response.

Figure 67: PRIM box - high total agreement effect (box 9)

Low total agreement effect
The PRIM box in Figure 68 shows that a low total agreement effect is reached under a low climate sensitivity
and economic sensitivity of climate change, a competitive game theoretic representation of international
negotiations on climate change response, and a negative effect of climate disasters on the mitigation action of
governments and individuals struck by the climate disaster. The latter effect can be explained by an increase in
the change for reaching a mitigation agreement and an increase in mitigation goals within the agreement, due
to a temporary increase in climate change awareness of governments just hit by a climate disaster. This
implies that governments should be aware of the fact the direction of the effect of climate disasters on
mitigation action is of importance, when international negotiations on climate change response happen to be
just after the occurrence of a climate disaster. This result suggests that more research to the effect of climate
disasters on climate change response would be important.
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Figure 68: PRIM box - low total agreement effect (box 13)

Experiment 3.2: Single uncertainty sensitivity analysis on the game theoretic representation of
international negotiations on climate change response
 Set 1: GameTheory “Prisoners”
 Set 2: GameTheory “Cooperative”
In this experiment the influence of the game theoretic representation of international negotiations on climate
change response is explored. The game theory determines the internal mechanisms behind the negotiation. In
a Prisoners game theory setting, the negotiations allow for free rider behaviour, where governments are able
to step out of the agreement at the last minute. Two sets of experiments are conducted. In the first set, the
game theory is set to the Prisoners setting. In the second set, the game theory is set to the Cooperative
setting.
The graphs in Figure 69 show the influence of a change in game theory on the model outcomes. The blue
shaded areas display the envelope graphs of 1000 experiments under the full uncertainty space with a
Prisoners game theory and the green shaded areas display the envelope graphs of 1000 experiments under the
full uncertainty space with a Cooperative game theory.
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Figure 69: Single uncertainty analysis - Game theory

The plots in Figure 69 show that a cooperative game theoretic representation of international negotiations
results in a slightly higher cumulative GHG emission reduction. The reason for the increase in mitigation action
can be ascribed to an increase in the total agreement effect. Cooperative behaviour in negotiations on climate
change response results in stronger mitigation agreements among governments and therefore more GHG
emission reduction occurs.
Experiment 3.3: Single uncertainty sensitivity analysis on the effect of differences between countries in
time horizon on the outcome of international negotiations on climate change response
 Set 1: TimeHorizonX 30, 30, 5, 5, 5 (average 15)
 Set 2: TimeHorizonX 15, 15, 15, 15, 15 (average 15)
In this experiment the influence of the differences between countries in time horizon on the outcome of
international negotiations on climate change response is explored. In the first set, two countries will have a
time horizon of 30 and the three other countries have a time horizon of 5. In the second set, all countries will
have a time horizon of 15.The average time horizon is both sets is 15. However, there is a difference between
countries in the first set.
The time horizon is a measure for the outcome of international negotiations on climate change response. The
blue shaded area in in Figure 70 displays the envelope graph of 1000 experiments under the full uncertainty
space with all countries having a time horizon of 15 years and the green shaded area displays the envelope
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graph of 1000 experiments under the full uncertainty space with differences between countries in time
horizon. It can thus be concluded that international negotiations on climate change response are more
successful when differences in opinion about response are smaller.

Figure 70: Single uncertainty analysis – The effect of differences between countries in time horizon on the total
agreement effect

3. What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to international negotiations on climate
change response?
International negotiations on climate change response are strongly influenced by the climate sensitivity
and economic sensitivity of climate change, the game theoretic representation of international
negotiations on climate change response, and the effect of climate disasters on the mitigation action of
governments and individuals struck by the climate disaster. The latter effect can be explained by an
increase in the chance of reaching a mitigation agreement and an increase in mitigation goals within the
agreement, due to a temporary increase in climate change awareness of governments just hit by a
climate disaster. This implies that governments should be aware of the direction of the effect of climate
disasters on mitigation action. When international negotiations on climate change response happen to
be just after the occurrence of a climate disaster, an increase in mitigation demand caused by climate
disasters will increase the chance of successful climate change response negotiations and vice versa.
Finally, international negotiations on climate change response have a higher chance of success if opinions
among governments about the required climate change response differ less. Hence, all governments
opting for moderate mitigation action is more beneficial for the result of international negotiations on
climate change response than some governments opting for strong mitigation action whilst other
governments not wanting to participate at all.
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to climate disasters on the possible pathways of
society’s response to climate change?
To answer this modelling research question three different experiments are conducted. To start, a PRIM
analysis is conducted on the total climate disaster effect. The total climate disaster effect is a measure for the
effect of climate disasters on the climate change awareness of governments and individuals. In the second
experiment, a single uncertainty sensitivity analysis is conducted on the influence of the direction of the effect
of climate disasters on mitigation action to explore the ambiguity on this matter. The third experiment will
explore the influence of the relation between climate change and the occurrence of climate disasters.
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Experiment 4.1: PRIM analysis on the total climate disaster effect

Figure 71: Total climate disaster effect under full uncertainty space

The total climate disaster effect is a measure for the influence of climate disasters on the climate change
awareness of governments and individuals. Figure 71 shows that the total climate disaster effect ranges from 0
to almost 3, with a very large tail of runs in the high segment. Two PRIM analyses on the total climate disaster
effect have been conducted. The first PRIM classification is the above segment of the Violin density plot, that
is, where the total climate disaster effect in 2100 is higher than 1.5%. The second PRIM classification is the
bottom segment of Violin density plot, where the total agreement effect in 2100 is lower than 0.005%.
High total climate disaster effect
The PRIM result in Figure 72 shows that a combination of three parameter settings is significantly present in
runs that end up with a high climate disaster effect. A high climate disaster effect is reached when there is a
relation between climate change and climate disasters, when the effect of climate disasters is higher and
when the memory of governments and individuals struck by the climate disaster is long. The first two
parameter settings can be understood easily. The third effect requires some explanation. If a climate disaster
strikes in the amount of years of memory of climate disasters, the temporary increase in climate change
awareness will be reset again by those governments and individuals that were struck by the earlier disaster. In
other words, a climate disaster anywhere in the world reminds governments and individuals earlier struck by a
disaster of their own experience again, once again having a temporary effect on their climate change
awareness.

Figure 72: PRIM box - high total climate disaster effect (box 14)

Low total climate disaster effect
The PRIM analysis on a low total climate disaster effect revealed an error in the experimental set-up. Due to a
lack of time, and due to the fact that the impact of the error on the other results is very marginal and can thus
be neglected, the experiments were not conducted again with a correction of this error.
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The PRIM results show that a total climate disaster effect is caused by a climate disaster memory of 1 year. In
calculating the total climate disaster effect, the memory counter had already been decreased by 1, thus always
resulting in a value of 0 when the climate disaster memory is 0. This implies that the total climate disaster
effect is 0 in about a third of the experiments.

Figure 73: PRIM box - low total climate disaster effect (box 2)

Experiment 4.2: The influence of the direction of the effect of climate disasters on mitigation action
 Set 1: ClimateDisasterIncreaseMitigation “True”
 Set 2: ClimateDisasterIncreaseMitigation “False”
Ambiguity exists about the effect that climate disasters have on mitigation action. Some believe that climate
disasters increase climate change awareness which leads to an increase in mitigation action. Other however
believe that climate disasters decrease mitigation action, because those struck by a climate disaster demand
adaptation action, pushing investments in mitigation action to a future period. This ambiguity is captured in
the factor ClimateDisasterIncreaseMitigation. Two sets of experiments are conducted. In the first set, climate
disasters have a positive effect on mitigation action. In the second set, climate disasters have a negative effect
on mitigation action.
The graphs in Figure 74 show the influence of the direction of the effect of climate disasters on mitigation
action on the model outcomes. The blue shaded areas display the envelope graphs of 1000 experiments under
the full uncertainty space with a positive effect of climate disaster on mitigation action the green shaded areas
display the envelope graphs of 1000 experiments under the full uncertainty space with a negative effect of
climate disaster on mitigation action.
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Figure 74: Single uncertainty analysis - Climate Disaster Effect

The plots in Figure 74 show that a positive effect of climate disasters on mitigation action results in a higher
annual and cumulative GHG emission reduction. Furthermore, a positive effect of climate disasters on
mitigation action results in a higher total agreement effect, since governments entering international
negotiations on climate change response that have been struck by a climate disaster, are more likely to
participate in the mitigation agreements and opt for stronger mitigation goals.
Experiment 4.3: The influence of the relation between climate change and climate disasters
 Set 1: EffectOfClimateChangeOnClimateDisasters 1 (relation)
 Set 2: EffectOfClimateChangeOnClimateDisasters 0 (no relation)
Ambiguity exists about the relation between cliamte change and the occurrence of cliamte disasters. To
explore this ambiguity, two sets of experiments have been conducted. In the first set, there is a relation
between climate change and climate disasters. This implies that if the cumulative GHG reductions in the
model rise, the chance of the occurrence of a climate disaster becomes bigger. In the second set, there is no
relation between climate change and climate disasters. Climate disasters then only occur based on their base
frequency.
The graphs in Figure 75 show the influence of the relation between climate change and the occurrence of
climate disasters. The blue shaded areas display the envelope graphs of 1000 experiments under the full
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uncertainty space with a relation between climate change and climate disasters and the green shaded areas
display the envelope graphs of 1000 experiments under the full uncertainty space without this relation.

Figure 75: Single uncertainty analysis - Relation between Climate Change and Climate Disasters

The plots in Figure 75 show that the total climate disaster effect in the set of experiments with a relation
between climate change and the occurrence of climate disasters is much bigger. This results in just a slight
increase in cumulative GHG reduction.
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4. What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to climate disasters?
Ambiguity exists about the effect that climate disasters have on mitigation action. Some believe that
climate disasters increase climate change awareness which leads to an increase in mitigation action.
Other however believe that climate disasters decrease mitigation action, because those struck by a
climate disaster demand adaptation action, pushing investments in mitigation action to a future period.
This ambiguity is an influential uncertainty regarding the emergence of mitigation action in the model,
because the cumulative and annual GHG reductions are influenced. The relation between climate change
and the occurrence of climate disasters, another uncertainty relating to climate disasters, seems to
reinforce the influence of the ambiguity on the direction of the effect of climate disasters on mitigation
action. Furthermore, the total influence of climate disasters is increased when the memory of
governments and individuals struck by the climate disaster is longer. If governments and individuals have
a longer memory of climate disasters, a climate disaster occurring anywhere in the world will remind
those governments and individuals earlier struck by a disaster of their own experience. Therefore the
climate change awareness of those governments and individuals is then once again affected.
What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the bottom-up emergence of mitigation action on
the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change?
To answer this modelling research question, a PRIM is conducted on the bottom-up mitigation ratio. The
bottom-up mitigation ratio displays the ratio of voluntary mitigation by individuals over the total mitigation by
society.
Experiment 5.1: PRIM analysis on the bottom-up mitigation ratio

Figure 76: Bottom-up mitigation ratio under full uncertainty space

Figure 76 shows the bottom-up mitigation ratio under the full uncertainty space. The differences in the ratio
are largest around the year 2050, after which the difference starts to converge when it comes closer to 2100.
The first PRIM classification is the above segment of the Violin density plot, that is, where the bottom-up
mitigation ratio in 2100 is higher than 0.38. The second PRIM classification is the bottom segment of Violin
density plot; where the bottom-up mitigation ratio in 2100 is lower than 0.32.
High bottom-up mitigation ratio
The PRIM result in Figure 77 shows that two areas of the uncertainty space are significantly present in the
model runs that end with a high bottom-up mitigation ratio in 2100. A high bottom-up mitigation ratio is
reached when the mitigation enforcement factor is low and a competitive game theoretic representation of
international negotiations on climate change response. This result can be understood by the fact that the
enforced mitigation is part of the total mitigation. If the enforced mitigation is lower, the ratio of mitigation
action voluntarily taken by individuals automatically becomes higher.
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Figure 77: PRIM box - high bottom-up mitigation ratio (box 12)

High bottom-up mitigation ratio
The PRIM result in Figure 78 confirms the conclusion taken in the PRIM analysis on a high bottom-up
mitigation ratio. Successful international negotiations on climate change response overshadow the effect of
bottom-up mitigation action.

Figure 78: PRIM box - low bottom-up mitigation ratio (box 12)

It has been the intention in this research to explore over the ratio between individual and national emissions.
This ratio determined the mitigation potential of governments and individuals. Unfortunately however, it
became clear in the analysis that this ratio influenced the shape of the climate change impact equation.
Therefore, this ratio had to be fixed. In further research, the model could be altered so that the influence of the
bottom-up emergence of mitigation action on the overall emergence of mitigation action can be explored.
5. What are the consequences of uncertainties relating to the bottom-up emergence of mitigation
action on the possible pathways of society’s response to climate change?
The success or failure of international negotiations on climate change response determines the impact of
bottom-up emergence of mitigation action on the overall emergence of mitigation action. If international
negotiations on climate change response are less successful, the influence of individual mitigation action
becomes stronger. It was the intention to further explore the consequence of uncertainties relating to the
bottom-up emergence of mitigation action. However, this requires an alteration of the model
specification.
What uncertainties have most consequences on the emergence of mitigation action?
The emergence of mitigation action can be observed in two model outcomes: the cumulative GHG emission
reduction and the annual GHG emission reduction. In this modelling research question it is the aim to
investigate what uncertainties influence this emergence of mitigation action. The main experiment used to
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answer this modelling research question will thus be a PRIM analysis on the cumulative GHG emission
reduction and the annual GHG emission reduction. However, the previous modelling questions have showed
that several uncertainties can be influential on the emergence of mitigation action. Therefore, answering this
modelling research questions starts by conducting a joint model outcome analysis. In this analysis, it is
investigated whether there are correlations to be found between model outcomes. If correlation is found,
PRIM analysis on other model outcomes are conducted as well.
Experiment 6.1: Joint model outcome analysis for cumulative GHG reduction
In this experiment, model outcomes are plotted against each other. In Figure 79, the cumulative GHG
reduction outcome can be found on the y-axis, whereas the other model outcomes can be found on the x-axis.
The different blue shaded areas represent the density of points in the scatterplot of the joint model outcome
graph. In the right-above corner, the Pearson correlation and its significance can be observed. The closer the
Pearson correlation is to 1 or -1, the stronger is the correlation between the model outcomes.

Figure 79: Joint model outcome analysis between cumulative GHG reduction outcome and the other model outcomes

The joint model outcome plots in Figure 79 provide some useful insights. First, there is a clear positive
correlation between the annual GHG reduction and the cumulative GHG reduction and between the total
agreement effect and the cumulative GHG reduction. Both results seem quite logical. In the joint model
outcome plot of the total climate disaster effect and the cumulative GHG reduction, there is an indication for
the existence of two correlations. This can be explained by the fact that climate disasters can have a positive
effect on mitigation action as well as a negative effect. There is a negative correlation between the bottom-up
mitigation ratio and the cumulative GHG reduction. However, this can be explained by the fact that enforced
mitigation decreases the bottom-up mitigation ratio, which is a result of international negotiations on climate
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change response. This can be observed in Figure 80. It has already been observed that there is a relation
between the total agreement effect and the cumulative GHG reduction, so this correlation is indirect.

Figure 80: Joint model outcome analysis between the bottom-up mitigation ratio and the total agreement effect

Experiment 6.2: PRIM analysis on cumulative GHG reduction

Figure 81: Cumulative GHG reduction under full uncertainty space

The cumulative GHG reduction outcome is the most direct model outcome to measure the result of the
emergence of mitigation action in the model. Figure 81 displays the range of possible outcomes under the
uncertainty space. Figure 81 shows that the average cumulative GHG reduction of the 1000 model runs under
the uncertainty space lays around 30%, with 75% of the runs ending with the range between 25% and 35%.
Two PRIM analyses have been conducted. The first PRIM classification is the above segment of the Violin
density plot, that is, where the cumulative GHG reduction in 2100 is higher than 35%. The second PRIM
classification is the bottom segment of Violin density plot, where the cumulative GHG reduction in 2100 is
lower than 25%.
High cumulative GHG reduction
The PRIM analysis on a high cumulative GHG reduction has classified the model runs that have a cumulative
GHG reduction of 35% and higher in the year 2100. The trade-off graph in Figure 82 shows some jumps in the
peeling trajectory of the PRIM algorithm.
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Figure 82: Trade-off graph PRIM - high cumulative GHG reduction

To explore the three areas of the peeling trajectory, three PRIM analyses have been conducted. The box
characteristics are displayed in the right-above corner in the PRIM figures in Figure 83, showing the coverage
and density of the model runs inside the box that meet the classification criterion. The boxes show that a
decrease in coverage and an increase in density are caused by the inclusion of an extra categorical uncertainty.
Next to the above PRIM figure a visualisation is added of the runs that have been included in that selected
PRIM box. The boxplots next to the graph show that the runs within the box indeed have a higher cumulative
GHG reduction.
The PRIM analysis shows that a low ImpactFactor and ExpFactor are significantly present in the classified
model runs. A low ImpactFactor and ExpFactor imply high climate sensitivity and the economic sensitivity of
climate change. Hence, if the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change is high, the
cumulative GHG reduction is also high. This is a logical relationship, since governments and individuals have a
quicker and higher increase in climate change awareness.
The second and third PRIM analyses show two categorical uncertainties that are also significantly present in
the classified model runs. A positive effect of climate disasters on mitigation action and a cooperative game
theoretic representation of international negotiations are also influencing high cumulative GHG reductions.
The results of a PRIM analysis should always be interpreted as a combined result: a high cumulative GHG, of
more than 235% in 2100, is significantly determined by states of the system in which there is a high climate
sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change; in which climate disasters make governments and
individuals increase their emission reduction behaviour; and in which cooperative game theoretic
representation of international negotiations on climate change response increases the chance of successful
mitigation agreements.
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Figure 83: PRIM boxes - high cumulative GHG reduction (box 13, 14 and 19 respectively)

Low cumulative GHG reduction
The PRIM analysis on a low cumulative GHG reduction has classified the model runs that have a cumulative
GHG reduction of 25% and lower in the year 2100. The trade-off graph in Figure 84 shows just like in the high
cumulative GHG reduction PRIM analysis, a jump in the peeling trajectory of the PRIM algorithm.
The results of the PRIM analysis are just about the opposite of the PRIM analysis for the high cumulative GHG
reduction. A low cumulative GHG reduction is reached under a low climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity
of climate change and a negative effect of climate disasters on mitigation action.

Figure 84: Trade-off graph PRIM - low cumulative GHG reduction
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Figure 85: PRIM boxes - low cumulative GHG reduction (box 21 and 24 respectively)

Experiment 6.3: Annual GHG reduction

Figure 86: Annual GHG reduction under full uncertainty space

The joint model outcome analysis has shown that the annual GHG reduction is a determinant for the
cumulative GHG reduction. Furthermore, the annual GHG reduction is after the cumulative GHG reduction the
best measure for the emergence of mitigation action in the model. The annual GHG emission reduction is also
more easily interpreted than the cumulative GHG reduction, due to the fact that emission reduction goals are
always stated according to a base value (e.g. the Kyoto reduction goals use the 1990 emission level as the base
value (European Commission, 2014)). Figure 86 displays the range of possible outcomes under the uncertainty
space, which shows the great diversity in possible annual GHG reductions in 2100. Figure 86 shows that some
model runs show an annual GHG reduction of almost 100%, whereas other model runs barely result in an
annual GHG reduction of 30% according to the 2000 value.
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Two PRIM analyses have been conducted. The first PRIM classification is the above segment of the Violin
density plot, that is, where the annual GHG reduction in 2100 is higher than 65%. The second PRIM
classification is the bottom segment of Violin density plot, where the annual GHG reduction in 2100 is lower
than 50%.
High annual GHG reduction
The PRIM analysis on a high annual GHG reduction has classified the model runs that have an annual GHG
reduction of 65% and higher in the year 2100.

Figure 87: PRIM box - low cumulative GHG reduction (box 12)

The PRIM analysis shows that the parameters settings of two variables are of significant influence for reaching
a high annual GHG reduction in 2100. The first variable, the impact factor, relates to the climate sensitivity and
the economic sensitivity of climate change. This variable also appeared to be influential for reaching high
cumulative GHG reductions, which is logical due to the fact that the two model outcomes are strongly
correlated. Furthermore, a high annual GHG reduction is reached if climate disasters have a positive effect on
mitigation action of the governments and individuals struck by the climate disaster.
Low annual GHG reduction
The PRIM analysis on a low annual GHG reduction has classified the model runs that have an annual GHG
reduction of 50% and lower in the year 2100. The results of the PRIM analysis, shown in Figure 88, are almost
equal to the results of the PRIM analysis on a low cumulative GHG reduction.
The PRIM analysis on the annual GHG reduction thus confirmed the results of the PRIM analysis on cumulative
GHG reduction, namely that the climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change and the effect
of climate disasters on mitigation action are of significant influence to the emergence of mitigation action.

Figure 88: Figure 44: PRIM box - low cumulative GHG reduction (box 17)
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6. What uncertainties have most consequences on the emergence of mitigation action?
The emergence of mitigation action can be observed in two model outcomes: the cumulative GHG
emission reduction and the annual GHG emission reduction. The large uncertainty space influencing
society’s response to climate change makes that the emergence of mitigation action can have large
differences. The most important uncertainties determining the emergence of mitigation actions are the
climate sensitivity and economic sensitivity of climate change; the direction of the effect of climate
disasters on mitigation action and the game theoretic representation of international negotiations on
climate change response. This conclusion is in line with the other experiments on individual uncertainties.
Another important determinant which has not been observed in this experiment, but has in the
experiments for modelling research question 1, is the influence of the time horizon of governments and
individuals.
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